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Designing for opportunity Lindsay and Kerry Clare

Lindsay and Kerry Clare have been producing architectural projects
for more than 30 years. Clare Design was established in 1979 on
the Sunshine Coast. After close to 20 years of successful practice,
the then New South Wales government architect, Chris Johnson,
invited the Clares to undertake the inaugural role of design directors
to the Government Architect’s Office, a two-year role. In 2000 they
became the founding directors of Architectus Sydney, serving as design
directors from 2000 to 2010. During this period, notable projects
included the Queensland Gallery of Modern Art, the University of the
Sunshine Coast Chancellery, the University of NSW Village student
housing project and Wesley House in Brisbane. Since 2010 Clare
Design has worked on select projects, including the Docklands Library,
the Newcastle Art Gallery Redevelopment and an ocean front house.
The Clares also passionately embrace their roles as professors at the
School of Architecture and Built Environment, University of Newcastle,
where they work to instil their students with the same thoughtful
and considerate approach that saw them become the 2010 recipients
of the AIA Gold Medal, Australia’s highest architectural award.

“After having trained as students
under Gabriel Poole for nearly five
years, we worked to the standards
he had, to make liveable spaces
for people – ‘Space where the soul
can play,’ as Gabriel says.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us about your lives before architectural practice?
What drew you both to architecture?
Lindsay

I think I was around 12 years old when I knew I wanted
to be an architect. I visited my parents’ friend’s house
designed by an architect – to my eyes it was open, light, abstract
and modern. That has stayed with me, along with memories of
the qualities of the traditional Queensland house that I grew up in.
Kerry

I wanted to be a builder. I finished Year 12 in Darwin
and asked an uncle in Sydney, who was a builder, if he
could give me a job so I could learn how to build houses. He said
that I wouldn’t be much use on site and so I decided to learn how
to put buildings together at Sydney Technical College. I later
transferred to Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
and changed to architecture because the QUT drafting course
was not very good then.
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“We think that a design has to be
generous in the broad sense of the
word, so that it resonates with
people. It has to ‘provide opportunity,
rather than give direction.’”

My mother was interested in design and we looked at Pettit
and Sevitt project homes in Sydney in the early 70s, which
impressed me. My father imported French cars and Spanish
motorbikes in Sydney in the 60s and built a modern industrial
workshop (designed by Christopher Kringas of Edwards Madigan
Torzillo and Briggs), which had a large influence on my thinking.
It was stack bond blockwork and exposed steel work, with
a mezzanine suspended on rods and a parabolic metal roof.
Lindsay and I started practice at Mooloolaba without any particular
plan. We were working for a local firm, when a recently immigrated
Scottish doctor and his wife, an illustrator, asked if we could do
a house for them. We asked our boss if he was interested in us
bringing the project into the office. However, he did not want to do
houses. Fortunately, he understood that we were keen to do it
and referred another house project to us, as well as loaning us
two drafting machines.
We set up our studio in an old Queensland house on the
Mooloolah River that we were renting. We had to phone clients
from the public phone booth down the street until we could afford
to get our own connection.
After having trained as students under Gabriel Poole for nearly
five years, we worked to the standards he had, and has continued
to set, to make liveable spaces for people.
Both of us come from slightly alternative family backgrounds.
Our respective parents chose not to live in suburbia and started out
living in sheds in the bush (or old Queensland houses). Both of us had
grandparents with a strong connection to the coast through boating
and fishing and this filtered down as an inherent interest in the
weather, sun and sea. We also both had fathers who were craftsmen:
one who worked with metal and engineering, one with wood.

Sketch for Thrupp and Summers House
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Generous simplicity
How would you describe the role of architecture and the architect?
How do you approach design?
Architecture is a framework for human life. Its role to us is to give
meaning, inspiration and dignity to that life.
We give consideration to principles related to function, context,
environment, tectonics and spirit. Most buildings have a purpose
and it is important to us that they fulfil that purpose but then give
more. It is that extra dimension, making, as Gabriel Poole often says,
‘space in which the soul can play.’
We share the lead role from concept throughout design,
detail development and construction. Conceptual and detail design
resolutions come from both of us in different ways dependent
on the circumstance, but what is consistent is that all design
decisions are discussed, debated, drawn and redrawn. Having said
that, we also recognise our different skills and know when to defer
at critical times.
In architecture, it’s about understanding – research as well
as intuition. We also think only the distance of time can truly sort out
the significant architecture from the mediocre. Many ‘new’ ideas are
touted as brilliant. However, more thoughtful, subtle and simple
architecture can become more powerful.
We set out to do our best and we work to a strong set of
self-imposed principles. The principles are about response to
context, environment, resources and community – responsibilities
we take seriously. We think that for a design or a space to be
inspiring it has to be generous in the broad sense of the word,
so that it resonates with people. It has to ‘provide opportunity
rather than give direction’, to quote Michael Benedikt. Opportunity is
part of generosity. Also, it has to have some spirit. We try to infuse
spirit in the making of the building, how the elements are placed
and crafted.
The craft and tectonics of architecture interest us. We are not
interested in ‘blob’ architecture. Connectivity and the indoor–outdoor
connection is inspiring, whether it is in a highly urban, suburban
or rural setting.
Conversely, the big ‘alien object’ projects are the most controversial
and concerning architectural issues for us. We understand it is hard
for people to discern what makes a good building when there are
projects that are successful largely for their ‘wow’ factor. They often
make very little other contribution to a city or to people’s lives.
Surprise is very much a part of architecture but it does not have
to be a major in-your-face surprise. It is getting so that ‘restraint’
is now a surprise. For example, the richness achieved with
a restrained palette by Romaldo Giurgola in his St Patrick’s Cathedral
at Parramatta. Visiting the Pantheon in Rome – how can such
a simple and beautiful idea, built more than 18 hundred years ago,
still surprise you? That’s something.
Lawrence Nield wrote about the art of architecture one time
and he included a quote from Pavese, which impressed us.
‘True astonishment comes from recognition, not novelty.’

Sketches for Thrupp and Summers House
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Design, democracy and opportunity
To what degree do you believe Australia’s social and cultural
conditions have had an impact on its architecture?

“The solution sometimes pops out
when you are doing something
completely different. Lindsay
likes to get into the surf. He says
that when you are surfing you
can’t think about anything other
than each wave–’A washing
machine for the brain’.”

Sketch plan for UNSW Student Housing

Unfortunately, Australia does not have a design culture that is deeply
ingrained, such as in Finland or the Scandinavian countries. We can’t
imagine an architect’s face being on an Aussie dollar note the way
Alvar Aalto was on the Finnish 50 Markkaa banknote. Australia does
not have a culture of respect for architecture. It is thought of as
perhaps unnecessary and irrelevant to our everyday life. The culture
here is that anyone can design a building. Many of our politicians and
business leaders also show little regard for urban design, heritage,
sound planning, architecture or design. Melbourne, though, has
successfully backed its architects for some time now and it is
interesting to see Sydney following that example with some recent
successes. Since 2004, the City of Sydney has won more than
40 international and Australian architecture, urban design and
sustainability awards, for important public projects by architects.
Australia’s architectural history is different to European,
American, Latin American, African or Asian histories. Our Aboriginals
were not builders and European settlement is comparably recent.
We have not had the centuries of learning embedded as these other
cultures have and most of our cities have grown postwar. Australia
is multicultural and still finding its way. Given that, many Australian
architects have enjoyed freedom in design and building that has
not been available to European architects. Australian architecture
has been able to explore new ideas and has the potential to develop
its own strengths, from a unique context.

Drawing and the generation of ideas
How do you define an architectural idea?
Kerry

To define an architectural idea you have to define the
question. This is the key to any idea. Finding the right
questions to ask is something we try to get our students to
understand. Each architect has to develop his or her own questions.
This becomes a base for your philosophy, which is hopefully
strengthened, informed and built on over your entire career.
The more you draw the more you engage with the problem.
The solution sometimes pops out when you are doing something
completely different. Lindsay likes to get into the surf. He says
that when you are surfing you can’t think about anything other than
each wave – ‘A washing machine for the brain.’ I find that a solution
to a problem often comes when I finally put the pencil down and do
something mundane, like housework!
We often tell our students to just jump in and start drawing
rather than gazing into the distance to find a ‘concept.’ As soon
as you put pen to paper you engage. You start realising what you
don’t know, what you didn’t notice about a site or its neighbours,
the sun, the landscape, the breezes, connections, activity,
colours. You learn about scale from drawing and building models.
Students can learn a lot from designing and building a piece
of furniture, because it sets up relationships in your brain about
scale, materials and details.
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Building futures
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
Contemporary cities lost their way in the mid-20th century, but since
the early 70s there has been a gradual re-engagement with the
qualities that make a city desirable. We are re-learning what was
known in the past – the importance of the public realm, streets,
grain, diversity, walkability and connectedness.
In Australia, there has been a desire by the government to pass
all the risk of city building to the private sector. This has been at the
expense of retaining control over the project. The interests of the end
user and the public can, as a result, easily be lost.
Architects are resilient and will need to find new ways to practice
that respond to changes in the industry. James Steele from University
of Southern California discussed at a recent conference in Mexico
City the way parametric design programs will overtake many of the
tasks that architects now do. So we think that architects have got to
understand what skills they have that set them apart and concentrate
on how to make the most of those skills and promote their value.
At this time we are more concerned with social and urban
responses than standalone projects. We have always considered
sustainability as part of the architect’s role and that extends to urban
design and planning. Most of the world’s population lives in cities
and so the health of the city is paramount to our future. We can only
achieve healthy cities through diversity, tolerance, sustainability
and liveability.

UNSW Student Housing sketch
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We don’t really have a single outstanding
project or anything you could consider
a masterpiece. For us it is more a series of
projects, with ideas and principles that collectively
build up a contribution to Australia’s architecture.
Lessons we learned in early housing we have used in
our larger projects – lessons about how people
behave, share, cohabitate. If you take these ideas and
add public-ness and accessibility, we think both
GoMA and the USC Chancellery provide that extra
level of generosity, democracy and opportunity.”

2006
— Chancellery, University of
the Sunshine Coast
Sunshine Coast, Queensland
Architectus
Kerry Clare / Lindsay Clare
(as design directors)
The Chancellery embodies the University
of the Sunshine Coast’s commitment
to an authentic subtropical public
architecture. Its location consolidates
the central precinct of the campus,
creating a new hub and student focus,
with a large atrium space operating
like a town square. Offices and tutorial
rooms are mixed-mode, all corridors
are external and not air-conditioned,
and a displacement air system cools
the lecture theatre design.
Image — John Gollings
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1986

1992

1994

1997

2009

1 — Thrupp + Summers House
Sunshine Coast, Queensland
Clare Design

2 — Rainbow Shores, Surfside Villas
Fraser Coast, Queensland
Clare Design

3 — Hammond Residence
Sunshine Coast, Queensland
Clare Design

This house is built along a densely
treed ridge in the foothills of the
Sunshine Coast hinterland. Open
plan living spaces and the bedrooms
sit to the north of a central gallery,
with service spaces to the south.
A clerestory skylight over the gallery
balances natural light to the internal
spaces, as well as providing highlevel ventilation, enhanced by
full-height louvres on the north
and north east facades. A screened
outdoor room captures light,
sun and a view of the ocean.
Image — John Gollings

This beach resort complex is located
between two national parks on land
previously mined for its mineral sands.
Surfside was stage one of a small
new town. A strong sense of urban
order in the initial design concept
was used to create and contain
space in and around buildings.
This was then adjusted to respond
to existing features in the landscape.
Lightweight building materials, open
planning, courtyards, breezeways,
double-height volumes and open
stairwells work in concert to
augment cross-ventilation.
Image — Richard Stringer

In contrast to its vast landscape,
this self-sufficient dwelling is of
modest scale and form. Overlooking
the Sunshine Coast and the Pacific
Ocean, the Clares planned the house
to optimise views and orientation,
using prefabricated and pre-cut
construction. Being in a cyclone
region, it is designed for wind speeds
of up to 95 kilometres per second.
The Clares used the bracing fin wall
systems devised for their own house,
which demonstrates the simplicity
and flexibility of the system and its
wider application to a range of
low-cost building forms.
Image — Adrian Boddy

4 — University Club,
University of the Sunshine Coast
Sunshine Coast, Queensland
Clare Design

5 — UNSW Campus Living
Kensington, New South Wales
Architectus
Kerry Clare / Lindsay Clare
(as design directors)

Requirements for economy, flexibility
and fast design and construction
(16 weeks) meant that this building
had to be direct and robust. The crosssection provides the solution to the
difficult site orientation – east/west
– by maximising cross-ventilation,
balancing natural daylight and
reducing glare. The verandahs step
down to form bleacher seats for the
adjacent playing fields. The pavilion
-style building accommodates a range
of uses, including football clubroom,
gymnasium, meeting room, function
space and, occasionally, classroom
or examination hall.
Image — Richard Stringer

This on-campus student housing
project provides 1032 beds in 240
self-contained units. Environmental
principles and technologies include
cross-ventilation to all rooms through
vented floor slabs and natural
daylighting to all spaces.
Image — John Gollings
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Transformative realism Andrew Cortese

After an isolated upbringing in the idyllic bushland setting
of outer-suburban Sydney, Andrew Cortese turned
an instinctive belief in building’s transformative potential
into a career in architecture. With the timely announcement
of Sydney’s successful bid for the 2000 Olympics coming just
after his graduation, he began his journey into professional
practice with a series of high profile infrastructure and sports
projects alongside some of Australia’s most respected and
accomplished architects. Here, he reflects on the influences
that have shaped his pragmatic yet ideals-driven approach
to design, underpinning a sequence of award-winning projects
that ultimately led to a leadership role at the world-renowned
architectural practice, Grimshaw.

From the ground up
Can you tell us a little about your personal architectural journey,
especially the early years?
My upbringing occurred in the periphery of northern Sydney, within
a small community of young families that chose to reside along
the sandstone ridges over-looking Berowra Waters during the
mid-sixties. The bush was foreground – nature was abundant,
immediate and often invasive. We felt the seasons, particularly in
summer when the passage of storms, heat and bushfires constantly
altered the setting. As children in this isolated place, we had an
unbounded freedom to range and explore. It was an imaginary
landscape, which provoked in us from the earliest age the desire to
construct the settings of our play. As we grew up, the suburb was
slowly built from utilities onwards. Every new construction enterprise,
being a road, drain, residence or shop, we investigated with curiosity
and ‘supervised.’ We mimicked the constancy of building in our play
and with a supply of leftover building materials, constructed every
possible type of tree house and shack, vast networks of roads for
matchbox cars and ambitious engineering attempts at the damming
and tunnelling of water streams. It wasn’t architecture, but this
making was all engrossing.
My first proper encounter with architecture was quite early,
in the form of two new catholic churches built for Asquith
and Berowra in the early seventies. Both were quite remarkable
for what they achieved with minimal means. The architects
John King and Laurie Glendenning designed them, while
a single builder, Neville Brown, managed the construction

almost exclusively using volunteer labourers from among the
parishioners, of which my father was one. The churches were
planned with a progressive intent in response to post-Vatican II
liturgy and were built predominately from grey trachyte paving
boulders, recovered from the demolition of the old Flemington
Sheep Markets, which had originally come, in turn, from Scotland
as ship ballast. This process united the parish with a shared sense
of identity and accomplishment. There was a great deal of idealism
during this period of Australia’s emergence, a desire to construct
a better future characterised by ingenuity, craftsmanship,
independence and a forward-projecting community spirit.
It impressed on me the value of self-reliance.
My primary education was in the schools that were subsequently
built adjacent to these churches and my fascination with architecture
more or less expressed itself from kindergarten onwards. During
secondary school, although my engagement with architecture was
limited, I kept an eye on most of the new buildings under construction
in the city and often visited the Opera House. The city during the
early 1980s was devoid of activity and while Australia emerged from
a deep recession, outside of remarkable single residences the focus
of attention was on the discordant development of Darling Harbour,
with the introduction of the monorail making the times appear quite
profligate. Even architects saw the profession as being in something
of a malaise. Despite the major projects that were built in Sydney for
Australia’s Bicentennial celebrations, little captured the significance
of spirit that was achieved by Jørn Utzon and Harry Seidler in the
1960s and 1970s. I could see that the value given to architecture
in the evolution of the city had sadly diminished and that this
circumstance needed contesting.
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Plan diagrams for (clockwise from top left)
Tennis Stadium Qatar, UNSW School of Materials Science and Engineering, UNSW L5
Building, Harbour Mill Apartments, The Point Apartments, National Tennis Centre Beijing,
333 George Street, Aspire Tower and (centre) Qatar Olympic Training Facility at Lusail

Being mathematically inclined, though, family friends encouraged
me to pursue engineering, a profession seemingly better appreciated
by society and with a semblance of reasonable pay. After a year
at the University of Sydney studying structural engineering, however,
I moved across to architecture at the University of Technology,
Sydney. I subsequently worked for two years with Ross Bonthorne
at Lend Lease Design, developing my drawing and model-making
skills while being exposed to many of the significant development
proposals in the city at that time.
After this, I returned to Sydney University where I met Neil Durbach,
who I worked with while he was establishing his practice in the shared
studio of Ken Maher, until a year after graduation. It was a time of
much interaction for me with the emerging and distinguished
architects and academics of Sydney. In the tradition of Sydney’s
most influential immigrant architects, though, Neil began to
construct a position of critical difference to Sydney’s reigning
architectural norms, which arose out of a dialogue with other
influences and educators prior to his coming to Australia. These
were three and half very formative and enjoyable years, where
intellectual rigour, technical skill and mindfulness were provoked
in different measure, but always with an abundance of humour.
During this period and in response to a passing comment from
Richard Leplastrier on the essential experience of building while
studying, I took time out to take on the construction of one of Neil’s
residences with a university colleague. This experience prepared
me well, as it gave me the opportunity to design and document
projects and take them to site within two years of graduation.

Limits
How did you make your start as a professional architect?
Who has inspired you most?

Diagram describing the geometry for the Tennis Stadium Qatar

Shortly after graduation in the early 1990s, I intended to head off
to the UK to undertake further study and employment. In 1993,
though, Sydney surprisingly won the 2000 Olympics and that began
an involvement in sport, transport and urban projects that I enjoy
to this day. The Olympics reignited the architecture profession
in Sydney with a diverse range of sports, urban infrastructure and
planning projects. Given the then-recent urban success of Barcelona,
post-Olympics, and the prospect of a financial legacy similar
to Atlanta’s after the games, the city’s reputation was on the line.
It was an aspirational moment for Sydney, prompting either
enthusiasm or cynicism.
I subsequently began working with Ken Maher, who had
also been my tutor, at the very beginning of his incorporation into
HASSELL. I supported Ken Maher and Rodney Uren (formerly of
Foster and Partners) on the design of the Olympic Park railway
station. The approach achieved clarity and hierarchy in material
assemblage and a resolute expression of structural performance,
both themes that became central to my work.
Later that decade, I joined the newly merged practice of
Bligh Voller Nield and began working closely with Lawrence Nield.
The first of the projects that we undertook together was the
Sydney International Tennis Centre. It was the moment I became
a fully practicing architect. I gave all of my life to an accelerated
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20-month design and delivery program that required my relocation
to site to lead the completion of the design development and
documentation and to supervise construction.
The project was typical of the confrontation between pragmatism
and aspiration that defined the architecture of the Sydney Olympics.
With the design stripped to its essential purpose, our team,
comprised mostly of young graduates, had to resolve and defend
the scheme with unrelenting conviction against the threat of
mediocrity and compromise. I learned that architecture has severe
limits and that what gives architects real opportunity and influence
is the ability to identify these limits and configure the architectural
response accordingly. The currency of a design was dependent
on the design confronting its potential for degradation through
the economies and limitations of delivery. To this end, I developed
a tendency to exhaustive rigour, which ensures the purpose of
each element in the design is clear, both as a defence to my own
proclivities and those of others.
Early in my career, the Olympics provided a trajectory
of significant projects and relationships in a variety of cities,
including Beijing for the 2008 games, which I have had the
privilege to enjoy to this day.

Making architecture meaningful
What do you consider the role of architecture to be in society?
How would you describe your architectural approach?
It might seem obvious, but my understanding is that architecture
should arise out of the context and culture in which we build.
Buildings are also conceived at the intersection of many forces
– cultural and political, commercial and administrative – and in
relation to the practicalities of local contracting. In this respect,
the act of creativity is always directed through and drawn out of
complex interactions with diverse participants, the circumstances
of a site, technology, environment and the often under-articulated
expectations of local communities and society more generally.
I believe the responsibility of the architect is to give significance
to the process of building, while being alert to the fact that the
commitment to support architecture isn’t always present in its
commissioning and construction. This, I think, is key to understanding the future value of our profession and how we practice.
Over the past decade, I have developed a propensity for themes
and ideas that have the potential to extract meaningful and
transformative architecture from contexts where the expectation
was perhaps for something less so.
The act of building can support and develop the cultural
life of communities. Each project must reach beyond the cultural
or technical specifics of a brief and place its function in support
of productive communities and social interaction. Architecture
here becomes a form of agency, imbued with values. If the
architecture pays greater attention to the public areas within,
it can transform a building into a communal experience.
The imperative of ‘place’ is the recovery of architecture’s
responsibility to support those values and help enhance the
social cohesion of collective life and the productive economies
of the city and its inhabitants.

Facade study for the UNSW School of Materials Science and Engineering
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What I abhor in the clustered urban communities of Australia is the
nascent parochialism that manifests as a belief in the exceptionalism
of local cultures and locations, a legacy of postmodernism’s
emphasis on identity. The consequence in architecture is often
an iconography of ornamentation or a ‘stylism of stereotypes.’
To avoid the introduction of transient ideas, superfluousness
in the brief or a reliance on the spectacular, the transformative
potential within the everyday dimension of a building takes
precedence for me. I believe we can also find meaning in
the seemingly ordinary functions and elements of a project.
I assemble the elements of a project with a distinctive intent
for their articulation, environmental performance and material
quality. This results in a building where all of the parts related to
function, planning, form, structure, material and environmental
services are unified in their expression of purpose.
Likewise, a design for me does not derive from a singular
intuition, attended by form, developed scenographically through
sketches and a compelling narrative. Research precedes my process
of conceptual development, in the form of a study of the potential,
performance, economy and dimensions of the parts.
The concept coalesces always in relationship to a plan
typology, the function of form environmentally and programmatically,
intrinsic sustainability, as well as the association or connection
to an extrinsic reality through figurative or material evocation,
which can be drawn from context, tradition, nature or sometimes
a project’s spirit.

Facade study for Qatar Olympic Training Facility at Lusail

Inquiry and innovation
What drives you in your work today?

“I believe the responsibility of
the architect is to give significance
to the process of building, while
being alert to the fact that the
values that support architecture
aren’t always present in its
commissioning and construction.”

In mid-2009, I was invited to join Grimshaw, the partnership
founded by Sir Nicholas Grimshaw in the United Kingdom in 1980,
and was tasked with establishing a Sydney studio as part of its
strengthening Australian and global operations.
Grimshaw’s projects all share interests in materials and the craft
of fabrication, environmental and natural systems, as well as
the contribution that architectural practice can make to societal
progress. The matter of succession also concerns the practice
– how it can translate invested learning and knowledge so that
in each proceeding generation the work is at least as good as
that of the preceding era. In 2007, against the industry trend,
it established itself as a partnership, an LLP. Rather than being
based on a business model of practice growth or the development
of personal wealth, this partnership was set up to consider the future,
Grimshaw’s day-to-day contribution to society and how to manifest
projects of relevance and justness. This arrangement drew me
to Grimshaw and drives the enquiry behind my projects.
The projects out of Grimshaw’s Sydney studio almost entirely
arose through winning design competitions. Our successes followed
similar pathways, whereby we sought to identify the grounds
for innovation and leadership – organisational culture, urban
economies, environmental and engineering – through short research
studies or smaller commissions, which were then ‘prototyped’
and developed through competitions and bids, before being
refined and reframed within the award proposals.
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Within a period of three years, we secured significant projects
in the areas of sport, transport, university laboratories, commercial
offices, masterplanning, towers and multi-unit residences,
principally from competitions. Four of these are currently under
construction. We pursued genuine innovation around nature,
culture and economy, with all of the projects exploring ideas
about how functioning ‘forms’ contribute to environmental
performance and a contextual response.

Between idealism and pragmatism
What advice would you give a young architect?
What do you believe the future holds for architecture?
The challenge of identifying the ideal architectural response
to a project often keeps me up at night. Both the social enquiry
and compositional process that form my methodology require
a great deal of exploration and evaluation prior to conceptual
conciliation – though this has benefitted from the emergence
of parametric tools. The individual’s creative investment and
contribution, however, has to be understood in relation to day-to-day
practice, where collaboration, responsiveness and problem-solving
are generally of a higher priority. Our work in practice, both
individually and collectively, is a product of many influences
– physical, mental, social – linked in complex ways. Confronted
with the many complex issues of the 21st century, I do not believe
architects can act effectively purely as individuals.
Buildings commit resources and have long periods of stability.
Design practice becomes a conversation between generations.
A generation familiarises itself and learns from the achievements
and mistakes of the previous group. On the basis of conjecture,
it replaces some of the mistakes by making anew, leaving another
pattern of successes and errors for the next generation to react to.
While I think that this detachment has collapsed, the sense of the
future is always bound with the present and anchored to the past,
and it emerges in continuity, not through disjuncture. Similarly, the
architect practices within the constraints and limits of the present
but measures this against the freedom of the unrestrained ideal.
Design practice is characterised by this oscillation. The specific,
identifiable and innovative qualities of great projects approximate
ideals while negotiating the pragmatic realities of the day-to-day.
Within the generational dialogue, the task of reimagining the future
is not just a matter of formal and programmatic speculation, but
one of relational conjectures that consider the spatial repercussions
of what is possible, good and just.
The responsibility of the young architect is to make the place
for good architecture to manifest. They should engage with the city
in the belief that architecture can offer value in difference, but that
its broader purview is to frame how society deploys the world’s
resources to the benefit of its economy and ecology. However
seemingly inconsequential and lean our opportunity as architects,
what and how we make must matter, for in making it matter we
place it unambiguously in service to the individual and collective
life of our societies.
3D models for 333 George Street
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Aspire Tower
at Parramatta
will be Australia’s
tallest building, with 700
apartments and a hotel.
It aims to demonstrate
the urban and environmental
benefits of high rise living
and prove that it is a desirable
alternative to suburbia.”
Due 2018
— Aspire Tower
Parramatta, New South Wales
Grimshaw
Andrew Cortese / Annelie Kvick Thompson /
Erik Escalante / Louise Jarvis /
Amalia Mayor / Peter Stevens
A 92-storey mixed-use tower that intends
to make high-rise living sustainable,
affordable and accessible to the diverse
population of western Sydney. Grimshaw
has configured the tower in two linear
bars. These bars twist north to sun and
views, while opening up to the south to
capture prevailing winds and ventilate the
interior. The apartments are arranged
around six-storey landscaped voids,
each with their own communal program,
stacking 15 times over to form
a sequence of vertical neighbourhoods.
Image — Grimshaw
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2005

2007

2009

Due 2015

Due 2015

1 — L5 Building,
The University of New South Wales
Kensington, New South Wales
BVN
Andrew Cortese / Lawrence Nield /
Ian Goodbury / Craig Burns /
Matthew Bennett / Namaste Burrell

2 — National Tennis Centre
Beijing, China
BVN in collaboration with CCDI
Andrew Cortese / Lawrence Nield /
Zheng Fang / Glenn Scott /
Ross Seymour / Hamish Watt

3 — Point Apartments
Sydney, New South Wales
BVN
Andrew Cortese / Peter Titmuss /
Marcus Trimble / Martin Langham /
Namaste Burrell / Craig Burns

The National Tennis Centre is located
on a gently sloping western edge of
Olympic Forest Park – the vast new
landscape that terminates the axis of
the main 2008 Beijing Olympics site.
The striking profile of the centre
court derives from its environmental
and amenity objectives. Twelve
raking planes fold into a cantilevering
roof, shading two thirds of the seats.
The openings between the plane
segments provide natural ventilation
and induce cyclonic air movement to
draw heat from the court’s surface,
while providing views out and in.
Image — John Gollings

Heritage terraces, with 15 luxury
apartments and ground-level
commercial space overlooking the
harbour, bridge and park at the
terminus of Milsons Point. Stacked,
cantilevered floor plates on a column
grid order the internal arrangement
of the varying apartments.
Full-height glazing allows an
unimpeded intimacy with the city,
while the integrated sliding panels
allow rooms to become balconies.
Timber louvres rotate and retract
to provide solidity, screening and
transparency, while granite and steel
attune precisely to the materiality
of the Sydney Harbour Bridge.
Image — John Gollings

4 — 333 George Street
Sydney, New South Wales
Grimshaw
Andrew Cortese /
Annelie Kvick Thompson /
Louise Jarvis / Erik Escalante /
Jeff Morgan / Peter Charter

5 — School of Materials Science
and Engineering, The University
of New South Wales
Sydney, New South Wales
Grimshaw
Andrew Cortese / Alex Matovic /
Michael Janeke / Nathan Jones /
Peter Swallow / Aaron Tregent

Located on the edge of the University
of New South Wale’s Kensington
campus, this building brings together
pre-graduate admission students in
languages and general studies with
postgraduate research in information
and communications technology.
Defined in three parts, the building
is organised around a central raised
landscaped courtyard with deep
colonnades to establish a communal
focus. In response to the urban
context and project economy, the
building’s concrete frame is exposed
and configured as a structural brise
soleil. Full-height vertically inflected
glazing panels with ventilated cavities
amplify the order of the facade.
Image — John Gollings

1

A highly sculptured, 19-storey office
building situated on Regimental
Square in the historic Martin
Place precinct of Sydney’s CBD.
A transparent glass sheath envelops
the office floors, with curved corners
sloping inwards and the upper levels
terracing to the complex shadow
plane. In deference to its elegantly
crafted neighbours, a sequence
of fluted sandstone columns,
three storeys in height, define
the building’s retail base.
Image — Grimshaw

Grimshaw has designed this modular
and reconfigurable laboratory system
to encourage collaborative research.
Adjacent to the laboratories, the
academic and faculty staff cluster
around three-storey volumes that
make the places for the collective
life of the building’s occupants.
Glass-reinforced concrete louvres
form a high-performance facade that
twists in response to solar orientation
and the internal prospect of the
collaborative spaces. The base of the
building lifts in places to present entry
points and expose the innovation
centre to the new campus green.
Image — Grimshaw

2
3

4

5
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History and beyond Philip Cox

Philip Cox is the founding partner of one
of Australia’s most influential and largest
practices – Cox Architecture. He has
designed a swath of landmark Australian
buildings, including the Australian National
Maritime Museum at Darling Harbour, the
Sydney Football Stadium [Allianz Stadium],
National Tennis Centre Flinders Park
[Melbourne Park] and Longitude 131
at Uluru. Despite the vast scale of much
of his work, though, his architecture has
been recognised as remarkably attuned
to the spirit of place. In recognition of his
contribution to architecture, Philip was
awarded the Order of Australia in 1988
and in 1993 also received the inaugural
award for Sport and Architecture from the
International Olympic Committee. Here,
he reflects on his lifelong pursuit of an
architecture fit for both purpose and place.

“We had relatives who lived in
verandah homesteads that had such
a sense of belonging it was hard
to separate the essence of being
Australian, architecture and place.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey
into architecture, especially the early years?
I first wanted to be an architect when I was at secondary school.
There were three eminent Sydney architects living in our street
growing up – Russell Jack, Shirley Brown and Guy Clark.
As a teenager, I used to watch them on their drawing boards
and on their back verandahs, dreaming up wonderful schemes.
I thought this was a fantastic life, drawing and conceiving buildings.
I was always interested in art and architecture seemed to be
a fantastic synthesis between art and built form.
My parents brought us up in a very careful way. They encouraged
us to appreciate music, theatre and all visual arts. I remember at
11 years old going to the opera with my father at the Theatre Royal
to see Lucia di Lammermoor and being bewildered by the cast
wearing kilts and singing in Italian. It seemed so strange. My parents
also took us to art galleries and exposed us to good literature. When
we went to the city, they taught us to appreciate buildings – they
admired Emil Sodersten for his early Art Deco insurance building
and for being modern in contrast to the majority of buildings from
the 19th century.
I was very aware my parents were Anglophiles. They were
always talking about going home, even though they were three
generations Australian. British heritage and architecture in
particular were of great influence. We had books at home on English
architecture, cottages and gardens. So inadvertently there was an
exposure to architecture, although an interest wasn’t encouraged.
We were encouraged to be creative, but when it came to earning
a living out of creativity my parents felt that all their friends in those
professions didn’t earn a bean. They said, ‘You’ll never make any
money out of architecture. You better start planting orange trees
now because you’ll need to sell oranges.’
They saw architecture as the pits. In fact, anything dealing
with creativity was! Like all good middle-class parents, a doctor
or dentist was quite acceptable, but architects were certainly
fringe dwellers, no matter how poetic their lifestyle.
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As a teenager, my parents sent me off to see a friendly commercial
architect recommended by somebody they knew at Sydney City
Council. He was meant to discourage me, but as I talked to him about
Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier, he became alarmed – thinking,
who is this brat talking in a philosophical way about architecture,
when he himself was such a commercial sort of guy? He was, as
planned, very discouraging, telling me what a tough life there would
be ahead should I choose to become an architect. It was almost as
if I was giving him therapy rather than him giving me advice.
I was completely fascinated and intrigued by the city cathedrals
in Sydney and their use of space and light, awestruck by the experience
of the vaulted naves and aisles. St Mary’s was the greatest compared
to the almost village-like Anglican cathedral of St Andrew’s. I didn’t
really have a strong streak of religious enthusiasm. We were brought
up as Anglican, so going into St Mary’s Cathedral felt like going into
the devil’s cave. I was a complete victim to the mysticism of the space.
Heritage Australian vernacular architecture also enthralled me.
We had relatives who lived in verandah homesteads that had such
a sense of belonging it was hard to separate the essence of being
Australian, architecture and place. It was hard to imagine the
landscape without them.
I adored history as a subject when at school and the realisation
of the evolution of architecture in Australia. How architecture evolved
from England and India fascinated me.

History and intuition
Is there anything that you learned early in your career that
still resonates with you today?

Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre sketches
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When I first started architecture at The University of Sydney it wasn’t
what I was expecting. It wasn’t as creative and tended to be more
analytical and quantitative, more about the science and the technology
of architecture. Our subjects were history, theory, structures and
technologies. I spent the first year producing ink renderings of the
Parthenon and classical components. At the time, I thought it was
anachronistic – now I think it was a very good part of my education.
It taught us to appreciate proportion, the elements and the subtleties
of detail that comprise the architecture.
The thing I appreciated most was learning about the evolution
of architecture. There seemed to be this wonderful understanding of
mankind’s thinking. Each great civilisation and each generation had
developed thinking, which was expressive of the society of its time.
This certainly produced a great realisation to respect what our
forbearers had done, as well as taking this thinking intuitively into
the future. It also made me appreciate very much that you should
not despise the architecture of the immediate past, which tended
to happen. The architects in the 1950s hated the 1930s, the 1930s
the 1900s and the 1900s hated Victorian architecture with
a passion. They tore it down as fast as they could. It’s important
to re-evaluate each generation before you start saying ‘hate, love,
good, bad.’ In the end it is mostly good. It’s expressive of its time.
The period of architecture I hate most of all is postmodernism,
but if I live long enough I may have to eat my words. I still loathe
it as trivial and superficial, but I know there will be a re-evaluation
of postmodernism in time. I hope by then we haven’t torn everything
down to obliterate any evidence that it ever existed.
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The search for an Australian
architectural identity
To what degree do you believe Australian social and cultural
conditions have an influence on Australian architecture?
Do architectural developments internationally have an impact here?
Australia is now characterised by ethnic diversity. Asian culture
rather than European will influence the way of the future. This poses
an interesting and potentially different approach to architecture.
The challenge now is how to identify Australia in terms of the Asian
environment. It’s going to be difficult, as presently architecture
is more influenced by America and Europe than it is by Asia.
Asia is much more fragile architecturally. It has deep-rooted
cultures linked to the earth and its respect for it. It will be interesting
to see how Islam influences Australia in the future. While most
people show terror when Islam is mentioned, there are 250 million
Islamic people to the north of us and Islamic art and architecture
is a fantastic opportunity to explore, especially given its appreciation
of geometry and philosophy.
Australian architecture is highly regarded throughout the world,
but it has desperately tried to identify an Australian cultural influence
within itself, without realising that this developed one hundred years
ago in a very natural way, due to the influence of climate, landscape
and material availability.
As building types develop away from single domestic examples
the search for the Australian element within is more difficult.
However, I believe it comes through in the interpretation of climate
and sustainability.

“I still loathe it as trivial and
superficial, but I know there will
be a re-evaluation of postmodernism
in time. I hope by then we haven’t
torn everything down to obliterate
any evidence that it ever existed.”

Qingdao International Sailing Centre
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Process, purpose, principles
How would you describe the role of the architect?
How do you work to define an architectural idea?
The value of architecture is in the thinking. It’s a multifaceted role:
the philosopher, the designer, the environmentalist, the poet,
the musician and the economist. Ultimately, you are responsible
for the function and soul of the building.
The architect needs to control the problem and be socially
and environmentally responsible. Technology has advanced to such
an enormous degree that for the architect to comprehend every
facet of the building process is impossible. All you can do is hope
to understand broadly what technologies can do and integrate this
into your thinking.
There are some fundamental aspects of my architecture that
remain axiomatic, such as revelation and celebration of structure,
the integration and reinforcement of the landscape. I believe that
materials should be handled correctly and explored creatively.
Most importantly, I believe that architecture is a celebration of space.
This separates it from other arts, as it is a three-dimensional
experience through the passage of time. It is important that your
architecture is timeless, for it to be as relevant now as it was 20
or 30 years ago. The question I often ask myself is, ‘Would I have
done it any differently today?’ If the answer is ‘No,’ I feel good
about it. But there are some buildings I think, ‘Christ, I wish I’d
done that differently!’
Obviously, the intuitive process is incredibly important. It’s the
intuition that comes out of a disciplined process or often intuition
that comes out of a sense of place. You’re given a site and you are
totally inspired by that site and you think there is a correctness to
how you approach it. It’s a feeling that comes through rationalisation,
though. The rational process is a support for intuition.
I’m involved in all the peripheral things of the arts. I paint and
I write. I have a sculpture garden set on 200 acres on the NSW
south coast, where I’m trying to nurture art and landscape. I also
love listening to music. Ideally, I’d like to work listening to music
but it’s too disruptive in the office. But on the weekends when I’m
working alone I have music playing – always.
I find a literal pencil drawing or paintbrush helps me clarify
an idea. I cannot compose on a computer, but others can. I think
that’s an incredible accomplishment and an art to be able to do so.
Whatever media you choose you need to be in love with it. That said
I still encourage people to draw. To lose the art of drawing is a pity
– you don’t wipe out what’s gone before. When television came
in we didn’t wipe out cinema.

Sydney Olympic Park masterplan
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Building futures
What have been the big shifts in architecture since you started out?
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
Architecture nowadays is definitely a harder business in many ways.
Fifty years ago society was much more prepared to give people
a go. It has become very corporatised today, where you are judged
on your ability to perform. In other words, you are judged on projects
of a similar type that you have previously designed. Because of
corporate security, there is a sense that people do not want to invest
money if it hasn’t been previously tested. A lot of work ends up in the
lap of experienced architects, rather than giving a younger guy a go.
In some cases this can stifle creativity and innovation. If you’re doing
an airport, for example, you do need to have a certain background
in doing an airport.
I was brought up with pencil and paper. I’m a Luddite. I won’t
get over that. I’m not of a generation that is computer literate.
However, I see the tremendous difference the computer is making.
The wonderful thing about it is that you can store your dreams and
visions in a very literal way – then you can recall them. Now you
can publish those things very easily to demonstrate what you
are thinking. I think that’s extraordinary. You couldn’t do that
20 years ago. Back then you’d have to draw or publish in a much
more crafted way. Now you can do it electronically and you can
broadcast your vision to millions of people.
Honouring and enhancing a sense of place is more critical
than ever. Respect for the environment is so important. The way
in which cities are absorbing the rural landscape is cause for
concern, particularly in China, with the fast rate in which rice paddies
are being consumed. The sprawl of the city is to be decried and
it increasingly lacks genuine identity. It’s less so in the United
Kingdom, where you have more of a village quality.
At this stage of life, some of the projects I’m working on,
I’m not likely to see completed. So you become acutely aware
of what is achievable within a particular time span. What are you
going to concentrate on to make a meaningful ending to a career?

“Architecture is a very disciplined
form of creativity. It has to be.
You’ve got so many different demands
and players involved these days.”

Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre sketch
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I love designing sports stadiums.
They present a scale that is challenging
and it is difficult to make these buildings
respond to the landscape. When I am at the
Sydney Football Stadium or the MCG, with
a crowd of 100,000 people, it certainly is an
awe-inspiring experience – there’s nothing else
like it in architecture and, dare I say it, it is
only ever repeated in a few places in the world.
The Colosseum is the genesis of this architecture
and has always inspired me – a round theatre
with a space that has the sky for a roof.”
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2010
— AAMI Park
Melbourne, Victoria
Cox Architects and Planners
Philip Cox / Patrick Ness /
Jonathan Gardiner
AAMI Park represents a complete
integration of architecture and
engineering – every element of
the design has a purpose and has been
optimised for its specific application.
At the heart of the design is the
bioframe, a lightweight steel design
based on the inherent structural
efficiencies of the geodesic dome,
which allows for 50 percent less steel
than a typical cantilever roof structure.
Cox has designed a new image for
a stadium that moves away from
industrial aesthetic to sculptural design.
Image — Dianna Snape
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1984

1988

1991

1995

2010

1 — Yulara township
Uluru, Northern Territory
Cox Richardson
Philip Cox / John Richardson

2 — Sydney Football Stadium
(Allianz Stadium)
Moore Park, New South Wales
Cox Richardson
Philip Cox / John Richardson /
Michael Rayner

3 — Australian National
Maritime Museum
Sydney, New South Wales
Cox Richardson
Philip Cox / John Richardson

4 — Brisbane Convention
and Exhibition Centre
Brisbane, Queensland
Cox Rayner
Philip Cox / Michael Rayner

5 — Marina Bay Helix Bridge
Singapore
Cox Rayner
Philip Cox / Hang Ling /
Michael Rayner

The Australian National Maritime
Museum pairs with the Sydney
Aquarium, forming a gateway into
Sydney’s Darling Harbour. While
the Museum’s vaulted roofscape
has been said to evoke sails or waves,
the concept was designed to
generate spaces in scale with
different sizes of exhibits. Externally,
the higher scale and expressed
structure of the building relates
to large historic port buildings; the
lower harbourside form is designed
to create human scale along the
water front and to accentuate
the scale of display vessels.
Image — Patrick Bingham-Hall

The Brisbane Convention and
Exhibition Centre is comprised
of a series of halls under parabolic
hyperboloid (hypar) roofs conceived
to reflect the dramatic backdrop
of hills around Brisbane. These
roofs span the halls from V-shaped
diagonal trusses that partially
ventilate the exhibition spaces.
Along the main street frontage
a series of further hypar segments
form verandahs to each hall, giving
the centre its distinctive subtropical
character. The first of the halls
doubles as a subdivisible 4500-seat
plenary convention centre, with
a 2500 capacity ballroom also
adjoining the centre.
Image — Patrick Bingham-Hall

Cox in conjunction with ARUP
won the international competition
for the Marina Bay waterfront
redevelopment in Singapore.
The major part of the commission
was to create parallel pedestrian and
vehicular bridges across the mouth
of Singapore River. The Marina Bay
waterfront is to become Singapore’s
second CBD, with the bay itself
becoming the new heart of
Singapore. This is the world’s first
‘double helix’ bridge, based upon
Crick and Watson’s observation of
DNA’s geometrical arrangement.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

Yulara was developed as a cohesive
township and resort to prevent
degradation of the desert
environment around Australia’s
iconic Uluru (Ayers Rock) by
haphazard tourism development.
The township’s site was selected
some distance from the rock
in a valley, masking views from
the rock by sand dunes. At each
end are hotel resorts, linked by
a pedestrian spine with town
and visitor facilities, shops and
housing distributed on either side.
Image — David Moore

The brief for this bicentennial project
was to produce a building appropriate
to its environment and to minimise
the effects of light and noise on the
surrounding residential areas.
Structurally, the warping of the roof
shape allows a more efficient roof
structure, while avoiding excessive
shading of the turf playing field.
The opportunity was taken to utilise
the edge as a band of continuous
lighting directed toward the field,
eliminating any need for lighting
towers with their inevitable overspill.
Image — Patrick Bingham-Hall
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Simple delight Peter Dean

Peter Dean is a principal at HASSELL
and is involved in major architectural
projects throughout Australia and Asia.
Based in Perth, Peter has been the primary
creative architect and design team leader
on projects including the George Temple
Poole Award-winning project one40william,
Fiona Stanley Hospital and the Perth
Noongar Cultural Centre. He has also
been actively involved with the Green
Building Council of Australia since
becoming a Green Star Associate in 2005.
Peter sees the opportunity to improve the
physical and emotional wellbeing of others
through a better-designed built environment
as both a privilege and a delight.

“My design ethos echoes my core
values, by appreciating responsive,
simple, honest and efficient
design outcomes that delight
and stimulate the soul.”

From the ground up
Have your values and upbringing influenced the way you design?
I find it unimaginable that the people you meet and the places
you visit wouldn’t affect you.
I was born in Yorkshire, England, my parents were hard-working
individuals with a strong belief in the importance of family, honesty,
responsibility and mutual respect. My design ethos echoes these
core values, by appreciating responsive, simple, honest and efficient
outcomes that delight and stimulate the soul. Long summers spent
sailing with my father also gave me an appreciation for the efficient
use of resources and appropriate materials; you learn quickly when
you raise the wrong spinnaker!
Inspiration to become an architect came at a very early age,
probably around seven or eight. After spending a family holiday
in the south of Spain, I became keenly aware of my surroundings,
by how the very different lifestyles required contrasting solutions
in their built environments. My mind began to consider the impact
of different spatial configurations on everyday life.
Another major inspiration came while visiting an impressionism
exhibition at the National Gallery in London, where I discovered
Claude Monet and JMW Turner’s skilful manipulation of light and
form. Their ability to express their personal emotions by representing
mundane scenes with only oil on canvas struck me as extraordinary.
The ability to affect other people’s emotional responses to
a situation, view or environment is exhilarating and an honour.
Ultimately, I want to be able to have a positive impact on the world,
leaving my children with a better place than the one I inherited.
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A new-found confidence
How does Australian social culture impact or limit architectural
design? Are there any particularly strong global influences
on Australian design?
Australian architecture has a new-found confidence and sits happily
alongside the establishment at the world’s design table. Like most
Australians, I am a migrant, having moved here just over a decade
ago. I sense that compared to the heritage constraints of London or
the outdated corporate American ideals, most Australians are open
to new solutions. This new-found confidence, though, can sometimes
lead to youthfully energetic design responses that do not respond to
their context, but ironically become their context.
I personally find Australia’s rich, multicultural history, embedded
in its extraordinary landscape, a constant source of inspiration.
I believe more architects could be inspired by it, rather than applying
superficial, theoretical exercises in pattern-making to create an idea.
Over the past decade in Western Australia, we have felt the
positive impact of the global resources market and the influx of
financial investment from Asia. These financial influences have also
had an impact on Australian design, as they bring with them
international design practices, who are in search of work. In my
opinion, this has been a positive influence, as it has brought with
it a need to improve design quality and refocus on strengths
and values. Personally, it has been very enriching being able to
work collaboratively on several incredible projects with other
design-focused international practices.

Leadership and opportunity
How do you see the role of architecture?
How do you form an opinion of an architectural design?

Fiona Stanley Hospital facade model

“Good architecture doesn’t
ignore the pragmatic or obvious,
but should also offer a different
way of considering and responding
to the problem.”
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The role of architecture is to provide vision, leadership and opportunity.
Good architecture doesn’t ignore the pragmatic or obvious,
but should also offer a different way of considering and responding
to the problem.
When evaluating a design, the first question I search for an
answer to is very pragmatic: is it fit for purpose? The second,
generally a more difficult question to answer, is: does it inspire or
delight me? Finally, I seek innovation and creativity in the use of
materials or technologies. At HASSELL we are very fortunate to be
able to work collaboratively in a cross-disciplinary manner and are
able to collectively challenge each other’s proposals to develop
design solutions that are robust and well considered. It is this process
of active collaboration that excites me the most. Extraordinary ideas
are conceived through cross-pollination. Nobody can be a genius on
every issue, so having the right mix of people in the team is essential.

Peter Dean
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Continual questioning
What advice would you give your younger self?
What are the key lessons you learned as a young architect
that still stick with you today?
Keep challenging, exploring, listening and learning. Continually
travel, immersing yourself in other cultures and communities.
Interrogate your own personal experiences and emotions and relate
them to history when designing new places. To be a successful
architect, unless you are in the fortunate position of having
a supporting philanthropist, you have to understand all aspects
of the industry in order to convert concepts into reality – see
the whole picture.
Always remember that you are designing for the wider community,
not just yourself. A key lesson learned is to fully interrogate the design
brief and search for its underlying objectives in order to establish
a project’s core principles. It is equally important to continually
question and refine this position as design responses evolve.
Another key lesson is to never underestimate the importance
of responding to the site’s environment in a significant way. Every
design response should draw on your own personal experiences
and you should avoid falling into the trap of fashionable imagemaking. The most important lesson is to never think you know it all
and to value other people’s inputs.

West Australian Museum
masterplan concept model
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Building futures
What have been the major changes in architecture since
your career began? What do you believe the future holds for
architecture and the city?

Fiona Stenley Hospital sketch model
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The most significant change is the use of computer technology.
When I was studying architecture, we were just starting to utilise
it to present architectural concepts. Now, some people solely
use a computer to generate their architectural ideas. Personally,
I think this approach limits the creative aspect of architecture
to a singular, soulless response, one that is not contextual and merely
a theoretical, mathematical exercise. Just because you can, does
not mean you should.
The second major change is the range of materials and
technologies available. Thanks to incredibly malleable materials
that can be economically sourced from around the world, it’s now
possible to create any shape or form. Contemporary projects that
stimulate me the most are the ones that manage to strike a balance
between the use of local materials and craftsmanship and the
appropriate use of technologically advanced systems to create
sustainable solutions.
Australian architectural studios are now competing on
the world stage, while also being challenged by overseas practices
competing for work in Australia. Traditionally, larger international
multidisciplinary studios similar to HASSELL base their head office
in their originating country, with supporting studios established
in locations where there is a significant demand. I believe the way
forward is to become more nimble and agile by sharing resources,
knowledge and assets across locations and operating as a single
international studio, relocating high-quality creative thinkers to work
alongside local delivery teams as necessary.
The future of Australia will be about consolidation, through
the creation of dynamic cities that people truly value and cherish,
as well as diversification of the complex systems required to enable
these cosmopolitan cities to thrive.
These ‘megacities’ will need to offer unique,
authentic experiences that are founded in their
respective cultures, equally representative of their
residents’ cultural backgrounds. Central to their
success will be the provision of places that are more
intensive, energetic and complex in their DNA. They will
need to be egalitarian, 24/7 environments that are
about knowledge-sharing and creative stimulation.
The contemporary city is becoming a more
resourceful, dynamic and responsive environment
that is aware of its residents’ needs. It is evolving
from a functional place, created for the basic needs
of commerce, to one that delivers on the expectations
of its international residents. We, as residents,
are starting to learn to work with this complex organic
system and embrace the opportunities it can offer.

Peter Dean
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“Some architects solely use
a computer to generate their
architectural ideas. Personally,
I think this approach limits
the creative aspect of architecture
to a singular, soulless response.”

Curtin University General Learning and Teaching Facility proposal sketch (above) and model
(below)
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Fiona Stanley Hospital will have a significantly positive impact
on future generations, because it was designed through a process
of enquiry, using evidence-based design to inform key approaches.
It was a huge team challenge to conceive and deliver this project, Western
Australia’s largest infrastructure project of its time, one that will be
incredibly significant to the healthy growth of the state. Personally,
satisfaction came from resolving the complexity of the design challenge
by creating a state-of-the-art health campus that reflected its West
Australian context and responded to the immediate natural bush setting.”
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Due 2014

2011

2011

2013

Unbuilt

Left — Fiona Stanley Hospital
Perth, Western Australia
HASSELL / Silver Thomas Hanley /
Hames Sharley
Peter Dean / Jeff Menkens /
Brenden Kelly / John O’Brien

1 — Curtin University General
Learning and Teaching Facility
Perth, Western Australia
HASSELL
Peter Dean / David Gulland

2 — one40william
Perth, Western Australia
HASSELL
Peter Lee / Peter Dean /
Dirk Collins / David Hunt

3 — West Australian Cancer Centre
Perth, Western Australia
HASSELL
Peter Dean / Jeff Menkens /
Murray Duff

4 — Perth Noongar Cultural Centre
Perth, Western Australia
HASSELL
Peter Dean

one40william is one of Perth’s most
significant and influential new
buildings, enlivening the city’s retail
centre and providing an innovative
environmental response to Perth’s
climatic conditions. Designed by
HASSELL, the one40william project
has achieved and exceeded all
aspects of developer Cbus Property’s
project requirements including
certification for 5 Star Green Star
Design rating with a score of 71
points. The project also achieved
5 Star Green Star certification
As Built. The project provides
36,000sqm commercial office
and 7600sqm retail space, food
and entertainment tenancies.
Image — Peter Bennetts

The design ambition at the Cancer
Centre was to create spaces for
people to inhabit as their own, a
place that is relaxed and welcoming,
one that equally supports the patient,
their family and friends and centre
staff. Key drivers of the design
outcome included a patient centred
philosophy that continually
questioned how the design solution
could assist in this respect. The
centre boasts abundant natural light,
expansive sky views and landscape.
Image — Douglas Mark Black

HASSELL completed schematic
design for the proposed Curtin
The Fiona Stanley Hospital Design
University General Learning and
Collaboration (comprising design
Teaching Facility (GLTF) in 2011.
firms HASSELL, Silver Thomas
Hanley and Hames Sharley) is
The new GLTF design is a learnerresponsible for delivering urban
focused environment, developing
design, architecture, landscape
innovative, collaborative learning
architecture and interior design for
settings, placing learning on display,
Fiona Stanley Hospital at Murdoch.
showcasing and promoting active,
When it opens in 2014, Fiona Stanley technologically rich experiences,
Hospital will be the major tertiary
strengthening and defining the
hospital for Perth’s south metropolitan central heart of the Bentley
campus, integrating appropriate
region, providing 643 beds and
technologies and offering flexibility
24-hour acute care together with
and diversity in learning settings.
teaching, research, medical and
surgical services. Fiona Stanley
Hospital will offer first-class
healthcare, clinical care, research
and education – supported by an
innovative design that harnesses
new scientific, technological and
medical developments.
Image — Peter Bennetts
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HASSELL undertook pro bono
concept design work in collaboration
with South West Aboriginal Land
and Sea Council (SWALSC) to
establish a vision that represents the
future aspirations of the Noongar
Elders, creating a future legacy for
the Noongar community.
Responding to the distinctive West
Australian environment, site
characteristics and cultural heritage,
the design concept represents how
each of the 14 Noongar clans are
independent while being unified as a
single organic community.
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Wonder from doubt Neil Durbach

Graduating from the University of Cape
Town, South Africa in 1978, Neil Durbach
set up practice in Sydney after winning
the national competition for the new
Royal Australian Institute of Architects
Headquarters Building at Tusculum,
Sydney, in 1983. He has worked as the
principal design architect on all of the
projects of Durbach Block Jaggers.
Neil says he fell into architecture after
his parents deterred him from studying art
and describes his working process as
fraught with indecision and self-criticism.
Despite this, though, his practice has
produced some of Australia’s most singular
and highly regarded buildings, with many
awards to its name, including the Harry
Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture
in 2010, the AIA National Special Jury
Award in 2006 and the National Award
for housing in 2005.

“I took risks in my work that I never
would take in my life, which has
been a source of much pleasure and
fulfilment, as well as a surprise.”

From the ground up
Can you tell us a little about your personal architectural journey,
especially your early years?
I was never driven to be an architect. I didn’t grow up playing with
Froebel blocks or anything like that. Having finished school and being
quite a good drawer, I wanted to study art, but it was the only thing
my parents ever really baulked at.
I visited Sydney on a scholarship program in 1972 after
finishing high school and sailed around the Opera House in a ferry
with a friend’s mother. I remember being totally overwhelmed by
the immensity and complexity of the whole crazy-looking tangle.
It seemed so improbable and fantastical – this structure looming
up out of the water.
Still, actually deciding to study architecture was an amalgam
of random impressions and events. A friend’s brother was studying
it and the odd thing was, it didn’t seem to involve studying at all,
which I really liked. Another friend’s brother-in-law was actually an
architect and he drove a cool sports car while making curvy timber
sculptures and so on. All those things combined led me to register at
the shortest queue at the whole university – which was architecture.
The weird thing is that a slightly unfocused decision process led
to many happy years of exploration and experimentation. I took risks
in my work that I never would take in my life, which has been a source
of much pleasure and fulfilment, as well as a surprise. A surprise,
because I never thought I was going to be an architect.
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Ease in an uncomfortable world
How does Australian culture impact or constrain
architectural design?
I think a lot of us have a niggling concern about the real value of
architecture in and for Australian culture. But in spite of, or maybe
even because of, this, some remarkable work has been created here.
I think Australia is at its best suppressing its best. The indifference
at a political level towards architecture here is profoundly depressing.
Nonetheless, you only have to think of Glenn Murcutt, ARM, Robin
Boyd, MCR, Sean Godsell, John Wardle and so on, to see that there is
an abundant and wide-reaching array of remarkable architecture
produced in Australia.
But I’m really against specifically Australian architecture. I think
that’s quite a provincial and anxious position to have. We operate in
a global culture, whether we like it or not, and we need to respond to
those forces. To do otherwise seems nostalgic or overly sentimental
and ignorant of the opportunities and challenges of our time.
What do you believe the role of architecture is?
What drives you?

Sketch for the Garden House

If architecture has a role or purpose, maybe it exists simply to make
us feel more human. By that, I mean that we can feel completely
at ease in an often-uncomfortable world. It means that we can feel
connected rather than isolated, that we can get to experience all
the emotions that architecture can open us up to. It’s about a sense
of wonder, about space, light, construction and creativity; a profound
sense of intimacy; being held and cared for in extreme solitude
and serenity. Equally, the exhilarating experience of being gathered
together as an optimistic collective.
I’m never ever sure about the real value of the work we make
or propose until many years later. In fact, I think we are more anxious
as something is about to get built than at any other time. It feels to
me as if this huge plane has lifted off the runway and there isn’t much
more you can do. The project is in the hands of many other people,
some of who have no real attachment to the project itself. You have
to wait to see how it starts to materialise.
I’m very interested in the complex spatial and sculptural aspects
of our work that are initially masked a little – the sense that the good
aspects of the design are revealed close up and slowly.
We don’t get to do that many buildings in our practice. So it’s
depressing to waste the opportunity that each project really is. I like
to think that every square metre we build is built deliberately and
thoughtfully. We all know that there is a physical sense of pleasure
and excitement in feeling that you have done something that feels
exceptional and out of the ordinary. It’s an addictive sensation and
perhaps subconsciously that’s a deep, instinctive driver in our work.

Sketch for the Garden House
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Designing with doubt
How would you describe your design process?
Growing up in a place as politically fraught as South Africa meant that
every level of one’s life was harshly viewed and severely questioned.
It was impossible not to have an extreme position and opinion.
Everything had to be viewed from the perspective of its context
and of course implications. Naturally, this gave rise to an exaggerated
atmosphere of criticism and especially self-criticism. I think I was
always aware of another position or an alternative belief. This was true
of architecture, too. Self-criticism and feeling uncertain and doubtful
about our work is present all the time. Camilla [Block] says that
‘My indecision is final’ and while that is funny, it is also true. I’ve got
a drift mentality when it comes to making decisions. I tend to circle
around options, gathering them from far and wide and drawing them
in closer. Some drop away, some become more stubborn, and then
it just happens. But it’s a slow meandering process – sometimes
sub-conscious. It’s strange how the synthesis of stubborn options
leads to a decision.
I’m sometimes ashamed to admit this, but early on at university
the architect Michael Graves gave a talk – it was in that transitional
phase before the onset of crude postmodernism. He said that if he
had to design, for example, an external staircase, he could do it
in the way of the Mayans through Michelangelo all the way to
Mies van der Rohe. He had this historical range and knowledge that
was quite extraordinary and was totally enlightening. So, I decided
then and there to study as hard as I could to gather up as many
precedents as possible. I’m still a bit like that. Every design can start
with a range of existing options and it’s fate and fortune that edits
these options. It is hard work, though, that leads to the synthesis
of the program, the place and the precedent. I believe that knowledge
is more powerful than inspiration and that you can be quite deliberate
about the process of designing, but it doesn’t mean it’s ever easy.
I really enjoy drawing, draughting and detailing. About 10 years
ago, I had to learn a 3D program and while it’s pretty simple I found
ways to stretch it to the limits. I’m quite fast at it and find freehand
sketches and 3D modelling together a great combination. We then
test these with physical models. I’ve always loved physical models
and I’ve been extremely lucky to work with two remarkable modelmakers in the office – initially Lisa Le Van and now Deborah Hodge.
They can take those two things and in a strange way interpret them
into physical forms. Sometimes the gaps lead to fresh insights and
directions, which has always been very exciting. It’s almost like the
things slightly unsaid or not fully articulated are the means for further
development. These models then re-inform the drawings and the
process starts all over again.
It’s very, very slow and very complicated, as we act as critics
and proponents simultaneously. I’ve never found it interesting to
work only as a conductor or critic; that’s something that not only
bores me, but I find deeply arrogant as a way of working.

“I believe that knowledge is more
powerful than inspiration and that
you can be quite deliberate about
the process of designing.”

Sketch for the Garden House
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Mastery through imitation
“It seems to me that the future
happens so fast now that by the
time you’ve figured out how to
maximise the opportunities,
it’s already altered unpredictably.
I do wonder, though, how some work
always seems current and powerful,
regardless of when it was created.”

What advice would you give a young architect or student
of architecture?
There’s a saying that before you can compose an original piece of
music, you need to be able to play the kind of music you love perfectly.
Maybe it was Keith Richards who said that or maybe it was Leonard
Bernstein, I can’t remember. The point is that you should be able to
run before you can really walk perfectly.
I was very lucky to be led as a student into the universe of
Le Corbusier. Because I grew to love everything he did, I became
more confident and found more pleasure in the work we did. Initially,
it was like looking at everything through his lens. That’s what I would
recommend – find someone whose work you really think you could
love and start to view your own work through it. Through that prism,
you will find your own interests spread out and become more complex
and nuanced. You need that clarity and focus early on.
When I was much younger, the golfer Gary Player said that
the harder he practised the luckier he got. The lesson I took away
from this was that your intuitive response to any project becomes
more agile, and possibly more sophisticated and direct, the harder
that you previously struggled with each architectural problem.
I’ve never forgotten that saying.
How do you keep positive if a big pitch isn’t successful?
I think that one of the consistent aspects of architectural practice
is rejection. Whether it is getting a detail wrong, losing a competition,
missing out on an award or being rejected by council, these things
are all part of your daily experience. When a client doesn’t like your
handrail detail, or a neighbour freaks out about a ridge height, you
simply have to learn to roll with the punches. Pancho Guedes said
that, ‘Every rejection is another opportunity to revisit the design’ and
we try and operate in that way. It gets easier as you get older, maybe
it’s a kind of immersion therapy. That sort of rejection isn’t scary
anymore. Uncertainty, doubt and self-criticism underpin all our work,
so being unsuccessful isn’t a devastating, debilitating event. Of
course we get upset, that’s just normal. The main advantage of
experience is to be able to manage that feeling so it is not corrosive.
As Kingsley Amis said: ‘A bad review should spoil your breakfast but
not your lunch.’

Garden House sketches
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Building futures
What have been the major changes in architecture since you
started out? What is your vision of the future?
Undoubtedly, the single-most powerful change for architecture,
both in thought and production, has to be the computer. For the first
time ever, we have arrived at a point where if we can think it, we can
build it. The computer has not only altered the way we build, it has
changed the way we actually think about buildings.
The torrent of information that we are immersed in also means
that we are constantly being updated on the state of architecture,
having a huge impact on what we do. I think we are continuously
scanning for possibilities and themes. We are always readjusting
our work relatively, even if it’s not overtly deliberate.
I’ve never had a vision of the future, though. It’s not something
that particularly influences the way we work or try to work. I’m well
aware that many practices have a team of advisers that coach them
about adapting their offices to the curve of the future, but we are
not one of those.
It seems to me that the future happens so fast now that by the time
you’ve figured out how to roll with it, it’s already altered unpredictably.
I do wonder, though, how some work always seems current and
powerful, regardless of when it was created. I think that’s a remarkable
achievement. You can see it, for instance, in the work of Borromini and
just as easily in the work of Le Corbusier. Certainly, Utzon’s Sydney
Opera House seems forever young and present. The architecture
seems future-proof and while their rhetoric flirted with issues of
the contemporary, the work itself never tried to satisfy that impulse.
It seems endlessly sustainable and that’s something that I’m deeply
in awe of.

Conceptual sketch for the Garden House

Work-in-progress from Neil Durbach’s
sketchbook
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2005
— Brick Pit Ring Walk
Homebush Bay, New South Wales
Durbach Block Jaggers
Neil Durbach / Camilla Block /
David Jaggers / Lisa Le Van /
Joseph Grech
The Brick Pit is a place of extraordinary
human endeavour. It is a portrait
of land disturbance through use.
An aerial walkway and outdoor
exhibition, 20 metres above the brick
pit floor, the Ring Walk gives the brick
pit a physical urban connection and
presence within Sydney Olympic Park.
Image — Guy Wilkinson

I’m never ever really sure about the value
of the work we make or propose until many
years later. In fact, I think we are more anxious
when something is about to be built than at any other
time. It feels to me as if this huge plane has lifted
off the runway and there isn’t much more you can do –
the project is now in the hands of many other people.”
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2002

2004

2008

2009

2013

1 — Commonwealth Place
Canberra, Australian Capital Territory
Durbach Block Jaggers
Neil Durbach / Camilla Block /
David Jaggers / Lisa Le Van /
Joseph Grech

2 — Holman House
Sydney, New South Wales
Durbach Block Jaggers
Neil Durbach / Camilla Block /
David Jaggers / Lisa Le Van /
Joseph Grech / Adrian Gessner

3 — Sportsgirl
Melbourne, Victoria
Durbach Block Jaggers
Neil Durbach / Camilla Block /
David Jaggers / Lisa Le Van /
Stefan Heim / Joseph Grech

Public gathering space, restaurant
and cafe, offices and exhibition
combined. Located in the centre
of Griffin’s heritage axis, at the
edge of Lake Burley Griffin,
Commonwealth Place negotiates
the built set pieces and landscape
elements of this area to provide
a gathering space of collection
and openness.
Image — John Gollings

Sited on the edge of a 70-metre high
cliff, Holman House’s plan refers to
Picasso’s The Bather, with a complex
series of fluid living spaces set within
a meandering perimeter, responding
to the landscape, sun and views.
Living and dining areas cantilever
over the ocean, allowing views along
the coast. The lower floor forms
a base built from rough stone walls
extending from the cliff below.
These walls continue along the cliff
edge to form terraced gardens and
a vase-shaped rock pool.
Image — Anthony Browell

9000sqm of offices, private art
gallery, corporate dining room,
boardrooms and studios becomes
the new head-quarters for Australian
fashion brand Sportsgirl. A forest
above a car park is the green
centre that seeps into all spaces
of the building.
Image — Brett Boardman

4 — Roslyn Street
Potts Point, New South Wales
Durbach Block Jaggers
Neil Durbach / Camilla Block /
David Jaggers / Stefan Heim /
Lisa Le Van / Deborah Hodge /
Brigitte Thearle

5 — North Bondi SLSC
Sydney, New South Wales
Durbach Block Jaggers
Neil Durbach / Camilla Block /
David Jaggers / Stefan Heim /
Lisa Le Van / Erin Field /
Deborah Hodge

A four-storey commercial building
located in Kings Cross, Sydney.
The design includes a ground floor
restaurant/bar and a rooftop garden,
the building is a ghostly reflection
of its surroundings, with its
single profile delivering many
different conditions.
Image — Anthony Browell

The North Bondi Surf Life Saving
Club (NBSLSC) sits on a prominent,
iconic and national heritage site at
the northern end of Bondi Beach.
Replacing the existing, disconnected
and introverted building, the design
allows for an open, connected and
extroverted building. The new building
increases the accommodation of the
existing club, while creating a smaller
footprint. A building with five fronts
faces very different site conditions.
Image — Jeannette Lloyd Jones
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Drawing connections James Grose

James Grose grew up in Bundaberg, in a house built in the
traditional ‘Queenslander’ style – a vernacular architecture
responsive to the region’s tropical climate. From childhood,
he knew he wanted to be an architect and this early experience
of life in a building appropriate to place has deeply influenced
his approach to design. After working in the Brisbane practice
of Neville Lund as a teenager, James would later go on to establish
his own practice in the late eighties with a little assistance
and encouragement from Australia’s only Pritzker Prize winner,
Glenn Murcutt. A merger in 1998 saw James become a principal
of BVN Architecture and then latterly its national director in 2006.
Here, he has overseen a slew of award-winning institutional works,
including the recent Kinghorn Cancer Centre and the Brain
and Mind Institute at the University of Sydney. Throughout this
period, though, he has never lost sight of what drew him
to architecture originally – the desire to create buildings that
are appropriate to both place and circumstance.

“The success of a project should lie
in its connections beyond the brief
– to the community, both physical
and cultural, to the people that use
or encounter it.”

From the ground-up
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey into
architecture, especially the early years?
When I was very young, five or six, I drew a house and my parents
said to each other, ‘He should be an architect.’ I think from that time
on I just thought it was to be.
The house where I grew up in Bundaberg was a big Queenslander,
complete with verandahs, fernery, timber floors, tongue and groove
single lined walls and the wonderful ability to moderate the harsh sun
and temperatures of central Queensland. The garden was large,
there was bush over the road and all my relatives lived in large
Queenslanders – looking back, it was a time when there was
extraordinary ‘place’ to the town. I lived a life that was somehow
appropriately housed and sheltered in buildings that were perfectly
made for their setting – without architects. That house sits just below
the surface of most of my projects.
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Various sketches
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In my teens, my family commissioned Neville Lund, a very
distinguished Brisbane architect, to design a new house for us
at the beach outside Bundaberg. We struck up a friendship and,
as a result, I ended up working with him before I started studying.
It was a wonderful pre-student introduction to architecture.
It was Glenn Murcutt, though, who opened my eyes to the synthesis
of place and technology. As a boy, I can remember adjusting shutters
and blinds and small devices to moderate the hot Queensland
climate and it was a complete revelation to me when I first saw
Glenn’s Mt Irvine houses published. I understood then that place
is a complex and layered underpinning of habitation. Through
understanding the simple issues of living in a specific place – climate,
topography, culture, history, combined with the possibilities offered
by technology – an architecture had been created that reminded
me of growing up in a place that felt appropriate.
I took 13 years to become an architect, studying industrial
design in Sweden along the way. I believe in a prolonged gestation
period for the process of becoming an architect – it allows for the
complexity of the whole process to become apparent. In my case,
the close alignment between industrial design and architectural
tectonics has provided well for me.
My early years of practice were firstly with Noel Robinson
Architects, with Lake Crackenback Village near Jindabyne my first
major project. This was to be a pivotal experience for me. It was the
first project of any significance and scale I was responsible for and it
was set in a beautiful, overwhelming landscape – at the base of the
Kosciuszko snow line. It enabled me to explore what would become
the dual narratives of the architecture projects I have led – my interest
in the abstraction of building and setting, combined with the ephemeral
quality of circumstance. I consider ‘place’ and ‘circumstance’ to be
the substrates of architecture.
Then by a twist of fate, I became friendly with Glenn and he
generously passed some clients on to me – the first of which resulted
in the Newman House in Wollongong, which effectively allowed me to
establish Grose Bradley with my wife, Nicola Bradley. ‘Appropriateness’
is what I think I learned from Glenn.
Nicola and I practiced for 10 years before merging our practice
with BVN. Most of our projects were out of Sydney – from central
Queensland to Perth and primarily houses in remote places or
embedded in strong landscapes. We developed the portfolio to
include some small commercial projects and public projects. I was
particularly interested in doing larger work, so the merger with BVN
was well timed. I have subsequently led a number of large commercial
and public projects in Australia and abroad. A fundamental
component of my narrative relies on the tactility and scale of
residential architecture and I have continued through the BVN years
to design houses, the latest commission being in Goa, India.

James Grose
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“The shift from ‘style’ to existential
concerns is evident in some
emerging projects. This interest
synthesises with the greater
city-making imperative and
points to a more inclusive
and respectful architecture.”

Architecture for living
Drawing on what you’ve learned over the course of your career,
is there any advice you could offer to a young architect or student
of architecture? How do you work to define an architectural idea?
The key lesson for me is to learn from others, to collaborate with
others and to accept that life, ergo architecture, is imperfect
and, by extension, as architects we will always be imperfect.
Acceptance of these issues has certainly allowed me a more
fundamental understanding of the complexity of building, of working
with people, of accepting the power of ideas. It’s not who has the
ideas that is important, but rather how to deliver an authentic,
rigorous, intellectual, practical solution. ‘Architecture’ is revealed
from the integral process of building.
Ideas, while resonating with the design culture of the architect
and consultant team, are derived from the specifics of the project.
The brief, the client, the particularity of circumstance and the spaces
that reside between the lines of the brief – the synthesis of these
things generates ideas. The strength of this synthesis determines
the success of the project.
Good projects are the result of a combination of factors,
not the least being a good client and a collaborative project culture.
Our approach is to focus our bid on the client and on the project
and less on us – what are the attributes that we can offer that will
bring a better result for the client and the circumstance. Therefore,
we are constantly changing the culture of our bids to seek alignment
with the client’s culture. It is not always the case that synchronicity
results and we continually seek feedback, resulting in incremental
shifts in our bidding methodology, rather than reinvention.
My advice to students of architecture in this respect would be
that architecture is existential. While it involves questions of form,
of materials, of program, buildings become ‘architecture’ through
habitation infused with the messiness of the human condition
– a condition in which perfection is more an intellectual construct
than a visceral human experience.
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Studies for ASB North Wharf, Auckland, New Zealand

A collective design culture
for collective good
What do you see as the role of architecture?
What motivates you to continue to practice?
Architecture has a profound role in making cities. It is the backdrop
to all our lives and can influence patterns of behaviour – but,
importantly, I believe architecture’s central role in the city is to
be integral to the fabric of communities. Too often buildings are
the result of architecture’s self-delusion that ‘it’ is more important
than the ‘whole.’
It is important for me that architecture has a narrative. Rather
than its appearance or its ‘character,’ the success of a project should lie
in its connections beyond the brief – to the community, both physical
and cultural, to the people that use or encounter it. It should contribute
to people’s lives and resonate with their patterns of habitation, or show
them new possibilities. To achieve a project result of that calibre,
a collective design culture needs to underpin the project.
There are probably a few things that make me continue to work
as an architect – the act of making something that has meaning
beyond itself, the constant satisfaction of simply solving problems,
as well as the reactions of users to the buildings, when they say how
a particular building lifts their spirits for example, or is a joy to be in.
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“It seems to me that architecture
needs to be seen as the glue that
will build the cities of the future...”

Building futures
What have been the biggest changes to architecture
since you began practicing? What do you believe the future
holds for architecture and the city?
Digitisation has brought the greatest change to architecture.
The ability to solve complex organisational or geometric problems
has enabled greater intellectual exploration – organic architecture
in the 20th century was an approach to making buildings and places;
organic architecture now is an exploration of natural structures,
an intellectual realm that offers the possibility of an integral
sustainable architecture.
The other major change to architecture since I began practice
relates to the architecture of cities – the liberation of the public realm
and the focus on making cities at a tactile level. It seems to me that
architecture needs to be seen as the glue that will build the cities of
the future and those cities are increasingly the playthings of politics
and capital – both of which are driven by self-interest rather than the
need to create sustainable communities of multimillions of citizens.
These megacities can only support a viable democratic society
with an innovative, collaborative polity that aspires to communities
of equality, respect, decency and responsibility.
In architecture, the shift from ‘style’ to existential concerns
is evident in some emerging projects. This interest synthesises with
the greater city-making imperative and points to a more inclusive
and respectful architecture. Buildings can make an important
contribution to sustainability, especially with respect to energy
consumption. However, with an emerging urban population
the bigger issue is the design of infrastructure. It is difficult to see
a profound shift in cities anywhere in the world – no nation has yet
had the courage to tackle the dominance of the motor vehicle
and, subsequently, buildings can only make a small contribution to
a holistic sustainable future. Often sustainable features in buildings
are nominal or included solely to achieve ratings – profound changes
to buildings, such as differential temperatures, natural ventilation,
daylighting and re-engineered construction methodologies, are
required to recalibrate sustainable architecture.
I am an optimist and I have confidence that the challenges
that our cities face will deliver places of appropriate and sustainable
habitation, but this requires political will, a redirection of investment
from urban growth to urban consolidation and a holistic commitment
to sustainable outcomes.

Studies for ASB North Wharf, Auckland, New Zealand
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2012

The Kinghorn is a building
about cancer and the building
seeks to provide compassion
as a setting – the humanness of place.
For me, this project explores three key
issues in architecture – authenticity,
humanness and timelessness.”
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— The Kinghorn Cancer Centre
Sydney, New South Wales
BVN Donovan Hill
James Grose / Mark Greene / Julian
Ashton / Ian Goodbury / Janene
Fowlstone / Rob Burton
The Kinghorn Cancer Centre
brings together the Garvan Institute
research and St Vincent’s Mater
hospital facilities into one cohesive
environment. The brief was to
create a nurturing non-hospital

setting that facilitates collaborative
research between scientists,
clinicians and patients, to deliver
personalised medicine and advance
research through rapid translation
to the clinic. Filled with natural light,
timber finishes and landscaping,
the building is organised into
functional zones, while the design
of the atrium encourages the
trans-disciplinary exchange
of culture and information.
Image — John Gollings
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1

2

4

5

3

1994

2002

2010

2013

2013

1 — Newman/Woodhill House
Wombarra, New South Wales
Grose Bradley
James Grose / Jon Florence

2 — Chapel, Australian Centre for
Christianity and Culture
Barton, Australian Capital Territory
BVN Donovan Hill
James Grose / Milena Beames /
Matthew Blair / Peter Clarke /
Sarah Kirkham / Phil Page

3 — Brain and Mind Research
Institute, Youth Mental
Health Building
Sydney, New South Wales
BVN Donovan Hill
James Grose / Ian Goodbury /
Andrea Fink / Alexander Suen

4 — ASB North Wharf
Auckland, New Zealand
BVN Donovan Hill
in association with Jasmax
James Grose / Brian Clohessy /
Chris Boss / Chris Dale /
Jeremy Benseman / Susanne Mayer

5 — Regional Terminal
at Christchurch Airport
Christchurch, New Zealand
BVN Donovan Hill
in association with Jasmax
James Grose / Chris Boss / Chris Dale /
Jeremy Benseman

The Chapel is the first stage of the
Australian Centre for Christianity
and Culture (ACCC) located adjacent
to the Parliamentary Triangle
on Kings Avenue. The ACCC is
envisaged as a non-denominational
spiritual gathering place for the
nation, a place for reconciliation
and a place for theological study and
research. The building is conceived
as a grassed berm, the concrete
planes of abstracted cave forms
emerge from below the grass berm
and reveal the landscape as the
articulation of Australian spirituality.
Image — Anthony Browell

The Youth Mental Health Building
(YMHB) is part of the Brain and Mind
Research Institute (BMRI), of the
Faculty of Medicine at The University
of Sydney. The BMRI is engaged
with research into mental health and
clinical issues relating to the brain.
The YMHB has two floors for patient
treatment and two floors for research
laboratories. An upper level bridge
connects to further research
laboratories in adjoining buildings.
The design allows the retention of
the two-storey heritage listed facade
and places the labs in a ‘sliding glass
box’ on top of the old facade.
Image — John Gollings

This head office for ASB Bank
places staff wellbeing at the
forefront. A ventilation funnel
draws fresh air from the open
windows in the facade through
the top of the building. The funnel
and light reflector on the roof also
capture and reflect natural light into
the building. An elemental sunscreen
on the north facade references
the leaves of the Pohutukawa,
a native New Zealand tree.
Image — John Gollings

The Regional Terminal at
Christchurch Airport in New Zealand
provides a facility to link domestic
and international flights. The terminal
expresses abstracted natural forms
of the New Zealand landscape.
The folded form of the ceiling reflects
the Southern Alps while the large
timber truss is inspired by the timber
trussed bridges of the South Island.
The external form of the building is
deliberately neutral on the land-side
to contrast with the interior; the airside is designed as an abstracted wing
that sits in affinity with the prop jet
aesthetic of the regional aircraft fleet.
Image — John Gollings

The Newman-Woodhill house is
located in mountainous terrain near
the coast of Wombarra, New South
Wales. Steel roofs project outwards
from a pale concrete spine, which
anchors these floating planes in the
hillside. The materials palette is
limited to steel and concrete, with
timber accents in floors, doors and
tables. Living areas and bedrooms
square off against one another
across a central courtyard.
Image — Bart Maiorana
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Building the idea James Jones

James Jones is design principal of
Architectus Melbourne. This is his second
tenure at the practice, originally being
co-designer on the competition-winning
design for the Queensland Gallery of
Modern Art. In recent years, James has
also practiced at Morris Nunn & Associates
and as a director at HBV Architects in
Hobart. He was previously president of
the Tasmanian Chapter of the Australian
Institute of Architects and adjunct professor
at the School of Architecture and Design,
University of Tasmania. James’ approach
to architecture privileges the pursuit of
built ideas through a deep understanding
of both project and site – what he describes
as finding their design ‘DNA.’

“I used to hang out at the local
carpenter’s workshop, where my
uncles crafted very beautiful,
sinuous, timber sulkies.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey into
architecture, especially the early years?
I grew up in an idyllic pastoral landscape amid an overlay of very
significant Georgian properties. I explored this landscape through
the river systems and back roads around Cressy in the Northern
Midlands, fishing with my father along the Macquarie and Lake
Rivers and making roadside postal deliveries in school holidays
to some of Tasmania’s great heritage properties – places such as
Panshanger, Richmond Hill, Connorville, Pisa and Lake House.
Also, there were the sheds, barns, stables and country churches.
I remember country dances held in shearing sheds. These building
types were my everyday and I, like so many other architects, respect
their authenticity and hold a deep admiration for these humble,
sometimes breathtaking, rural settings. My mother’s family home,
The Poplars, was big and old, with a labyrinth of sheds, stables and
old trees – perhaps it worked its magic on me too.
I remember when my world broadened. A Citroen Safari wagon,
architecture on wheels, cruised past me when I was about nine.
Then, on a high school excursion, I viewed the Sydney Opera House
from atop the old AMP building at Circular Quay.
I was about 13 years old when I knew architecture was my
vocation. The encouragement to self-educate, received from the likes
of Tasmanian painter Geoff Dyer, who was both my high school art
teacher and footy coach, was invaluable. Likewise, my father, Cyril,
was a schoolteacher and my mother, Kathleen Flanagan, painted,
wrote poetry and prose and read widely.
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Sketches for the winning scheme of the Centenary of Federation Place competition (2001)

My parents were both great teachers, although Kathleen never
formally taught. Both had a way of imparting knowledge or wisdom
without anyone really noticing. Importantly, in a very conservative
and parochial town, my parents encouraged integrity and freedom
– to be true and open to exploration and change. Those values have
upheld every project I’ve undertaken. I’ve also tried to convey those
ideals to all architectural students that I’ve taught – quite a few
by now, with varying degrees of success.
Hobart’s radical environmental design course, conceived
and directed by Barry McNeill during the late 70s and early 80s,
was a perfect fit for me. The approach to architectural and design
‘problems’ was via exploration, including innovative or ‘leftfield’ ideas.
I have worked for over 20 years with my architectural partner in life,
Petrina Moore, and together we go about quietly instilling meaningful
narratives into projects of all kinds. As a graduate, prior to registration,
I worked in local Hobart practices and also developed my own
projects. I was lucky to be instilled with a full and thorough
understanding of traditional processes and the craft of detailing
and documentation. Inspiration came from many friends and
colleagues locally – from the elegant structures and gentle tenacity
of JH Esmond Dorney, ways of seeing made explicit by Richard
LePlastrier, Rory Spence and Peter Myers, to the expansive
engineering genius of Jim Gandy. Michael Viney introduced me
to rigorous clarity in architectural drawing, while the friendship
of Leigh Woolley and David Travalia has sustained great architectural
dinners and discussions, ever since our student days together.

Architecture fit for place and purpose
To what degree do you believe Australian social and cultural
conditions have an influence on Australian architecture?
Do architectural developments internationally have an impact here?
Culture and architecture are inseparable in any era; architectural
expression in Australia is no exception. The process of colonial
settlement brought with it the importation and overlay of one
culture over another, initially expressed in Australia through
Georgian, Regency and then Victorian architectural styles and,
since then, through various genres and influences to the present.
Taking the style or look and feel of one building, from a different
culture, climate and circumstance, and transforming that set of
visual ideas and applying it to another building type, say in Australia,
is a contradiction in terms of how we should design buildings
to perform. The digital revolution has accelerated the transfer
of ideas from elsewhere.
But even though we embrace products, inventions, new cars
and garments, electronic equipment and household goods without
question, a mainstream appreciation and immediate acceptance of
contemporary architecture is still, at best, sceptical. This scepticism
is, in part, due to a lack of appreciation of the role and value of
architecture and partly through a lack of capital to produce high
quality buildings as exemplary precedents. There is a conundrum:
the nation has insufficient or inadequate funding allocated to
deliver a quality built environment and a population sceptical of
contemporary architecture, but also has high expectations of world’s
best ‘green’ practice.
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Likewise, the ‘green star’ method of rating a building’s environmental performance has, in effect, forced the building industry
to address sustainability by ticking a checklist, while denying
issues around location and the quantity of materials used.
Until we embrace sustainability holistically, at every level
of individual life experience, we will continue to fool ourselves
that our sustainable practices are life enhancing, while on an
annual basis houses burn to the ground or flood up to their eaves.
The other disturbing dichotomy that has pervaded the sustainability
debate recently in Australia is the overbearing predictions and
legislative precautions against sea level fluctuations (which occur
naturally), while the real threat of rising floodwater constantly
emerges from inland.
We need to develop a more sophisticated, intelligent and honest
approach to sustainability, where the outcome is far more holistic.
Can we learn from British colonialism and all of the science available
at our fingertips? Do we continue hoping to solve environmental
problems by ticking off ‘the checklist’ to feel comfortable about what
we are doing or to simply put it all down to a change in the climate?

“Sitting behind each building design
there is a set of ideas that are
a direct response to the project’s
circumstance. In a sense, we might
see the architect as the medium
through which the ideas pass.”

A conduit for ideas
How would you describe the role of the architect?
Rem Koolhaas wrote in S, M, L, XL that the architect has three
emotions: elation (you have the project); suspense (will they like it);
with the third emotion bound up in the complex, vulnerable state
where the client either does not like or understand what the architect
has designed, leading to the onset of disappointment. Unlike the
freedom of many art forms, architecture is a creative discipline
that involves complex processes, careful negotiation with many
people, time and resources, many of which are not under the control
of the architect.
The discipline of architecture is specialist yet all
encompassing, in that it includes an understanding of the utility
of enclosed and open space, construction, materiality, philosophy,
sociology, psychology, economics, physics, chemistry, ergonomics,
human behaviour, politics, statutory requirements and many
intangibles. Sitting behind each building design there is a set
of ideas that are a direct response to the project’s circumstance.
In a sense, we might see the architect as the medium through
which the ideas pass – and you have to build the idea, that is
the objective of architecture. There is no point investing creative
energy if the design is going to be diluted; this is the greatest
disappointment for the architect. The relationship between
architect, structural engineer, client and builder is absolutely
crucial, and that success is all based on shared vision and mutual
respect to get the best result.
Architecture becomes special, exemplary and sometimes
brilliant when the idea and concept transcend the ordinary,
when the design enters the intangible, unquantifiable, abstract
or metaphorical realm. The best way I have found to do this is
to let the idea emerge naturally through the process. This can
be excruciating for the client if, after some time has elapsed,
all that they see is a few lightning sketches or scribbles on paper
with no apparent resolution.

Sketch of Centenary of Federation Place competition (2001) – column plans for the centre
of the ‘place’. Columns sit on stone and water tablets, representing the location of the
Australian states and territories and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
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Design through drawing
How do you overcome design ‘blanks’?

Section of Centenary of Federation Place describing public transport infrastructure

The method that I often use to overcome a ‘design blank’ is to change
the scale of analysis – to a larger scale, so that I can abstract and
defer the detail of the 25,000 decisions to come, not yet required,
but sensed as imminent.
Changing the scale of analysis, say from a building scale of
1:100 or 1:200, instantly changes the way to see and therefore
to design. It immediately solicits different types of considerations,
and thoughts, particularly about the broader context. Conversely,
I also like to go in to 1:1 – full-size details drawn by hand, to check
on the size of welds and whether the details are correct. If changing
the scale doesn’t work, I know it’s time for a break, to let the mind
clear and await the way to proceed.
I suppose that all architects, designers, writers or artists reach
that moment of fear of the blank canvas, where there is nothing
to show for all the thinking and time invested at the front end. Ideas,
even for small projects, take time to emerge. One skill I consider still
relevant and that should be part of any aspiring architect’s armour,
is the ability to design and draw freehand in front of a client.
I encourage students and graduates to develop the focus,
concentration and awareness that is required to correlate and
coordinate the mind’s eye with drawn information – whether drawn
by hand or computer. I still believe that the immediacy of drawing
and sketching, by hand, gives a different level of engagement and
connection – the process can fracture when the act is diluted
and communal. Identifying assumptions, ‘redefining’ or interrogating
the brief are also intelligent starting points for young architects, too.
I’d also suggest that the creative process must carry right through
the working drawings and construction phase for good quality
architecture to be achieved. The assumption that the design process
finishes at the schematic design phase of a project is naïve: drawing
details or decision-making in a construction phase requires design
expertise, too.
Of course, architecture isn’t just drawing buildings – it is the
intelligence of creating social, physical and spatial environments.
Building the idea usually requires allowing clear ideas and intentions
to fully inform the plan and section drawings. Understanding
the essence of a project and its site – finding the ‘DNA’ or narrative
– is the approach I found, and still employ, to respect and fully
comprehend the opportunity of each architectural project.

Building futures
What have been the big shifts in architecture since you started out?
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
When I started out in architecture in the late 1970s the vision for the
future was very much focussed on the end of the 20th century. The
energy crisis and risk of nuclear war were fresh in people’s minds and
it was recognised that analytical and problem-solving skills were
becoming ever more important, if we were to be able to intervene in
the built environment with integrity. Reliance on ‘old school
architectural thinking’ was no longer seen as the way forward,
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so embedding sound environmental principles into the location,
site planning and design of buildings was high on the educational
agenda, even though industry and the profession had not fully
endorsed this approach at the time.
Then came the 1980s, where the tectonic, functional and even
environmental approaches were replaced by a more decorative,
image-based architecture, where postmodernism prevailed and
environmental architecture was confined to a few ‘solar architects.’
Australia is still paying for this era, where the rush for development
at all costs and the perpetuation of style over substance has, in
effect, subverted sound environmental planning and contemporary
architectural design.
Australian architecture manifests now through a diverse
range of approaches, from the tectonic, functional and rational,
to a more applied environmental or metaphorical external skin.
The best of Australian architecture is moving toward a contemporary
environmental response, employing innovative green technologies,
sophisticated spatial intelligence, and a range of expressive forms,
which places Australian architects in a strong position now, as they
move to a global client base.
Outside architecture, ordinary everyday things that we take
for granted increasingly fixate me and I find myself revaluing them,
even though they appear simple or unfashionable. Fishing in the
remote Central Highlands of Tasmania, casting a trout fly, watching
the Southern Lights or listening in silence are cherished in a world
of pixels, megabytes, uploading and downloading between logging
on and off. I look forward to what’s next, after email, after laptops
and mobile phones, after the reductive process of us all becoming
two-finger typists.

“The rush for development at all
costs and the perpetuation of style
over substance has, in effect,
subverted sound environmental
planning and contemporary
architectural design.”

This sketch investigates the potential for air handling plant and equipment as a teaching tool for technical education for the Sustainable Industries Education Centre
adaptive re-use project in Adelaide. Rigging, ducts and pipes are all exposed and working for all to see, observe and learn from
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2010
— Trial Bay House
Kettering, Tasmania
HBV Architects
James Jones / Scott Christensen /
Helen Daly / Ray Heffernan /
Petrina Moore
The reorganisation of an existing
dwelling together with an addition
of a living room, verandah,
courtyard and garage, the house
is located at Trial Bay overlooking
the D’Entrecasteaux Channel.
The Channel Room is like an
abstraction of a camera, with
apertures adjusted to subject,
view and light. The room projects
toward the Channel, maximising
direct sunlight and the outlook.
Collaboration between architect
and structural engineer ensured
the smooth fabrication and erection
of the precast concrete panels.
Image — Ray Joyce
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This commission started out as an
alteration and addition to a Ray
Heffernan house from the 1980s,
so there were good bones, although it was not
one of Heffernan’s standout projects. The clients
didn’t push a style or image, but worked with me
toward an unexpected outcome. The structural
engineer Jim Gandy, who I have worked with
for almost a generation, produced a set of
concrete details that belie the material itself.
Most people who see the building addition
cannot believe that it is a precast structure
built offsite and assembled in a day.”
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1
2

3

4

5

1989

1989

2006

2007

2014

1 — Garden Room
South Hobart, Tasmania
James Jones Architect
James Jones

2 — Suber House
Lucaston, Tasmania
James Jones Architect
James Jones

The Garden Room adjoins a small
house on a steep wooded hillside,
also designed by the architect.
Both constructions reuse remnants
of previous buildings destroyed
by wild bushfires. The architect
conceived of the upper room as
a raised platform and hovering roof,
rising from columns anchored to
sandstone blocks. The northern wall
is fully glazed to receive direct winter
sunlight, while other windows frame
views. Glazing between the walls
and ceiling offers slivers of light
and view, emphasising the curved
form of the low-slung roof.
Image — John de la Roche

The idea for this house, located
on a steep hillside, was to make
a single-level living platform with
ancillary space beneath. Living areas
enjoy valley outlooks and northern
orientation. Exposed rock and
a slope of 1:2 gave rise to a thin
plan, one room wide and 30m long,
running with the contour. Approach
is from above, making the curved
roof design, which uses laminated
timber technology, a central element.
The roof screens the interior for
privacy from the road above and
deflects the eye across the valley.
Image — Leigh Woolley

3 — Gallery of Modern Art
Brisbane, Queensland
Architectus
Kerry Clare / Lindsay Clare /
James Jones / Petrina Moore /
John Norman / Geoffrey Way

4 — Aurora Energy Southern
Operations Facility
Cambridge, Tasmania
HBV Architects
James Jones / Paul Newman /
Charles Voss / John Hodgman

Galleries are notoriously introverted,
with particular requirements for the
control of natural light, humidity and
temperature. The desire with GOMA
was to make it as extroverted as
possible, with a high degree of transparency and connectivity to the city,
without compromising its purpose.
A requirement for after-hours cinema
access led to a foyer/atrium spanning
the width of the building. A transverse
atrium running the length of the block
completes the diagram, delivering
natural light and city views.
Image — John Gollings

A storage and administration facility,
the main store building required
a 38m-clear-span with a building
length of approximately 140m,
enclosing 5000m2 on the one level.
The roof extends with a 12m
overhang to the logistics platform
for all-weather loading. To reduce
steel section sizes to 460 universal
beams, protruding masts with
suspension rods pick up the
mid-spans and cantilevered
overhang, enlivening the structure
and referencing the company’s
core business of energy transfer.
Image — Ray Joyce

5 - William Macmahon Ball Theatre
Old Arts Building,
University of Melbourne
Architectus
Marina Carroll / James Jones /
Joanne King / Petrina Moore /
Len Parker / Peter Slifirski /
Ruth Wilson / Toby Woolley
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The William McMahon Ball Theatre
is a new teaching space built within
the Old Arts building at the University
of Melbourne. The hemicycle plan
form, cross-section, detailing,
selection of materials, colour and
spatial arrangement all work together
in direct response to function,
encouraging face-to-face interaction
and supporting current pedagogical
thinking. A ceiling form of triangulated
translucent acrylic defines space,
lights the room and distributes sound
evenly throughout the room.
Image – Brendan Finn
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Memory and invention Paul Jones

Paul is a director of JCY Architects and
Urban Designers. Now based in Perth,
Australia, he has worked on projects all
over the globe with many of the world’s
top architects, including James Stirling
and Norman Foster. In recent years,
he has been design director for the West
Australian Newspapers Headquarters
Building, Edith Cowan University Library
and the Joondalup Railway Station,
among other projects. Paul sees the
evaluation of site history, what he calls
the site’s ‘palimpsest,’ as essential to
the design process. Here, he traces his
journey from rusty coastal fishing town
in Western Australia, to the studios of the
20th century’s most innovative architects
and explains how this rich breadth of
experience has informed his approach.

“Selling good design is like
selling anything; you have
to deal with rejection.”

From the ground up
Has your upbringing or the values it engendered had any
influence on the way you approach design?
My father was a headmaster. We lived in beautiful country towns
and led an uninhibited rural life. From this experience I learned
to value equity, nature and the strong bond of community. These
values have stayed with me and led me to work creating communities
through urban design and equity in the public realm. My passion
for education and working in schools and universities have come
I think from living and being part of schools all my childhood.
When we lived in the small coastal town of Dongara it was
a mix of the expanding lobster industry and an older ‘squattocracy,’
with a seat of religious learning. The infrastructure that supported
these activities were the buildings that inspired me as a child.
The lobster factory was built during World War II to produce
canned lobster for the American troops. It was rusty and smelt of
the sea, filled with long runs of ramps and platforms all enclosed
in a large, strangely shaped corrugated iron structure. This was
right beside the ocean and, further inland near the railway siding,
sat the old flourmill, which was an eight-storey high rectangular
void of brick-arched construction, overgrown with weeds. It was like
walking through a Piranesi drawing.
An old convent and seminary also sat beside the Irwin River,
with majestic Victorian charm, shaded by old river gums, I went
there for music lessons and it was a place of mustiness and strict
rules. As children, we used to play among these structures and invent
imaginative games.
My parents and teachers always encouraged my art studies
and I enjoyed it very much, as I did science and maths. I concluded
at the age of 14 that I wanted to be an architect, as I thought
architecture was a beautiful blend of the creative and the rational.
At the same time, my family embarked on the construction of
a beach house in a small coastal town for which my grandfather,
a draughtsman and quantity surveyor, had prepared the construction
drawings. My father, brother and I built the house over a number
of years, making each of the concrete blocks from moulds.
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A discipline of constant change
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey
into architecture? What lessons did you take away
from your first years as a young architect?

Sketch of the gallery entry to a private residence, Mosman Park, Perth
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While I was studying, I worked in the landscape section of the public
works and learned a lot about botany and site planning. After
graduating, I felt I had so much more to learn about architecture
and set my sights on going to the Architectural Association School
of Architecture in London. I worked for two years in a couple of Perth
practices and became close to some of the grand masters of Perth
architecture, who encouraged me in my endeavours.
I started my first year at the AA with Peter Cook, Ron Herron
and a host of fellow students from around the world. Our projects
were based in France and Germany and we worked alongside
students in Frankfurt and Karlsruhe. Our critics were very English,
the likes of Cedric Price, James Stirling and Nigel Coates.
The next year was lead by Dalibor Vesely and Mohsen Mostafavi.
At this time, my fellow students were mostly from Greece and Iran.
It became a much deeper intellectual experience, with our projects
based in London, and a completely different way of drawing and
thinking. The critics were part of the American academic axis
– Anthony Vidler, Colin Rowe and Bernard Tschumi.
While I was a student in London I worked for a small East End
firm specialising in converting Thames-side warehouses and also
for Richard Rogers, James Stirling and Denys Lasdun. I made
models, did three-dimensional sketches and gained a lot of insight
into where I wanted to end up working.
One of my fellow students was working at Foster Associates
and advised me that my final exhibition drawings had attracted some
attention and I should come in to meet Birkin Haward, who did most
of the sketch concept work. I started the next day working on the
Renault Warehouse project in Swindon. Over the next few years,
I became an integral part of the practice and worked on the design
and production for the Stansted Airport and parts of the Hong Kong
and Shanghai Banking Corporation Headquarters. The practice was
invited to compete in the design for the Mediatech in Nîmes in the
South of France; also invited were Jean Nouvel, Alvaro Siza and Frank
Gehry. I was selected to run the competition, which we won and it was
the start of a period working closely with Norman Foster.
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What I discovered early on was that the practice of architecture
involves constant change, the growth of ideas and technology.
It is a global art – I am constantly travelling and meeting inspiring
people and always being challenged. The early commitment
was easy, as the pleasure of learning immediately satisfied my
early motivations.
It was also a lot of fun. A group of us made a movie that was
about the changes in our world and the battle between nature
and the city, all set in the context of a surfing movie. So, I thought,
if this is what first year is about then bring on the next seven years,
which is what it took to finally finish up at the AA.
The key lessons I learned as a young architect were to be adept
at everything, not excellent at a few things. Selling good design is like
selling anything; you have to deal with rejection
Sketch of the arrival courtyard for a private residence, Mosman Park, Perth

Challenges to change
To what degree do you believe Australian social and cultural
conditions have an influence on Australian architecture?
Do architectural developments internationally have an impact here?
Australian social culture’s openness, egalitarian quality and
innovative aspirations are the best ingredients for quality design.
However decision-makers, elected and corporate, are conservative
and protective of expected values from shareholders and electors.
This results in few genuinely innovative design decisions, leaving
change and innovation to a handful of mavericks.
Compared to other international regions, architects and
developers in Australia are developing assets for our communities
that are of very poor quality. Why? Low take-up in green initiatives,
dull graph paper architecture, office buildings that don’t reflect
new ways of working and schools and public buildings with frenzied
facades that will date very quickly; also, we have a shameful record
on low-cost housing.
Our design credibility is low in the eye of the developers;
as evidenced by James Packer going to international architects
for the new tower and casino in Sydney. But we do have a unique
and strong design community that produces the most beautiful,
humble and simple buildings – such as John Wardle’s shearing
shed in Tasmania, for example.

“One of my earliest teachers said
the role of architecture is to keep
the weather out. As a student
of history, I see architecture
as emblematic of our times.”

Perth framework prepared for master-planning proposals for the East Perth Redevelopment Authority
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Defining the present
with an eye to history
How do you define your role as an architect? What processes do
you work through to develop your architectural ideas?

Sketch of a staircase and greenwall for a private residence, Mosman Park, Perth

One of my earliest teachers said the role of architecture is to keep
the weather out. As a student of history, I see architecture as
emblematic of our times. It provides stimulus, understanding
and is a platform to keep the bastards honest. Architects and
architecture look out for the common man – making your workspace
more enjoyable, making your school a more didactic experience,
making your street a space for equitable engagement.
The definition of an architectural idea on the other hand has
plagued academics for years: it is the ‘unique selling point,’ it is
the galvanising focus for the collaborative team, it is the acceptance
hurdle for clients and it is what can make the building happen.
To create an idea can be a slow progression through all the
options or sometimes it can be a Eureka moment that comes out
of the page. My ideas originate from an evaluation of the history
of the site, its palimpsest.
Each site and brief presents a different opportunity, so I rarely
design buildings that are the same type. While we may have projects
such as university buildings that have the same brief, they sit in different
locations and have different community aspirations – our design
approach will come from that context.
The common thread is the pursuit of the DNA of the brief or
the site, which will want to manifest in the design. This complexity
can come through in many forms – quite literally in the patterning
or embossing of the facade, or through colour patterning distilled
from the colours of the site, for example. We lay the site planning
and the building form out first as a climatic response. As we live
in such a harsh climate, these first moves are crucial to the comfort
and pleasure of a project’s users.

Sketch of an outdoor cinema for a private residence, Mosman Park, Perth
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Building futures
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
The next biggest influence on Australian design will be global
austerity. The need to keep pace with our infrastructure demands,
with diminishing resources, will lead to utilitarian design aesthetics
based on humble materials. This is the complete opposite of what
we currently see happening in China and in the current wave of public
buildings in Australia; that is, lavish expenditure on facades and
form-making that we will look back on as wasteful. The challenges
of austerity, social unrest, climate change, rapid urbanisation and
overpopulation will require architecture to define a new role for itself.
The contemporary city is the foundation of our new world. Can we live
in a population of 10 billion? How will we connect to nature? How will
we feed ourselves? What new social order will exist to allow this to
happen? All of these questions present exciting opportunities for
the continuing evolution of design-led ideas.

“The common thread is the
pursuit of the DNA of the brief
or the site, which will want
to manifest in the design.”

Sketch of the front lawn terrace for a private residence, Mosman Park, Perth
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This private gallery is a small project in the
context of our work, but it has characteristics
of both simplicity and complexity. It is set
in an existing mature tropical garden. The alignment
of avenues of trees and the celebration of major
mahogany trees, river gums and boabs, which are
all many years old, with the geometry of the building,
make the building feel like it has been in the site
for at least 50 years. Walled gardens also create
open-air rooms, like a positive and negative of the
gallery and the garden.”
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1

2

3

4

2011

1994

2000

2007

Ongoing

Left — Wavelength Gallery
Western Australia
JCY Architects
Paul Jones

1 — eCentral, Central Institute
of Technology
East Perth, Western Australia
JCY Architects
Libby Guj / Paul Jones /
Richard Young

2 — Science and Health Building,
Edith Cowan University
Joondalup, Western Australia
JCY Architects
Libby Guj / Paul Jones / Paul Aris

3 — New Library building,
Edith Cowan University
Joondalup, Western Australia
JCY Architects
Libby Guj / Paul Jones /
Paul Steed / Paul Aris

4 — Northbridge Link
Perth, Western Australia
JCY Architects
Paul Jones / Ian Hart

Situated in a private estate in
Western Australia, the gallery
is a multi purpose building. It is
a single-storey pavilion surrounded
by a moat, with a symmetrical
design creating a series of simple
rectangular volumes radiating from
a central top-lit gallery. The building
is finished in high quality materials,
including external ceramic panels
from Italy, oak boards from Denmark
and double glazing from Switzerland.
Image — Paul Jones

e-Central is the Central Institute
of Technology’s Resources Industry
Precinct, housing chemistry,
physics and biology laboratories,
classrooms, a library, kiosk,
exhibition area, administration
and a number of areas occupied
by allied industries, which are used
for research and development.
The building design caters not only
to the immediate needs of user
groups, but can also provide
for future (or unknown) changes
in use, equipment and servicing.
Its dynamic curved structure
imbues a sense of a bright,
technologically driven future.
Image — Patrick Bingham-Hall

The Science and Health Building
houses the School of Natural
Sciences, Bio Medicine and Sport
and Health Studies at Edith Cowan
University. Ring growth of shells
inspired the concrete structure,
a form that provides optimum
insulation and protection from direct
sun. Sustainable features include
high use of natural light, 100 percent
fresh air-conditioning systems,
a thermal storage tank, thermal
bore plant for 24-hour rooms, as
well as harvesting of air-conditioner
condensate for deionised water
use in laboratories.
Image — Patrick Bingham-Hall

Masterplanning of the Central
Railway Precinct between Horseshoe
Bridge and the Mitchell Freeway
A new generation library, as much
a place as it is a combination of
and between Roe Street and
facilities. Built on a sloping site,
Wellington Street. This area of
the building creates a new entry to
land has separated Perth from
the campus and brings together four Northbridge for over 100 years.
major axes, which cross in the centre The project encompasses the sinking
of the Fremantle Rail Line between
of its foyer, located on level two.
Perth Central Station and Lake
The building design excludes all
Street and the undergrounding of
direct sunlight while maximising
natural light. The coloured aluminium the Wellington Street Bus Station,
fins (colours are pixelations of the
pedestrianisation, redevelopment
green/blue of the bush in the area)
of the Perth Entertainment Centre
play a 100 percent practical role
site and regeneration of Roe
while also creating a sensual skin.
Street and Wellington Street
into tree-lined boulevards.
Image — Patrick Bingham-Hall
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Better not alone Nik Karalis

Nik is director and global design intelligence
leader of Woods Bagot. His work has
received international acclaim and won
a number of prominent design awards,
including the AIA National Award for Public
Architecture, Victorian Architecture Medal,
Interior Design Excellence Awards (IDEA)
Overall Winner, FX International Award
and other global and regional awards.
In January 2013 Nik returned to Australia
after three years abroad at Woods Bagot’s
London and Beijing studios. Nik believes
that living and operating in other markets
is distinct from simply doing work abroad,
as it allows you to understand cultural
differences in a deeper, more meaningful
way. He is also a firm believer in the power
of collective intelligence over individual ego
when designing for both contemporary
conditions and future relevance.

From the ground up
Can you tell us a little about your personal architectural journey,
especially your early years?
Every architect that I have ever met has a unique sense of self,
marked by sometimes-disturbing characteristics that fuel their art.
They are passionate, egotistical and opinionated individuals,
comfortable with challenging popular opinion. What makes
them this way?
In my case, I was orphaned early in life and quickly learned to
question the assumptions that most people took for granted. I was
always frustratingly looking for meaning in everything, justification
against the presumed normality. I transferred this psychological
trait, or malfunction, into a career in design. It manifests as a desire
to find a narrative behind every project or a source of design
intelligence that leads to a logical outcome. Design without this
foundation seems irrelevant to me.
I entered architecture through interior design. This led me
to have an unusual sensitivity to design, from micro to macro.
I traversed between both disciplines before eventually coming
to a career in urban design and masterplanning. Design is simply
a degree of scale; it dominates every facet of our life.
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Overcoming failure
How do you keep positive if a big pitch isn’t successful?

Conceptual design for a ‘Forbidden City’ mixed-use residential development
in Beijing’s Second Ring Road

Most portfolios are built on rejection. I’ve seen so many CVs filled
with digital simulations or renders, I begin to wonder just how many
failed projects there are for every built project. We parade these
images as if they represent reality and delude ourselves of their
relevance. Just how many countless times have we delivered the best
pitch in our life, won the commission, only to find the project is never
built for whatever political or economic reason?
Yet, every time we pick ourselves back up, re-group and do it
all over again. These pivotal pitches and the hours of solicitation
that follow make and break careers. There are projects where even
years after winning the competition we continue to hunt down
the real prize of building.
I will never forget one experience, where our practice was
almost sacked over the progress of a project. I received a call
on Christmas Eve and was given an ultimatum to change
the destiny of this project within two weeks.
We brought together the best talent in our organisation and set
them up in a war-room environment. No one was to leave until we
had everyone back on track and had the core of an idea. The energy
that occupied that space was intoxicating. For me, the experience
signalled the death of the egocentric architect; I discovered the
power in collective cognition.
Taking risks is a huge asset. We almost never win by producing
the most conservative scheme or doing what we are told to do.
If I have seen the scheme before and we don’t transcend the brief
I feel it’s almost assured we won’t win. Our clients want to be
inspired, not bored. They are exceptionally clever people, excited to
be part of a project that pushes the boundaries.

Australian design culture
How does Australian culture affect or constrain
architectural design?

”We almost never win by producing
the most conservative scheme
or doing what we are told to do.
Our clients want to be inspired,
not bored.“

Being an expat has allowed me to compare Australian design
from afar, while understanding its diverse drivers. Australia is
an exemplar of how the social values of a culture are a stimulus
for its architecture. Entrepreneurialism drives our creativity.
Australia is diverse and adaptable, a Galapagos Island where
a breed of buildings has evolved that are as inspiring as the cities
and country they occupy.
Like the charismatic and gregarious individuals that make
up its people, Australian architecture possesses a personality
rich with narrative, storytelling and simile, and nowhere more
so than in Victoria.
In comparison, working in other supposedly mature markets
across the world, we are quickly presented with obstacles, market
trends and a plethora of reasons as to why ‘we don’t do it that
way here’ – perhaps with the exception of the new China, which
is a sponge for innovative ideas to help solve the ever-expanding
demands of urban growth.
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We have become so resourceful in Australia in shaping our cities,
that we have even teamed the government with the private sector to
procure major projects that are delivering significant infrastructure
opportunities. Is this a peculiar teaming of partners or bedfellows?
Not if they share the same ambition: to maximise value for each other
and leave a legacy for the community. The objection currently is that
only conventional design competitions can lead to design excellence,
where countless architects donate their time for free to offer options
for a jury’s consideration.
Being the creative director of a fourteen-studio organisation
spread across varying countries and cultures though has taught
me the value of adaptability. Leaders should be able to break down
barriers; we must become deeply immersed within the regions
we operate, in order to gain the long-term confidence of the critical
decision-makers.

”Someone once told me ‘idea making’
is like setting a mousetrap. You set
the bait and wait for the moment
to snap, ensnaring the rodent.“

Design process
How do you see the role of the architect?
What do you believe are the most important considerations
when developing a design?
In any partnership there needs to be a prenuptial. Responsibility
for developing this is reserved for the architect, who plays marriage
counsellor, orchestrating a result between the various stakeholders
and our own creative teams. The architect acts as a prism for ideas
sourced from a broad sphere of inputs and distilled into a solution
far more relevant than anything an individual could produce.
This is teaming, a verb not usually found in the domain of traditional
architecture. Collective authorship does not need to mean design
by committee and the lowest common denominator.
How do you form an opinion of an architectural design?
I need to be brutally honest with myself about my abilities. They are
only as good as my colleagues around me. My skill is based on
listening to everyone – clients, senior staff, builders and artists.
I once designed a tower based on a Gerhard Richter sculpture I saw
in an exhibition in London, 11 Planes of Glass, leaning up against
a wall. Ideas are everywhere. The real question is, ‘Which one should
be harvested for the specific parameters of the project brief?’
Identify the real problem, propose concepts and determine
their relevance. Represent the form of the idea beyond the obvious
source. Always at the core for me has been meaning and narrative.
If architects tell stories about their projects, they become more
tangible to our collective imaginations.
My favourite approach is abstraction. Taking the known and,
like chemistry, converting it to the unknown in a multilayered build-up
of meaningful relationships between detail and form.
When does this moment of transformation occur exactly?
It is a process, but one without rules. It requires your mind be open
to opportunities and illusions. Someone once told me that idea
making is like setting a mousetrap. You set the bait and wait for it
to snap, ensnaring the rodent. How do you prepare yourself to
respond like a trap capturing that critical moment, when clues
emerge from the darkness?

Conceptual design for a commercial tower in the Beijing CBD
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If the trap doesn’t work, you can always change the cheese. Don’t be
afraid to change course along the journey. Projects can shift
significantly way after the schematic design. I often tell my staff a
drawing is only a piece of paper, not a building. I’m always demanding
to get the ideas out of the computer boxes and up on the walls, where
we can all share. Take off the digital polaroid lenses and step away.
There have been so many instances where only at 3.00 in the
morning the night before a presentation and after hundreds of hours
of computational muscle, does the deep source of meaning appear.
Where was it hiding? Finally, the trap snaps, ready for the
presentation and storytelling.
I like to visit projects well after the gloss has worn off and the
smell of brand new magazine images has dissipated, to evaluate
their real success. Our profession is desperate for the pornography
of imagery, cosmetic surgery and all. Only after the architectural
tourists have left and the community is left to inherit the object
can we determine the real impact and success of a project.

Learnings and reflections
What advice would you give a student of architecture?
What do you believe are the most important lessons you
learned as a young architect?
As a young student I always felt I had so much to learn – nothing
has changed. There are now many acclaimed schools producing
technologically savvy graduates. When they jam, I struggle to follow
the new geek lexicon. I feel I’m slowly drifting away on a raft of
redundancy. Luckily, technological sophistication is not the only
way to achieve architecture of real value.
If art is the capturing of ideas in a meaningful construct,
why does it matter what tools or mediums we use to define the idea?
Education institutions need to ask themselves, ‘Are the tools
leading the idea, or is the idea leading the tools?’ If ideas are critical,
how will computers respond to their generation and new methods
of construction? When we stop producing tracing paper it may
be time for me to retire, as computational analysis will eventually
overtake the speed of drawing.

Sketches for St Andrews Residence

“Architects are great at imagining
the future but are they responsible
for the demolition of their
past failures?”
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Building futures

Conceptual design for Gateway residential towers, Honolulu

What have been the major changes in architecture
since you started out?
Architects are great at imagining the future, but are they responsible
for the demolition of their past failures? When it comes to confessing
their crimes against the public realm, architects are cowards.
We convince ourselves in the moment that our handiwork will be
transformational and everlasting. We convince ourselves that by
introducing a Green Star Rating, buildings will consume less energy
and cost less to operate. The economics of business by necessity
requires change to fuel desire. It is in this space that we can move
forward, working to keep cities vibrant, stimulated and alive.
Are business models changing?
My role as the creative director is laser-focused and singular – to create
the next generation global studio. What does this mean, exactly?
Most successful practices are ‘named’ practices hung around
an individual or small intimate partnership. I’m seeking the next
breakthrough in architecture services, especially as the global village
is getting smaller and technology allows us all to be virtually
transported inside any room in the world.
Projects are and will be delivered anywhere on the planet.
Opportunities for variety and complexity are everywhere. This
diversity opens up the number and type of projects occupying studio
time, with each sector stimulating and infecting the other.
Of course, the local embedded expert will still have a place –
perhaps we’ll see a form of ‘glocalism.’ Keeping up with the speed
of innovation is our pathway. Our mantra is: ‘If it ain’t broken,
break it – change is inevitable.’
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UNBUILT
— Yota
St Petersburg, Russia
Woods Bagot
Will Hosikian / Adrian Mignot /
Rosina Di Maria / Tarran Kundi
A scheme for a communications company
with a young visionary leadership and Russian
software script writers. The company was
investing in live streaming 4G technology
and it wanted to create a lab complex for the
next generation of Russian intellectuals. The
concept was a new living-working environment
in sub-zero temperatures, where the staff could
find inspiration and nurture continual creative
innovation. A merger of architecture, technology
and new models of human interaction, it was
intended to be representative of an emergent
St Petersburg elite culture.

This project represents a time in my
career in a foreign, extremely cold
and politically complex environment,
but from a technology point of view it was
inspirational. Unbuilt projects like this always
live again through another project, in this
case a recently completed research building
in Adelaide. Every experience in life builds
your design repertoire and is an opportunity
to learn more about humanity and the discipline
of architecture.”
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1

2

4

5

3

2007

2008

2008

2013

2015

1 — Ivy
Sydney, New South Wales
Woods Bagot / Merivale / Cornwell /
Hecker Phelan & Guthrie
Nik Karalis / Domenic Alvaro /
Wade Little / Ivan Kokrhelj

2 — St Andrews Residence
St Andrews Beach, Victoria
Woods Bagot
Nik Karalis

3 — Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre
Melbourne, Victoria
Woods Bagot / NH Architecture
Nik Karalis / Hamish Lyon /
Rodger Dalling / Peter Korkolis /
Andy Gentry

4 — NAB, 700 Bourke Street
Melbourne, Victoria
Woods Bagot
Nik Karalis / James Calder /
Simon Pole / Simon Dick /
Domenic Alvaro / William Hosikian

5 — Adelaide Convention Centre
Redevelopment Plenary Hall
Adelaide, South Australia
Woods Bagot
Nik Karalis / Enzo Carascio /
Gavin Kain / William Hosikian

Responding to its triangular site,
the architecture of 700 Bourke Street
embraces the triangle as its primary
visual motif, with a magnificent
atrium rising through the centre of
the building. Three vertical fissures
snake their way down the facade of
the building, breaking down the scale
of the enormous footprint. Around
the atrium, a total floor area of
75,000m2 is divided into eight zones,
each acting as hubs for 50 people.
Image — Peter Bennetts

The plenary hall is the final building
of the three-stage Adelaide
Convention Centre Riverside District.
A totally flexible configuration
of rotating and pivoting halls that
interlock around pre-function spaces
with spectacular views of the Torrens
River. A new era for Adelaide as
a festival city.

A small house in a big city, conceived
as a domesticated mixed-use
hospitality venue, Ivy consists
of 12 boutique shops, 18 bars,
nine restaurants, a ballroom, sunken
garden atrium, two penthouse suites
and a rooftop pool. Two lanes run
through the complex, rebuilding the
site’s historical pedestrian linkages.
Historical mapping of George
Street’s Société Générale and NAB
facades influenced the design,
reinterpreted as a grid facade
inspired by the mid-century houses
of Paul Rudolph.
Image — Trevor Mein

Maintaining the surrounding natural
topography, the timber-clad north
facade unfolds to allow northern light
into bedrooms, exposing rural views
into the centre of the Mornington
Peninsula ranges. To the south,
a 30-metre-long galvanised frame
glass facade offers uninterrupted
views of the ocean. The upper level
is divided into two masses and
separated by an internalised loggia
for cross-ventilation and direct
connection to the mist of the ocean.
Image — Trevor Mein

The Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre is part of
an AU$1 billion integrated mixed-use
development that includes the Hilton
Melbourne South Wharf. At its core
is the timber-clad 5000-seat Plenary
Hall auditorium, which can be divided
into three separate stages. The main
foyer is a focal point for public gathering, with a grand volume opening
directly onto the Yarra River via
a shimmering glass wall that exposes
the activity and life of the centre.
Image — Peter Bennetts
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Quiet architecture Richard Kirk

Richard Kirk is the founder of Richard Kirk
Architect (RKA). Since he established
RKA in 1995, the practice has grown from
designing humble timber houses in the
suburbs of Brisbane to developing major
urban and institutional projects all over
the region, with studios in Beijing and
Kuala Lumpur. Major recent works include
the University of Queensland’s flagship
Advanced Engineering Building, the ABC
Headquarters in Southbank, Brisbane,
and first prize in the recent two-stage
international design competition for the
National WWI and WWII Memorials in
Canberra. Throughout this journey though,
his work has consistently reflected a desire
to make places that are memorable and
relevant to the communities that they
serve. Here, he elaborates on how growing
up in a graceful and intimately detailed
timber Queenslander has shaped his love
of unassuming, but quietly powerful
buildings and the craft of making.

From the ground-up
Can you tell us a little about your personal architectural journey,
in particular your early years?
I spent time in Western Queensland as a young boy. Here, the
importance of making things that last was very important to the way
the place functioned and endured, as it was an incredibly harsh
environment. Building was an important event. It was a mysterious
process that intrigued me.
I always had an interest in drawing and I spent a great deal
of time making things and was drawn to people who had the skill
and knowledge to do so. There is a sense of integrity to the process
of making something.
The place I remember first is an old timber Queenslander house
we lived in. It had a grace about it, with its high ceilings and intricate
detail of screens and fans adding to its mystery and memorable
quality. It also, in some ways, had a personality, as it was a living
building – it creaked as you walked around it or when we road our
bikes on the verandah, and the roof crackled when the sun rose and
roared in the rain. These houses are more like tents made of timber,
which is possibly why I have such an affinity with it as a material.
Every surface was timber, including the fine detail, and all of it was
crafted in an image of grandeur.
The early work of Frank Gehry resonated with me as a student.
The work then was of a scale and budget that you could imagine
yourself doing. The simplicity and contextual response in terms
of materiality and form made a lot of sense. It was probably more
than a coincidence as there were so many parallels with South East
Queensland and California – the same blue sky, the coastal setting
and the same level of decay in the surrounding context. It was
a reassessment and revaluing of a place irrespective of the
consensus. It was this keen eye that obviously set Gehry on his
amazing trajectory, but I like his contemporary work much less.
Over the past few years I have been interested in the work of
Álvaro Siza, a modernist Portuguese architect. His architecture is
the opposite of Gehry’s – it is completely restrained but is incredibly
stimulating to visit and experience. He is completely focused on
the spatial experience and ordering that in a very controlled manner.
The materiality and forms then take a secondary role as the
facilitators of the experience – in a way it is what I call a quiet
architecture. Quiet architecture is unassuming, but it provides for
a very powerful experience that is unfortunately not so fashionable
in comparison to the current obsession with shape-making.
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The ugliness of expediency
To what degree do you believe Australian social and cultural
conditions have an influence on Australian architecture?
Expediency underpins many things in Australia. So often the
discussion is about speed, economy and simplicity, rarely about
quality, longevity and legacy. There are moments of excellence,
such as the Sydney Opera House, when the country received this
absolute gem. Equally, in the late 19th century we built stone public
buildings, clearly with a sense of place and of a particular future
in mind. We rarely build today for the long term or with the sense
of the importance of making streets and public places that are
beautiful. Admittedly, many of Australia’s places, towns and cities
are very young and, in a sense, we are in a pioneering period.
So, I’m optimistic this phase will pass.
It is crucial that the public sector improves its governance in
the delivery of projects. Our public sector skills here are possibly
some of the worst when viewed in an international context.
Other places have a much greater ambition for design quality
and innovation. In many instances, here we see it as something
to be suppressed or denied – the ugliness of expediency.

Architecture on the edge
How do you see the role of architecture and the architect?
How do you develop your architectural ideas?

“Architecture needs to be pushed
to a point where there is the
potential for failure. The projects
that are safe don’t teach us
anything in our practice.”

Architecture’s highest role, responsibility and privilege, is making
places that are memorable and relevant. In short, designing buildings
of enduring beauty that are confident in their environment and
respectful to the needs of the communities they serve. Buildings
that only consider their appearance, as opposed to their role within
the setting, can only be of short-term benefit to place.
How the vision or idea is realised is crucial. It is a concern when
the ambition for a project runs ahead of the thought about how
the project is made. Aligning the ideas about the project with how
it is to be, is where the best work occurs, and this is an important
role for the architect.
Some of the most amazing projects emerge from collaboration.
In our projects, the rule is it doesn’t matter where the idea comes
from. It’s adopted if it’s good and good ideas always have consensus.
Architecture needs to be pushed to the point where there is
potential for failure. The projects that are safe don’t teach us
anything in our practice. Sometimes we complete a project and it is
not clear until it is finished how far we have pushed certain aspects.
The idea that projects are a journey, where you don’t know where you
are going to end up, is the most stimulating part. I’m not talking
about doing really crazy things, but the internal challenge you give
yourself about how to push what it is you do. This is why great
projects are always great partnerships with the client and builder.

Figure-ground drawing of Brookfield Residence,
capturing the play of solids and voids around a central courtyard
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Architects have to engage with an increasingly wide range of people
in delivering a project. We need to communicate an abstract idea to
our collaborators, which they convey to a client, and they in turn need
to express it in physical terms to the person who has to assemble
or make it. In that sense, architects have to walk their ideas through
an incredibly complex process. Some of our major projects can run
for five or six years and the only thing that all the participants in the
process seek from us is clarity of communication – we are simply
the nexus in a very heterogeneous process.

Building futures
What have been the major changes in architecture since you
started out? What do you believe the future will bring?
The first key change has been the shift from hand-drawn production
to CAD. The process itself was not a pretty one – superb hand
production skills were initially replaced by turgid CAD-based
production. I embraced the potential of this form of production
and it is amazing how the mode of production has impacted
what it is we make.
The pervasiveness of the internet in architectural publishing has
also moved the focus on to imagery rather than a highly measured
and articulated discourse. The traditional hegemony of a few English
architectural periodicals is largely over and with the overload of
information there is hardly any time to keep informed. You have to
fight to find the time to stay informed.
This movement towards novel imagery has tracked the growth
of branded architecture and the ‘starchitect,’ coinciding with the
greatest urban expansion in history – in China. I think the predilection
for the use of the ‘starchitect’ for the sake of simply acquiring one
of ‘their’ objects will wane. There is a lack of intrinsic value to the
communities that these buildings are being developed for.
Recently, I gave a lecture in China comparing Zaha Hadid’s
Guangzhou Opera House and the Sydney Opera House by Utzon.
They are useful to compare, with the two buildings having the same
function, completed by architects working in another country, and
realised through an international competition. The lecture focuses on
the importance of procurement and of the architectural idea being
one that is about occupation, not only about form. The Utzon idea is
a powerful one about the plinth and the roof as key elements defining
the place. Conversely, Hadid’s building was entirely about form and
nothing about the experience of the place. Which is why Guangzhou
has something alien, whereas Sydney has an object that has almost
defined it as a place – it has become the place.

Sketch illustrating sight lines for Arbour House

Sketch from the competition winning scheme for the National WWI & WWII Memorials in
Canberra, describing the proposed memorials’ relationship to the Griffin land axis
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This was my first project where the
project brief was incredibly ambitious.
It was ambitious because it expected
the architect to make a building that was
transformative – one that would make a real
difference. It sought to change the way
engineers learn, establish a new benchmark
for sustainability and to be a place that elevated
the social and collaborative aspects of learning.”
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2013
— Advanced Engineering Building,
University of Queensland
Brisbane, Queensland
Richard Kirk Architect / HASSELL
Richard Kirk / Paul Chang / Yee Jien /
Mark Loughnan / Mark Roehrs / Mark Craig
The result of a limited design competition,
the Advanced Engineering Building (AEB)
is a benchmark for sustainable architecture
with a particular focus on the aesthetic,
environmental and structural strengths
of using locally produced timber in a building.
Structural timber forms the facade and long
span glulam roof trusses feature in one of
Australia’s largest timber-framed auditoriums.
The use of local Queensland timber became
central to developing sustainability initiatives
beyond the singular energy strategies
typically targeted in large projects.
Image — Peter Bennetts
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2012

2012

Unbuilt

Unbuilt

Due 2015

1 — ABC Brisbane Accommodation
Brisbane, Queensland
Richard Kirk Architect
Richard Kirk / Karl Eckermann /
Mathew Mahoney / Paul Chang /
Glen Millar / Sam Clegg

2 — Fitzgibbon Community Centre
Brisbane, Queensland
Richard Kirk Architect
Richard Kirk / Yee Jien /
Luke Hayward

3 — UQ Business School,
University of Queensland
Brisbane, Queensland
Richard Kirk Architect / HASSELL
Richard Kirk / Yee Jien / Paul Chang /
Sam Clegg / Lynn Wang

4 — Brookfield Residence
Brisbane, Queensland
Richard Kirk Architect
Richard Kirk / Jonathan Ward

5 — WWI + WWII Memorials
Canberra, Australian Capital Territory
Richard Kirk Architect
Richard Kirk / Jonathan Ward /
Fedor Medek / Karl Eckermann

A mixed-use cultural centre for
The 15,000m² headquarter building the neighbourhood of Fitzgibbon.
for the ABC’s Brisbane operations has The heart of the scheme is a large
become a new landmark destination. covered space, which forms a
It reinforces and contributes to the
gateway on the axis from the new
Queensland Government’s vision for commercial centre of Fitzgibbon
the South Bank precinct, maximising to the bushland trails to the north.
activation and engagement with the
This gateway acts as a starting
public. Containing offices, specialist and finishing point for the trails,
radio and television spaces with
with amenities and a retail outlet.
associated support spaces, a 600m² While formally abstract and demure
rehearsal studio for the Queensland
the centre makes provocative use
Symphony Orchestra, and café and
of materials, which highlight it
retail facilities, the building is designed as a landmark in the community.
to a 5-star Green Star rating and
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones
a 4.5-star NABERS as-built rating.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

The proposed new residence
replaces a house built by the client’s
The winning entry in a limited design family on the site 35 years earlier.
The residence occupies a high spur
competition for the University of
Queensland Business School (UQBS), line west of the city, with its elevated
this building will occupy a prominent position affording panoramic views.
The house follows a courtyard
site in the university forecourt while
typology, using this idea as an
establishing a new identity for the
business school. The design organises organising principle to create
a serene centre. From the point
planning in two volumes joined by
of entry the visitor transitions
a central atrium, locating functional
through a series of courtyards,
areas horizontally and vertically
each organised around water
to create a communal building
features reflecting the sky above
considerate to the hierarchy of the
Business School. ESD initiatives
and drawing it down into the house.
will include operable facade systems,
mixed-mode ventilation, a solar array
and rainwater harvesting.
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RKA received first prize in an
international two stage design
competition for the National WWI
& WWII Memorials, located on
the Griffin land axis, on a site of
national significance in Canberra.
Enduring symbols of loss, separation
and sacrifice, the memorials’
design avoids overt symbolism,
narrative or figuration. The design
process uses the neutral forms of
the monolithic blocks and then cuts
and slices through the blocks using
the sun’s location on key dates and
times from important events during
the two world wars.
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Diverse perspectives Mark Loughnan

Mark Loughnan is joint head of architecture
and principal at HASSELL, based in
Melbourne. Mark’s career trajectory to
date is reflective of the increasingly global
nature of contemporary architectural
practice and, likewise, the increasingly agile
nature of the contemporary practitioner,
who now operates among a wildly diverse
range of cultures and climates. Before
joining HASSELL in 2006, he spent seven
years with renowned Swiss architecture firm
Herzog & de Meuron (HdM), establishing
its US office and becoming an associate
of the firm in 2004. Here, Mark describes
the passion and principles that have driven
him from soul-crushing beginnings in the
depths of an Australian recession to the
top of one of Australia’s largest and most
successful architecture firms.

“In my first role after graduating,
I worked long hours for pretty
much nothing. My employer was
in financial trouble and the sheriff
was chasing him.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey into
architecture, especially the early years?
When I graduated in 1991 there was absolutely no work in the
profession in Melbourne. I had colleagues who completed a five-year
degree and then drove taxis or went into other pursuits simply
to survive. Many never came back to architecture. It was soul
destroying to have to consider never getting work after working
over a long period towards a degree.
In my first role after graduating, I worked long hours for pretty
much nothing – well, $200 a week. My employer was in financial
trouble and the sheriff was chasing him. Both he and I were receiving
threatening phone calls and furniture was being repossessed.
After not being payed for a month, I was suddenly refused entry.
At this point, of course, I quit. It was an awful experience. I lost trust
in the profession.
To move on I spent all I had and went overseas. I got a job very
briefly as a dishwasher in Chamonix in the French Alps and then as
a ski guide during the day and host for a very small international tourist
company in Argentière, just up the valley. My girlfriend Fiona, who is now
my wife, and I, managed a chalet, hosting up to 16 people at a time.
Fiona had never cooked for large groups before. I remember one
time arriving at our chalet with guests from Geneva – as we unloaded
the van, we turned to a loud scream and a flaming frying pan being
thrown out the kitchen shutter windows. The burning pan skied its
way down to our feet – quite an introduction to the cook for the
guests. It was one of the most enjoyable times I’ve ever had and we
made friends for life.
We followed this up by travelling around Europe for six months,
exploring and investigating as much as possible. From here, we lived
in London for a few months before heading to Vancouver in Canada
with a working visa, where I door knocked for work as a young
architect – combining work and my love of skiing.
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The European Alps are my favourite location. They have a wonderful
history, culture and atmosphere. They are naturally rich in drama and
change dramatically day to day, season to season. The combination
of urban intimacy, within small villages and communities, and these
expansive natural environments, interlaced and connected by
modern interventions and challenging engineering infrastructure,
I find very compelling. Even the small high alpine refuges are often
beautiful, some historic and rustic, others like dramatic modern
sculptures, but mostly somehow contextual and respectful to their
place. It’s this sense of respect for place, as well as the general
atmosphere of adventure, that I take inspiration from.
I was lucky to be introduced to skiing and the alpine environment
by my father, who spent time holidaying and as a doctor at the
Mount Kosciuszko Chalet in Victoria in the 1960s. I worked on the
volunteer ski patrol at Mount Buller for around 10 years.
Sadly, my father recently passed away but he was a big
inspiration to me. He was a working doctor between his own practice
and the hospital until the age of 85 and was very much his own
character. He was potentially the last of the few 24-hour on-call
doctors. Recognised as gruff and direct – he was also known
to have a soft and caring heart. He had no time for small talk and was
very committed to his endeavours. Commitment to him was to my
mother, to his children, and to his profession and his patients.
He had an open mind to all and I consider him a very wise man.
From a professional perspective, I was inspired, and somewhat
mentored, by Pierre de Meuron at Herzog and de Meuron. I was
taken by how busy and demanding a truly international architecture
practice is yet de Meuron managed to somehow be on top of it all.
There is a real skill in being able to take in and absorb an incredible
amount of diverse information and quickly distil and respond to
the key issues. Also, he manages to keep grounded and is family
orientated. He is always true to his beliefs and has an unwavering
commitment to the desired outcome.

Models built for a feasibility study and master planning design works for the redevelopment
of a performing arts venue. The models test proposed changes to the existing block and stack
modelling to accommodate the design brief requirements. Image — HASSELL
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“It’s competitive, commercially
brutal sometimes – competition has
increased exponentially. You have
to keep adapting and moving
or you will simply cease to exist.”

Architecture without boundaries
You have worked as an architect in offices all over the world.
Is there a qualitative difference between practice in Australia
and elsewhere?
I have been lucky to work in many different cultures, having been
involved in realised buildings in various cities across different
continents. Architecture is an international pursuit and experience
– it crosses boundaries, borders and geographies.
The process of designing and realising projects changes
from country to country, city to city. Beijing is different to Hong Kong,
New York is very different to San Francisco and again to Miami,
as is Sydney to Melbourne. The legislative process, the politics,
the approvals, let alone the clients, the consultants and contractors,
everything varies. There are both different opportunities and constraints.
Sometimes there are clear advantages to being local to a project
– local expertise and knowledge of the context and personalities
involved and other issues is an obvious benefit. Alternatively,
sometimes having a certain naivety about a location means you ask
more questions and are less fixated on existing regulations or
constraints, which can unlock new potential in a project. It’s this
open dialogue in the design process that I find interesting – whether
working on projects abroad or in new locations, with their diverse
cultures, opinions and team members.
The demand for and prevalence of Australian architects varies
across the world’s different regions. I think we have a greater
presence in China and South East Asia and less in North America.
From my experience, Australian architects are used to working
very collaboratively between disciplines and various typologies.
We tend to be commercially smart and strategic, given the strong
commercial environment. We can operate efficiently within the time
and budget constraints, across boundaries.
It’s competitive, commercially brutal sometimes – competition
has increased exponentially. Small, flexible, dynamic and innovative
design firms are competing across global regions to win commissions.
You have to keep adapting and moving or you will simply cease to exist.

Conceptual model for a performing arts venue. Image — HASSELL
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A practical idealism
How would you describe the role of the architect?

Conceptual models for a performing arts venue. Image — HASSELL
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I wasn’t really sure what I wanted to do until well into my architecture
degree but was having a great time at university living by the coast,
by the time I was really sure about architecture I had only two years
of my honours degree remaining, so the entire course flew by.
Some see architects as idealists, with little practicality – dreamers,
even. But we wouldn’t survive without a real understanding of the
many parameters that influence our profession and our outcomes.
Design and architecture can pose responses that not only fulfil a client
brief but take the conversation to a whole new level, questioning
and provoking discussion.
It’s a paradox because there is perhaps no perfect or ultimately
right answer to any project, but there is certainly the wrong answer.
You need to trust yourself, your staff and the specific process you
work within. I love diversity within my working environment, especially
of thought and culture. More often than not dialogue and the testing
of ideas within our team will find a way through.
Every project and client presents new challenges and opportunities.
The profession really has no peak at the top of a mountain. It is
constant climbing, learning, listening and the effort to improve
all aspects of design and the design process.
Sometimes it feels like you get on a roll and other times you just
have to keep getting up off the canvas. Only a certain percentage,
maybe in the order of five to 10 percent, of the work we do is actually
realised. There are so many reasons a project can be rejected,
cease or be lost – economics, politics, opinion, or, in the case of
a residential design commission, even divorce. One of my favourite
sayings is, ‘If we win we have a chance.’
Tenacity, talented staff and commitment are paramount to keep
moving forward. Good ideas are rejected by some and loved by
others. A good idea may be relevant for the next project or the one
after that. Often the best design may not win a competition.
It is the people and the projects that are the driving force.
Sometimes as designers we need to stand our ground and find ways
to convince, other times we redesign, change or go in a completely
new direction. There’s clearly no right or perfect way of designing
a particular outcome, but my approach is that ideally there is a
rationale for why something’s done. It’s a collection of ideas and
processes that you try and narrow down on a particular response
rather than throwing everything in and keeping it all in there.

Mark Loughnan

Conceptual model for a performing arts venue. Image — HASSELL

Building futures
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
One small and simple thing I question is the fact we all live in homes
where the environmental condition varies from day to day, season
to season. Yet in the western world, we seem to demand a consistent
environment in our workplace – 22 degrees Celsius as standard.
I enjoy the seasons – the different environments and situations
the climate can bring. Sometimes things become too clinical and
controlled. In the commercial environment, specifically the office,
I think it would be a revelation to be a little more relaxed. Expanding
the temperature band would allow for more innovation, as well as
a better, and less risky, response to facades and systems. We could
add fresh air and use buildings in a more specific way relative to
where they sit on the planet. Maybe even allow ourselves to dress
differently, to wear a t-shirt or a jumper.
Building Information Modelling (BIM) and the procurement of
projects have changed architectural practice dramatically over the
past 20 years. The drawing board is less visible and talented young
graduates are often fluent in various software systems, digital tools
and BIM programs. The visual representation of design is heading
into film and television territory. Orchestrating this workflow is yet
another parameter to consider.
Things are getting more blurry and specific at the same time –
for example, education and commercial typologies now share more
common ground than previously. There are many specialist firms but
also instances of one business swallowing up another, blurring skills
and overlapping others so that they are skilled across many realms.
My father once joked with me that, ‘There is now one doctor
for the left nostril and another for the right.’ He certainly valued the
specialist, but I think he also felt that sometimes being too focused
or streamed meant that you could miss the bigger picture. The days
of a sole architect or designer being in control of everything are gone.
You need to maintain a more overarching perspective to be able to use
specialist knowledge towards the ultimate outcome. Appreciation for
the value of good design, I hope, will continue to grow.

“My father once joked with me
that, ‘There is now one doctor
for the left nostril and another
for the right…’ Sometimes being
too focused or streamed means
you can miss the bigger picture.”
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The de Young Museum by Herzog &
de Meuron is a beautiful, contextual
and stately civic building with ‘fingers’
that engage and inter-twine with Golden Gate
Park, providing open and light-filled spaces
that enhance the art-viewing experience.
My role was associate-in-charge of the project
during the design phases in Basel, Switzerland.
It was a rare opportunity to be part of a major
new contemporary public art building within
an iconic public city park.”
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2005
— de Young Museum
San Francisco, United States
Herzog & de Meuron
Architect of Record:
Fong & Chan Architects
Mark Loughnan was the associate-in-charge
for Herzog de Meuron for the de Young Museum
Golden Gate Park for the Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco from 1999 - 2005. The 30,000m2
building is designed in three parallel bands,
allowing the park to fill the spaces in between,
including a centrally located courtyard. The
building is predominantly planned over three
levels (one below grade) and incorporates a
twisting education tower that extends beyond
the axis of the park and visually reconnects
with the city street grid and neighbourhood.
Image — Philip Greenspun

2007

2010

2013

Unbuilt

Unbuilt

1 — 40 Bond
New York, United States
Herzog & de Meuron
Architect of Record:
Handel Architects NY

2 — 1111 Lincoln Road
Miami, United States
Herzog & de Meuron
Architect of Record:
Charles H. Benson
Associate Architects

3 — Advanced Engineering
Building (AEB)
Brisbane, Queensland
HASSELL / Richard Kirk Architect

4 — Flinders Street Station
Design Competition
Melbourne, Victoria
HASSELL / Herzog & de Meuron

5 - Franklin Street Residential
Design Competition
Melbourne, Victoria
HASSELL

The Flinders Street Station winning
design concept draws from many
aspects – the site’s historic fabric,
location and linear nature; the original
competition design, existing heritage
fabric and vaulted expression; the
river and city edge, rail, public and
river-based operations; as well as the
station’s place within the city fabric
and public realm. The proposal aims
to return the station to its intended
glory – a Victorian landmark,
a centrepiece of Melbourne’s alive
and functioning CBD.
Image — Herzog & de Meuron

The Franklin Street development
proposes a mixed-use, 212m high-rise
composed of 350 units, 150 serviced
apartments and commercial, retail,
food and beverage tenancies. The
tower form rotates at the upper levels
to increase setbacks in relation to the
neighbouring buildings and daylight
penetration and outlook. The entry is
set back off Franklin Street, while
landscaping activates not only the
building entry but also its surrounds.
Image — HASSELL

Mark Loughnan was associate in
charge/project manager for Herzog
& de Meuron for a high-end residential
development in NoHo, New York.
Within a strictly defined envelope,
the 10-level design incorporates 23
apartments above five townhouses,
with a custom cast aluminium gate
as a collage of graffiti tags stretching
across the entire Bond Street
elevation. The street-side slab edge
and vertical column structure is clad
in curved glass covers, which extend
the glass expression across the
entire facade of the apartments.
Image — Thomas Winwood

The AEB building provides new
learning typologies and innovation
spaces that support new pedagogies.
Mark Loughnan worked as an
associate at Herzog & de Meuron on
The design aims to be contextual
1111 Lincoln Road, Miami Beach,
to its environment, establishing
Florida. This project transforms an
a benchmark in sustainability,
empty car parking lot and existing
with an emphasis on passive over
1970s bank building and adjacent
mechanical systems and breathable
sites into a seven-level mixed-use
versus mechanically sealed spaces.
development, incorporating a
Sustainability strategies are fully
300-space multilevel parking facility, integrated into the architecture,
retail concept stores, office space,
structure and services. It explores
residences, restaurants, event space, the use of timber for structural
promenade and a public plaza.
elements and is the first large scale
The expressive car parking structure use of a structural timber facade
is used for a wide variety of uses
in Australia.
beyond a traditional car park, including Image — Peter Bennetts
concerts, parties and other offerings.
Image — Iwan Baan
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Wide-angle architecture Michael Rayner

Michael Rayner is principal director
of Cox Rayner Architects. Two-time
winners of the Australia Award for Urban
Design, Australia’s premier award for urban
design achievement, his practice has also
won six category awards at the World
Architecture Festival. Remarkably, these
projects range from an individual house,
to pedestrian bridges, to ferry terminals,
to an international museum. Whether they
be intimate residential commissions or
mega-scale urban infrastructure projects,
a desire to create meaningful places
informed by the fullest spectrum of human
understanding possible underpins all
of Michael’s work. Here, he describes
how an early obsession with the intensely
meaning-rich design of churches eventually
resulted in a career shaping some of
Australia’s most distinctive urban spaces.

“My enthusiasm began at about
10 years old, when I chose to design
a chapel for an art assignment
with a plan, section and even
an axonometric – although I didn’t
know it was called that. From then,
I was hooked forever.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey into
architecture, especially the early years?
I grew up in Sydney next to a street of 12 houses facing the bush,
each owned by an architect. My father was the only exception.
He was a woolbroker. Ironically, and perhaps tellingly, I was the
only child in the street who became an architect.
As I played at my friends’ houses, I was besotted by the seeming
romance of their fathers’ and some mothers’ late-night, lamp-lit studio
drawing. Making a living doing drawings and having them translated
into buildings seemed idyllic, as naive as this perspective was.
My enthusiasm began at about 10 years old, when I chose
to design a chapel for an art assignment with a plan, section and
even an axonometric – although I didn’t know it was called that.
From then I was hooked forever.
At school at North Sydney Boys High School, I had some wonderful
art teachers who encouraged students to explore whatever their
interests were. Mine was designing churches. In my second year
I designed a chapel, a hyperbolic paraboloid building reminiscent
of the architecture of Spanish architect-engineer Félix Candela,
which I saw in a book and was impressed by for its wafer-thin,
undulating concrete roof.
In university breaks, I worked at the office of one of the fathers
in the street – Ancher Mortlock Murray & Woolley [Ancher/Mortlock/
Woolley]. Apart from endless dyeline printing, my sole contribution
was designing the brackets for their library shelves. On graduating,
I asked my father to approach the architect Louise Cox, who was
working on his firm’s new building in Sydney. She said she couldn’t
help, as the industry was in the doldrums in the early 1980s, but
suggested I try her husband’s practice, Philip Cox and Partners
[Cox Architecture]. I’m still there.
The thing I always loved about Philip Cox’s practice was
his passion for art and structure. He had many artist friends,
such as Michael Johnson, John Firth-Smith, Colin Lanceley
and Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, who used to visit the practice.
Engineering designers from Arup were always around. Philip was
trying to evolve an Australian contemporary architecture by
interpreting the Australian vernacular of homesteads and industrial
buildings. The latter particularly enthused me because they were
often structurally innovative.
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Philip became my mentor, but after a decade there, I needed to
branch out. An opportunity arose to design a resort project in
Queensland, which we won but on the proviso that it be done in
Brisbane. I packed up and moved up north with my wife. With barely
any staff and a $180 million project, I tried to satisfy Japanese clients
who had a Balinese aesthetic in mind. We were fired three times
for failing to meet their wishes and nearly had to return to Sydney
humiliated. However, we saw the project to fruition, managing to
avoid any overt stylism, as well as contemplate what a Queensland
architectural ethos might be.
Fortuitously, the competition came up to design the Brisbane
Convention and Exhibition Centre with Leighton Contractors
and, with Philip, I could draw on my structural knowledge working
on the Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre and the Sydney
Football Stadium [Allianz Stadium]. Ironically, it is a hyperbolic
paraboloid structure utilising Félix Candela’s principles.

Design fit for both purpose and place
Do you believe Australian social and cultural conditions
influence Australian architecture? Do architectural developments
internationally have an impact here?

Art work by Michael Rayner, employing a spider’s web in a visual play on a city plan

“You cannot genuinely contribute
to a better built environment with
only architectural knowledge.”
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As a relatively young country, Australia has not evolved through
eras of design, as have the likes of Italy, Spain or Japan. Australia’s
main architectural legacy is its ‘non-architecture’ – the vernacular
of farmhouses, milk sheds, railway stations and ports. It influenced
the only recognisable ‘school’ of modern architecture Australia has
witnessed – the Sydney School of the 1960s and 1970s.
There has long been a penchant among Australian architects
to look to international precedents for inspiration, possibly more in
Melbourne, less so in Sydney and less again in Brisbane, so perhaps
it has something to do with climate and culture. There is nothing
wrong with this inspiration, as long as the precedents are not literally
transferred, but adapted to our social and environmental conditions.
I’ll admit to a little bias, but I think many architects in Australia
would recognise that Queensland has come of age in the past
decade or so, its architects creating buildings and places that
in diverse ways feel like they derive from nowhere else. It is palpable
in houses, university buildings, libraries, galleries, even some office
buildings, in both Brisbane and the wider state.
Australian architecture is increasingly of interest globally,
as is evident at the annual World Architecture Festival. I don’t see
any reason for cultural cringe. Much of the recent interest is from
Asia, as we are perceived as responding to comparable climates
and creating honest, place-responsive architecture rather
than importing stereotypes from America or Europe.
Our limitations are mostly budgetary and I suspect we work
harder often to create more with less. However, we are finding
there is a dramatically increasing number of clients in all sectors
in Australia who are design-conscious, including the corporate
sector – to create outstanding architecture, it’s best if the process
is collaborative, involving the clients, consultants and builders,
as well as the wider community.
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Projects and principles
What do you see as the role of the architect in society?
Should architecture court controversy?
Architecture is the creation of places that embody the society
of their time, that have a position in the evolution of the art,
are environmentally responsive and responsible, and exceed
the aspirations of the people they are created for.
A seminal moment for me was at Ancher Mortlock Murray
and Woolley [Ancher/Mortlock/Woolley] when it was working on
a project to replace historic terraces in Kings Cross’ Victoria Street
with apartment towers. Initially I saw this as just a project, until
the Builders Labourers Federation started ‘green-banning’
[striking over] the demolition of Woolloomooloo and Kings Cross.
Until then, I had no particular moral compass about architecture.
I have since rejected projects several times. I became an early
exponent of using renewable materials and perhaps of what we
now call sustainable architecture. The projects I’ve most enjoyed
are those that demonstrably show ways to rethink environmental
architecture, such as the Australian Age of Dinosaurs Museum
at Winton in Far North Queensland and the solar hydrogen-powered
Sir Samuel Griffith Centre at Griffith University in Brisbane.
I have endured controversy, particularly surrounding the
Kurilpa Bridge in Brisbane. In the bridge’s case, I think most
controversy was a result of people feeling antagonistic to something
unfamiliar, something they could not process other than by conjuring
up metaphors such as ‘a bunch of crooked Hills Hoists,’ or ‘pick-up
sticks’ and, more flatteringly, ‘frozen ballet.’
I think that controversial projects are good when they are
designed with a committed purpose or solution to a challenge,
as well as being inventive and responsive to context, even if by
contrast. I think they are not good when they are ignorant of context
and just thoughtless, or are what I’d call ‘one-liners’ done for
the sake of a banal idea.

Artwork by Michael Rayner, recycling a dissected work horse to describe urban forms

Sketch for the Australian Age of Dinosaurs Museum
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Balancing intuition with analysis
How do you define an architectural idea?
I get architectural ideas in two ways – as a thought of a form,
space or detail that I might conceive at unexpected times, often
subconsciously, which I sketch or write down for later use. The other
is a conscious solving of a particular problem that usually comes
from focused concentration on it. In both cases, however, they
draw on my learnings over my architectural life, what I’ve seen,
read or researched.
Sleep therapists would have a field day with me. I frequently
wake up with a synthesised design that I had not yet been able to
consciously solve. I stay awake when I feel a design we are doing
doesn’t quite gel and I don’t know why. And I stay awake with
self-doubt when I’m really challenging my own ethos, what should
be kept sanctified and what I should be open to changing.
When assessing an architectural project, I firstly ask if our
design is embracing four ingredients I consider most important
– structure, craft, art and nature. If not, in my view it will not have
lasting human value. Secondly, does it effortlessly meet the
client’s brief in a way that exceeds expectation? Thirdly, does it
encapsulate sound environmental principles passively? Fourthly,
does it achieve benefits beyond the brief – enriching the public
realm, connecting existing places, or forming a holistic composition
with its context? Lastly, is it likely to inspire or stimulate creativity
among the people who use it?
We don’t just satisfy ourselves that the design feels intuitively
right, we analyse why it is so and try to understand that for future
projects as well.
In being an architect, there is a danger of getting caught up
in the discipline’s artistry without seeing it in a wider context and
without learning about how other disciplines are enriching culture
and society. My belief is you need to be informed and learn to
interpret what has occurred historically and what societal changes
are emerging for the future. It is for this reason I get involved with
organisations doing other things. I’ve worked on government
committees on disease prevention and early childhood education,
as well as on private sector initiatives for the homeless.
Many organisations look to architects for creativity but I think
architects are more likely to find better answers if they are immersed
in research and debate on issues beyond the architectural.
Conversely, if architects join such organisations and committees,
they can communicate the value of design and place-making
to scientists, economists, sociologists and environmentalists.
You cannot genuinely contribute to a better built environment
with only architectural knowledge.

Conceptual models for the National Maritime Museum of China
(Tianjin, due for completion 2015)
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Building futures
What have been the big shifts in architecture since you started out?
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
When I started out postmodernism was still defying modernism and
trying to impart meaning to architecture through the abstraction of
historic symbols. Architecture was still about styles and movements,
working towards deconstructivism, and not much about actually
addressing emerging sociological and environmental issues. From
the movements emerged ‘starchitects,’ whose work is intended to be
admired for their individual styles.
Looking back on the past century, it was awash with architects
who either believed they were society’s saviours or were artists
of exclusive talent. While there are still ‘starchitects’ satisfying
a perceived need for ‘branded cities,’ much of what is happening
concerns architects’ involvement in helping to solve critical issues
of economic change, natural disaster, social and cultural deprivation,
resources depletion and global urbanism.
Disciplines in the sciences, arts, environmentalism, sociology,
politics, economics and architecture must come together to address
the critical problems the world faces. To me, architects are just one
ingredient in making societies, whether for developed or developing
regions, but they are ultimately the actual place-makers, and that is
what makes architecture a privilege to do.

“While there are still ‘starchitects’
satisfying a perceived need for
‘branded cities,’ much of what
is happening concerns architects’
involvement in helping solve
critical issues of change.”

The forms of the National Maritime Museum are meant to evoke – of corals, anemone, moored boats, wharves, an open hand...
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2012
— One One One Eagle Street
Brisbane, Queensland
Cox Rayner Architects
Jayson Blight / Michael Rayner /
Philip Cox / Samantha Ritch /
Michelle Fitzgerald / Kim Huat Tan /
Shane Horswill
One One One Eagle Street’s organic
structure was devised as a way of
transferring building weight down the
height of the 54-level tower to the few
points on the site where structure could
land. Cox Rayner called the algorithm
used to solve this problem ‘growing
towards the light.’ The base reads
like a public plaza between ‘roots,’
its top reflecting the fineness of the
‘branches’ supporting the building.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

One One One Eagle Street changes the typology of the high-rise
tower in a fundamental way, through a structure that genuinely
responds to its site and context. This structure isn’t wilful,
as happens in numerous world towers, but a response to seemingly
unresolvable site constraints – lack of foundation points, a problem that
we solved through the use of an algorithm based on tree structures. It’s
all the more relevant given Brisbane’s most iconic fig trees front the site.”
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2009

2009

2011

2013

DUE 2015

1 — Kurilpa Pedestrian Bridge
Brisbane River, Queensland
Cox Rayner Architects
Michael Rayner / Philip Cox /
Anthony Scott-Pegum / Casey
Vallance

2 — Ipswich Courthouse
Ipswich, Queensland
Cox Rayner Architects
Jayson Blight / Michael Rayner /
Mark Shay / Perry Gustafson /
Samantha Ritch / Steve Hunter

3 — Australian Age of
Dinosaurs Museum
Winton, North Queensland
Cox Rayner Architects
Casey Vallance / Michael Rayner /
Justin Bennett

A link from Brisbane’s CBD to its
Arts Precinct. The ‘tensegrity’ design
is based on artist Kenneth Snelson’s
work and the engineering of
Buckminster Fuller. The structure
resolves particular site-specific
challenges, especially by the
fineness of its deck, minimising
ramping at the end.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

Ipswich Courthouse embodies
Cox Rayner’s passion for
de-institutionalising civic architecture,
humanising the courts through
material, craft and collaboration
with artists. The courts are sculpted
around a courtyard, making public
space the focus of its daily life,
while public circulation folds around
the courtyard at each level.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

A small building atop a remote mesa
in outback Queensland, a meeting
place for volunteers and visitors
interested in Australia’s greatest
dinosaur finds. The building is made
from tilt-up, interlocking earthconcrete panels poured on the
mesa with its patina embedded,
so that it appears as if folded up
from the earth.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

4 — Sir Samuel Griffith Centre
Griffith University
Brisbane, Queensland
Cox Rayner Architects
Casey Vallance / Michael Rayner /
Michael Bailey / Jayson Blight /
Kim Huat Tan

5 — National Maritime
Museum of China
Tianjin, China
Cox Rayner
Michael Rayner / Philip Cox /
Jayson Blight / Hang Ling /
Jack Dodgson / Alex Leese

Griffith University’s major research
hub, entirely powered by its own solar
hydrogen plant, operates firstly
by storing solar energy from photovoltaic arrays in batteries and
secondly by electrolytically producing
hydrogen stored in fuel cells.
The architecture is an evocation
of these systems, including display
of the vast fuel cells in a connected
visitor pavilion.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

The winner of an open international
architecture competition, Cox
Rayner’s National Maritime Museum
of China focuses on experience
over visual statement. The design
of the museum attributes five halls
that spread out like a fan, across
the water, with each dedicated
to a different aspect of China’s
marine history.
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Goose pimple architecture Georgia Singleton

Georgia is a passionate advocate of what
she terms ‘goose pimple architecture’
– architecture that elicits an emotional
response, that can slow or speed up time
and change our behaviour. As a director
of Woods Bagot with a focus on education,
she is committed to advancing this sector’s
development within Australia and across
the world, pushing beyond traditional
building and fitout typologies with
research-driven solutions. Most recently
Georgia has been involved with the
University of Sydney Business School
and the Nan Tien University and Cultural
Centre, Wollongong, among other projects.
Here, she talks of her belief in the power
of process in driving genuine innovation.

“What’s in your head is not original.
The best designers suspend belief
in what something looks like
and let the design process roll
the result out.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us about your life before architectural practice?
What drew you to architecture?
I grew up near the beach, close enough to hear the water smashing
the land over and over, every day, every night. Sounds stay with you and
so does space. Growing up, the freedom of the beach was important.
Our house was on the highest hill in a small suburb of City
Beach. It makes a difference being on the higher ground – you can
watch people approach. We never used the front door. In fact, if the
doorbell rang, we didn’t even answer it, as it was ‘only the Mormons.’
Everyone we knew came to the side door, no corridor, just straight
into the guts of the house. This was a great lesson in the use of space
and I remember questioning the idea of a front door and the strange
space of a hallway back then. It was good for indoor cricket though
– a one hand, one bounce catch off the wall and you’re out!
Our house was on a sand dune and as kids we would walk
with dad, barefoot, on the stingingly hot road to the beach. We did
this every day, without fail. My dad taught me to be tough, to ride
the ocean and read the rips, fight when you need to and roll with
it when you can’t. This is my deepest memory and drives the way
I approach architecture and the business of architecture.
My cousins lived down the road and they had this amazing
house designed by Peter Parkinson built in the early seventies. It was
a cool house, in both meanings of the word. Parkinson designed the
entire house in a beautiful burnt orange brick – the walls, the floors
and the architraves. In the heat of summer, the house was cool.
I learned the value of thermal mass. It was here, when I was seven
or eight, where my aunt asked all nine cousins to draw the house by
memory. The others drew an elevation of the house – well, a generic
one – and I drew an apparently very accurate floor plan of all seven
levels. This was around the time I would come home from school and
stand on my head for 28 minutes. I still maintain that wasn’t strange,
it was a form of meditation. So the love of working out physical space
and then trying to draw it in another dimension began.
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Lessons from the stealth bomber
What did you learn early in your career that has stuck with you?
I loved university and in some ways it was both the hardest and most
playful time I have ever experienced. The last two years were
hard-core, but incredibly inspirational. I went to UWA and the calibre
of tutors available at the end of the course was incredible. Geoffrey
London and Simon Anderson, who are amazing architects in their
own right, led it. These blokes flew over from the east the likes of
Howard Raggatt and Ian McDougall and, the wildest of them all,
Michael Markham. Work hard, play hard was the mantra and we did!
The shift that took place in teaching during this period changed
the way I designed and the way I approached a conversation about
design. It was Markham who really pushed the power of process and
smashing ideas together, suspending belief and never thinking about
what it will turn out like. The most powerful analogy that I still use today
when describing change – the suspension of the outcome – taking
a leap relates to how the stealth bomber was designed. The designers
of this aircraft didn’t ask, ‘What will this thing look like?’ The shift
came in the form of another question, ‘How can we make this thing
disappear?’ With this as the value proposition the form could no
longer take the shape of any craft ever seen – or ever unseen. It ended
up looking like a bat. Brilliant. Unique ideas are the result of processes
that begin with no preconceptions as to where things might end up.

Designing for goose pimples
What do you see as the role of architecture and the architect?

Pedagogy diagrams for the Zhejiang University’s School of Management campus

“Architecture shouldn’t be polite –
it should do something, even if it
does piss people off. Just like good
design process, learning takes place
somewhere between the panic zone
and the comfort zone. It’s the dancein-your-undies kind of space.”
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Someone asked me at work today, why design? See if you can
describe that in one word. I think it comes down to emotion in the
end, because when it’s right it gives you goose pimples. It’s not really
one word though; breaking rules is definitely part of a good design
experience. I believe ‘goose pimple architecture’ can slow time or
speed it up and change the way we behave.
Architecture shouldn’t be polite – it should do something, even if
it does piss people off. Just like good design process, learning takes
place somewhere between the panic zone and the comfort zone. I love
this idea; we all know what that feels like. It’s the dance-in-your-undies
kind of space. The ground floor entry sequence of the Business School
was created in this kind of space, space that compresses and expands,
that feels comfortable and then agitated, enables collaboration
and then reflection. It’s a marketplace for learning, a shared zone
that is in a way anti-institutional, where the community and industry
can meet and feel part of the learning and research experience.
I don’t believe that a design idea is ever just your own, but it is
the way you acquire ideas and manipulate the outcome that makes
it unique to you. Using pieces of the puzzle that you believe in over
and over again, but in different ways, is a very exciting proposition.
The more the ideas are pushed, the more the puzzle will never end.
Design itself doesn’t come to you like a lightning bolt, although
the original proposition might. I don’t understand someone who sits
down and draws in the corner without first thinking and talking.
I have seen architects do this but I don’t understand it. You end up
building a sketch and it always feels like a sketch. What’s in your head
is not original. The only way I know to get a great idea is by using
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something you know and pushing it in a direction with an unknown
force. The best designers suspend belief in what something looks like
and let the design process roll the result out.
The first time I experienced goose pimple architecture was seeing
the Sydney Opera House when I was much younger. What a remarkable
experience that was. I remember thinking, ‘How did someone think of
this?’ I have been trying to understand the design process ever since.
The great thing is you can never really grab hold of the process,
as some of it is intuitive and emotional and often the sum of all you
have learned. Sometimes it is an accident and often it is quite an
extroverted experience, where the process feeds off various thoughts.
The architect’s role is sometimes that of a curator of ideas and an
orchestrator of the process. Because the process is so hard to define,
when you want to understand, it’s important to understand the whole
story – from the start.

Building futures
What do you believe the future holds for architecture?
So what’s the future? Well follow the dots I say. The past is the age
where we experienced owning land and objects and music and ideas.
We don’t need that book or that car, we just want to get to read it or
get somewhere, right? Should we share everything and get more
diversity in experience, the experience of where we live? What if you
shared 10 houses for 30 years? What would that look like?
With the massive online learning (MOOCs) experience and
uncapped student flows, universities need to behave differently, too.
There have recently been budget cuts to universities. What does that
mean? Well, most universities move slowly. They should be more agile
and behave as a private sector business would, changing to address
the bottom-line. All universities have masses of unused spaces.
I believe we have worked out how to redial the space and save
between 7.6 percent and 14.4 percent, maybe even up to 20 percent
of space. That is potentially a huge saving, running into the hundreds
of millions. If space is ‘rented’ and not owned and looked at as
a shared commodity the shift will be huge. Let’s say all lectures
were delivered online and teachers became curators of information
and facilitators during the day. What if it was all flipped inside out?  
The role of the architect is changing. We are problem-solvers
for the future needs of companies, universities, governments and
communities. Building is expensive, but it can also save you money,
time and staff costs in attraction and retention. I love this kind of
stuff, the more parameters you put on a problem the more interesting
the outcome. This is sustainability – how to be the most efficient,
effective and relevant global business.
New software can help us achieve these outcomes. Parametric
modelling is changing the way we design; it’s more of a fluid process.
I love this but often I observe the tools are creating an aesthetic
without the touch of a robust design process. It is like the process
is left to the people who can operate the tools. This is wrong.
The aesthetic needs to grow from the proposition, we need to learn
where to stop and not be afraid of the software. Understanding is
the key to unlocking and stopping the aesthetic from overtaking
great architecture. I like to remember the stealth bomber. Beauty
comes from a great proposition, underpinned by a robust process,
suspension of belief and a good pinch of crazy.

Concept models for the University of Sydney Business School

Early concept sketch for the University of Sydney Business School
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The proposition behind this project was the idea of the institution
as a marketplace, a marketplace of ideas and learning, mashed
together with what I call ‘social glue.’ The glue is in all the
education projects we do in some form or another. It is a theme underpinned by research around the way students learn; non-directional,
contiguous, never-ending, looped upon itself, reflective but also agitated.
Space that sucks and turns you around and upside down.”
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Due 2015

2011

2012

Due 2014

Due 2015

Left — University of Sydney
Business School
Sydney, New South Wales
Woods Bagot
Georgia Singleton / Kenn Fisher /
John Norman / Chris Savva /
Alan Duffy / Kate Hogan

1 — Solar Industrial Research
Facility (SIRF), University of
New South Wales
Sydney, New South Wales
Woods Bagot
Peter Fleming / Georgia Singleton /
Nik Laptev

2 — Building 5 Block A & B,
University of Technology, Sydney
Sydney, New South Wales
Woods Bagot
Jo Dane / Georgia Singleton /
Jenny Saul / Adrian Stasi /
Michelle Adlley

3 — Nan Tien Education and
Cultural Centre
Wollongong, New South Wales
Woods Bagot
John Prentice / Alan Duffy /
Georgia Singleton / Kenn Fisher /
Danny Chan

4 — Zhejiang University School of
Management Campus
Hangzhou, China
Woods Bagot
Alan Duffy / Chris Yoo / Chang Lui /
Georgia Singleton / Yan Lui /
Frost Huang

The objective of the University of
Sydney Business School (USBS)
is to reshape the conventional higher
education triptych of teaching,
research and outreach into a new
model of management education.
USBS will create an environment
that fosters the next generation
of business leaders through agile
learning and working environments
focusing on choice, customisation
and collaboration.

A turn-key photovoltaic production
line developed under managing
contractor Bovis Lend Lease for
the University of New South Wales
(UNSW). This facility revitalised
the first generation processing
facilities of UNSW and assists in
staff retention rates while attracting
top students and researchers. It also
provides a unique training opportunity
for students who would otherwise
have little opportunity for research
on industry scale equipment.
Image — Peter Bennetts

The student areas in Blocks A and B
at the Haymarket Campus provide
a fluid and flexible social space with
informal learning areas ideal for
group collaboration. To ensure the
space reflected what the students
wanted, Woods Bagot undertook
in-depth interviews with vast numbers
of undergraduates. Inherent to the
design is the university’s requirement
for a ‘sticky campus,’ with spaces
where students can socialise,
relax and study.
Image — Brett Winstone

An education facility and
multicultural art gallery servicing
over 300 students at the campus
of the Nan Tien Institute, a Buddhist
tertiary organisation. Inspired by
the lotus flower, the building is to be
a gateway comprised of linked ‘pods,’
a mini campus that is welcoming
to all and has a strong connection
to the environment. The pods place
emphasis on in-between spaces,
which allow for serendipitous
interaction between tourists,
students, lecturers and visitors.

A winning international competition
entry, this design called for a new
way of learning, based around social
networking and diversity of space.
The concept is a ‘learning landscape,’
enabling learning everywhere,
free-flowing and serendipitous.
The design is based around
a continuous landscape element
with hills and terraces. The master
plan and mixed-mode skin is porous
and connected to the environment.
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Thinking and making Shane Thompson

Shane Thompson graduated from the Queensland University
of Technology in 1979. His independent nature saw him
quickly establish his first practice on the Sunshine Coast
in 1981. Soon after, he played a leading role in the emergence
of BVN Architecture as one of Australia’s most significant
practices, where he worked for more than 27 years.
Shane has been individually and jointly responsible for
a range of innovative and highly regarded projects, small
and large, including Athletes Village in London, to schemes
for major urban projects in China and South East Asia,
and the University of the Sunshine Coast’s Faculty of Arts.
In 2011 Shane again established his own independent studio.

From the ground up
Could you tell us about your life before architectural practice?
What drew you to architecture?
I am a child of the 60s, having grown up in the newer outer suburbs
of Brisbane. Here, the timber and tin cottage of folklore didn’t exist
as a part of my visual vocabulary. It was the Inala Skating Rink
and Swimming Pool by Bligh Jessup Bretnall that was intriguing
to me. Delightful, playful, optimistic, inventive and gloriously filled
with natural light, its lyrical modernism seemed to speak of a brave
and exciting new world.
I thought I wanted to be a pilot and join the air force, but
a brush with authority in my final year of school led me to consider
other options. Architecture came to me through my studies in art
and adventures on building sites as a kid, but it wasn’t until late
in my first year at the then Queensland Institute of Technology [QIT],
when attending a major lecture on Le Corbusier, that I guess
I really started to see it as a potential vocation. Here was a way
of appreciating things where personal experience was valued.
I was able to see architecture as a plastic medium imbued with
a social agenda, which could manifest a better world. Many now
see Le Corbusier’s teachings as naive, but much contemporary
criticism neglects his intent and the insights of his writing. I was
completely energised.
I spent my early years in architecture as a student working
four to five days a week and the rest of my time studying part-time.
The quality of the teaching wasn’t what it is now. I learned more
in practice, from my work colleagues and from my own self-directed
reading, than I did at QIT. I was very lucky to have some great
professional mentors, who taught me a lot through discussions
about architecture and guidance while working on projects together.

In my second year, I won a national student design competition
for a timber house and soon after commissions started to come
my way. I had graduated from school early, so I was only 17 but was
being commissioned for houses while also being given opportunities
in my office – in my fourth year I took on the commission to design
a church. I was very fortunate to get this experience so early and
study at the same time – it meant that my professional and technical
skills developed at an accelerated rate. Because I worked with
clients and builders and other clients first-hand, I have always had
to consider budgets, deadlines, commercial agendas and other
so-called pragmatic matters in my work. The experience gave me
confidence and the ability to tackle relatively large projects early
in my career.
After graduation, I fell into starting a small practice on
the Sunshine Coast, where I tried to balance my work with my
surfing lifestyle. Although I won an Institute of Architects award
for my first commercial building at that time, I didn’t find my
lifestyle professionally fulfilling. So I set out to travel and learn
as much as I could about architecture overseas. Australia wasn’t
producing the kind of high quality, contemporary architecture that
I saw in Europe, the US and Japan and I returned enthusiastic
and wanting to work with a similar confidence in my own ideas.
Around this time, I also decided I wanted to pursue larger work
and merged my practice with a small, established Brisbane practice.
Over time, through mergers and growth, that firm became BVN
Architecture. I was with BVN for 27 years, 24 as a principal and
director. A couple of years ago, I realised I wanted a different lifestyle
and a different way of working. I wanted more involvement in fewer
projects – to spend more time in the studio and less time leading
large groups on ever-larger jobs, managing people and budgets.
In 2011 I established Shane Thompson Architects, where I enjoy the
independence and challenge of practicing in a more personal way.
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Getting closer to country

“The best ideas in the world are
meaningless unless you can engage
your collaborators and allow them
to participate in the project.”

To what degree do you believe Australian social and cultural
conditions have an influence on Australian architecture?
I think there is a pragmatic streak running through most of the
Australian cultural imprint, which tends to value utility over beauty.
However there is also a type of egalitarianism, which, while not
as permissive as it once might have been, nonetheless continues
to influence the ability of architects in this country to ultimately
deliver good work.
If you are only interested in ideas and concepts to the exception
of making them a physical object and experience, then it’s not such a
big issue. However, for me, designing architecture without taking
responsibility for its ultimate delivery is not something I’m much
interested in. And you can’t deliver architecture without appreciating
that, in this country, this means managing relationships with others
of varying importance, at every stage.
Australian architects are no less guilty than others from
around the world of having culturally irrelevant and inappropriately
fashionable ideas on material, form, composition and tectonics.
This is especially so in the larger cities where most of us live.
I have observed, though, a growing confidence in the ideas that
come from the experience of this place and the way that we live,
with a greater value for our culture and its relationship to our
landscape, and this is not confined to architecture, of course.
When I say landscape, though, I don’t just mean the mythical
Aussie bush, but the many landscapes, natural and artificial
– those we have come to appreciate ecologically and culturally,
getting closer to the indigenous idea of ‘country.’
We need to consider place in all its contexts, not just in terms
of the usual physical elements of geology, hydrology, ecology
and climate. I’m very curious about how secret and official histories,
morphology, mythology, symbolism and many other intangibles
are important to understanding a place. I like to explore and play
with them, scratch and peel back the layers, searching for
eccentricities, strangeness and peculiarities to provoke ideas
more resonant with that place’s culture and social milieu.

Collaboration and advocacy
What informs your approach to design and practice?

Early sketch for a commercial tower at 55 Elizabeth Street, Brisbane (built 2013)
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My experience is that most architects, whether they will admit it
or not, employ certain tropes, original or borrowed, that become
significant in their work and around which other elements, strategic,
physical and experiential, pivot. Sometimes they become a crutch.
Perhaps I’m as guilty as any, but it isn’t conscious. I prefer to avoid
repeating old ideas.
I always feel nourished by immersion in the natural environment,
particularly the big wide-open spaces of the Australian landscape,
including the bush, the rainforest and the arid zones such as
the desert country and Western Queensland. This also includes
the beach and the ocean. Mostly big spaces where there can be
a heightened awareness of the sky, the horizon, the emptiness
and vast scale of this country. It’s not just the physicality, though,

Shane Thompson
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it’s the mystery and spirit, the dimension of time in particular that
adds enormous power to these places. I’ve surfed since I was a kid
and being around the ocean is the most relaxing and visceral experience
I know of. It provokes a type of deep thinking that doesn’t happen
anywhere else.
I tend to be attached to or interested in work that I would describe
as confident ideas elegantly executed. Work which is detailed, but
which retains the primitiveness of its origins. I am just as appreciative
of a handmade wooden stool from Borneo, the gestural brushwork
of Tony Tuckson, a glazed pot from Okinawa or some equipment
designed by Mario Bellini or Dieter Rams. So I am neither a minimalist
or a maximalist. I particularly appreciate works where the sensibility
of the maker or designer is present. This doesn’t necessarily mean
that the work should be quirky or self-conscious, rather the opposite.
I aim to make work which is principled, not clinical, nor
condescending or patronising, but drawn from core beliefs and
values. Factors which contribute to a principled project or
one with lasting meaning might include: the critical importance
of listening; making time to invest or give up something of yourself
in the work; being your own best critic, being brutally honest;
and above all else trusting your own opinion – ‘don’t eat shit!’
as the saying goes.
While these factors are about the making and pulling together of
the work as a cohesive whole, being a great advocate is also of
critical importance. The best ideas in the world are meaningless
unless you can engage your collaborators and allow them to
participate in the project.

Building futures
What have been the big shifts in architecture since you started out?
I don’t go in for predictions or the big vision thing much. I tend to
approach things both strategically and opportunistically, so while
there might be some general view of where I would like to head or
where I think the world might head, to hold it without being awake to
so many other events beyond daily experience would be silly in this age.
Black swan theory tells us it is those things not yet imaginable that
are likely to influence, not only the world as it is, but also as we see it.
Things have changed dramatically in the last 30 years, in ways I could
never have imagined. Largely, these changes have been for the better.
I particularly like the idea that the world is uncertain and I have learned
to be very comfortable with, even excited about, that uncertainty.
On a personal level, I want to continue working in my studio
environment, to be able to choose the people I work with, how I spend
my time and the kinds of projects I do. I am now working on and
interested in developing indigenous housing projects in Australia
and looking at how we can use our resources in a genuinely
sustainable way, but which is also poetic. I believe, as architects,
we can and should do more with less. I am most interested in the
synthesis of the poetic and the pragmatic; lyrical architecture with
an economy of means.
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The Faculty of Arts Building for the
University of the Sunshine Coast stands
out in my mind – it was where instinct,
intuition and science coalesced with materials,
form, tectonics and landscape. This defied the
almost cult-like acceptance of lightweight
buildings offering superior performance in
subtropical climates. It also conceptually gave
form to longstanding ideas about how a building
can contribute to the community and the culture
of a place through its gravitas.”
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1999
— Faculty of Arts Building,
University of the Sunshine Coast
Sunshine Coast, Queensland
BVN Architecture with
Thompsett Architecture
Shane Thompson / David Kelly / Andrew Bock /
Jon Florence / Geoff Hehir / Paul Owen
The fourth stage for a new university, sited
in a former sugar cane farm, with a diverse
program including Student Administration
and Student Services. Materials and form
are synthesised to enable a passive ventilation
system and reduce heat loads, with site-cast
concrete walls providing thermal mass, deep
cavity walls, thermal roof chimneys, a high
open roof over the central courtyard, varying
operable window systems and solar-activated
perforated aluminium sun screens.
Image — David Sandison
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2001

2007

2009

2011

2013

1 — Lavarack Barracks
Living-in Accommodation
Townsville, Queensland
BVN Architecture /
Troppo North Architects
Shane Thompson / Phil Tait /
Phil Harris / Jon Florence /
Chris Bligh / Geoff Clarke

2 — Flow
Brisbane, Queensland
BVN Architecture
Shane Thompson / Jeff Brown /
Richard Pearse / Alex Lipski /
Andy Chen

3 — Boolarong and Kinkabool
North Stradbroke Island, Queensland
Shane Thompson Architects /
Paul Ziukelis Architects
Shane Thompson / Paul Ziukelis /
Sacha Black

4 — Athletes Village London
East London, United Kingdom
BVN Architecture / Patel Taylor
Shane Thompson / Lawrence Nield /
Pankaj Patel / Myshkin Clarke Hall

Flow is a seven-level building of
80 apartments with seven attached
houses in Brisbane’s inner city
riverfront suburb of West End
– an area experiencing considerable
urban regeneration. The apartment
building and the attached houses
on the riverfront share a generous
community garden courtyard.
Precast and bas-relief loadbearing
concrete structures influenced the
deeply excavated expression for all
buildings, which also boast generous
balconies and outdoor living spaces.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

Overlooking the South Pacific
Ocean, these two small detached
houses are generally identical, with
differences only occurring in
response to particular views,
topography and access. Supported
on just four steel columns – each
to a deep multiuse piloti, the upper
lightweight timber-framed levels are
clad with off-white terracotta tiles,
reminiscent of ‘fibro’ beach shacks.
Adjustable narrow timber batten
screens shield windows and outdoor
living areas and the simple interiors
are finished with local hoop pine and
black-butt timbers.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones

5 — 55 Elizabeth Street Tower
Brisbane, Queensland
BVN Architecture /
Shane Thompson Architects
Shane Thompson / Phil Tait /
Terry Braddock / Lawson Royes /
Zsolt Kiss

Over 1000 units for single persons of
all ranks in the Australian Army,
located in the dry tropics of
Townsville, on a 400ha site at the
foothills of Mt Stuart. Form and
character follows regional vernacular
and principles of sound tropical
design: cross-ventilation, deep
sunshading, and lightweight
thermally responsive construction.
All buildings are suitable for off-site
prefabrication, minimum site
disturbance and low maintenance.
Image — David Sandison

A detailed development of a masterplan and design for 600 mixed tenure
units for the 2012 Olympics Athletes
Village. The scale changes from
an urban context with parks and
infrastructure, to buildings and homes.
Based on the traditional idea of a city
perimeter block with buildings
around shared gardens, it offers
a hierarchy of spaces from open
and public to intimate and personal.
Image — Courtesy Patel Taylor
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Adjacent to the most historic precinct
in the city, this 15-level commercial
office tower mediates the layers of city
development at varying levels within
its proximity. Standard structural
and facade systems form a stepped
and stacked tripartite expression,
referencing surrounding buildings.
Sunshading at the higher levels
responds to the western aspect and
the deep step to the south-western
corner opens up views to the historic
sandstone Lands Office building.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones
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Making it real Elizabeth Watson Brown

After 21 years of directing Elizabeth Watson
Brown Architects, Elizabeth is now design
director at Architectus. A life fellow of the
Australian Institute of Architects, Elizabeth
was an inaugural member of the Queensland
Government’s Board for Urban Places and is
adjunct professor in the School of Architecture
at the University of Queensland. Elizabeth
is a passionate advocate for place-responsive
and socially responsible design, underpinned by
a deep understanding of the human, landscape
and climatic dynamics in subtropical and
tropical urban environments. Here, she reflects
on architecture’s responsibility to enrich the
human experience not only through its beauty,
but also through its responsiveness.

“From an early age, I just loved
that special smell of a new building
going up. For me it was the smell
of adventure, independence,
invention and possibility.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey into
architecture, especially the early years?
I started architecture studies at the University of Queensland
in 1974. This was also the year of the devastating Brisbane flood
– the first of two in my lifetime so far. Our first project was to go
out and observe the flood damage. We saw both the physical
and social dimensions of that devastation.
We were the first cohort of the ‘Whitlam children.’ The abolition
of university fees offered tertiary education to many from different
backgrounds and many more women than previously. This seems
close to miraculous now. Ideas flourished.
We were politicised in opposition to the Bjelke-Petersen
government. Our older brothers returned from Vietnam. The Saints
played at student parties. All of this had a profound influence on
us and on our understanding of architecture and its place.
Clearly, architecture was not just about making objects.
It was culture, art, society, history and future. It was a service.
It was about change. It was about our place.
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After graduation, I had the privilege of working for some good
architects, including Kerry and Lindsay Clare, and later worked
in partnership with Robert Morris-Nunn.
Women architects were close to non-existent then, let alone
women running practices. Working in small design practices
provided a degree of insulation from the pervasively masculine
culture of the profession and the absolutely macho building industry
at the time. This provided a fantastic education in ‘doing it all’
and learning about art practice and the art of practice.
However, I knew that to do my best work I needed to create my
own environment and framework – my own practice. This coincided
with having children. We all know it requires enormous focus, determination and energy to ply your trade and bring up kids. There were
few mentors for this in the early eighties and little support beyond
the immediate family. At the very early stages I shared childcare
and working from home with another architect. I remember the deep
shock of discovering that while I could have claimed a long boozy
lunch as a tax deduction, I could not claim childcare. I could not even
open a business bank account without my husband’s co-signature.
When I started architecture studies at UQ, none of my lecturers
and few of my tutors were women. Fifty percent of first year
architecture students were women, but less than l0 percent of the
graduating class. What was going on here? This culture is definitely
changing. Today it is not something young women designers and
architects feel the need to over discuss. A quiet smashing of the
ceiling is taking place expressed in the fabulous work women are
consistently delivering.

“Making places has been an abiding
fascination and I fortunately
found a profession that has
allowed me this privilege for
more than three decades.”

Treehouse sketch
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Making places
How has your upbringing and the values it engendered influenced
the way you approach design?
Like most Australians of my generation, I grew up in the suburbs.
We had a lot of freedom out on the edge of the city, where the
suburbs met the farms. Walking by ourselves to school, we dodged
herds of cows being driven down the school road. We played all day
in the paddocks, the sheds, the drains, the forest, until mum rang
the dinner bell. We made cubbies in the bush. Our own house was
an adventure playground for us – walking the fence, jumping eight
feet off the lean-to roof, rollerskating down the driveway towards
the highway.
We explored the building sites of the new suburbs springing up
all around. There were even some Mater Prize Homes to explore.
From an early age, I just loved that special smell of a new building
going up. For me it was the smell of adventure, independence,
invention and possibility.
Grandma’s house was an old Queenslander on stumps.
Our world was the underneath – the sort of secret, nether space
so well rendered by David Malouf in 12 Edmonstone Street. When
we stayed, we sometimes slept on the verandah – almost in the huge
mango trees with the nocturnal rustlings of possums and fruit bats.
Afternoon tea at grandma’s was also on the verandah – in fact,
a lot of life was lived on the verandah. The best places are like that
– open, part of the green and growing world. Places where people
gather in a relaxed way and yet are mysterious and transmutable.
The building that inspired me most as a child was a seven-storey
treehouse in a huge eucalypt tree in our friends’ garden, built by them
and their dad out of bits and pieces. Remember the amazing tree
house of Bunyip Bluegum in The Magic Pudding? It was wilder
and better than that, we could climb up there away from everyone.
You would be arrested these days for allowing your kids to do that, in
a world where we now have soft fall and railings around one-metrehigh climbing structures and no kids can stray out of sight.
That, and those other childhood experiences, engendered
a real passion for the powerful relationship between the natural
and the built. I love the places where there is no disjunction between
the two. It might partly be having grown up in a ‘young’ place where,
nevertheless, due to a steamy climate and fecund nature, things
grew, rotted and changed before your eyes. There’s the sense that
those two states – the built and the natural – have to coexist in
a fragile balance and can be very easily upset. Certainly, if we were
all to leave our subtropical city, Brisbane, the rainforest would
quickly envelop it.
Places, spaces and atmospheres have always fascinated and
appealed. The only competition with architecture as a life for me
were the other ‘A’s’ – art, ancient history, archaeology, anthropology.
But I like the ‘making’ aspect.
My younger sisters and I and the local kids created elaborate
productions of performances and plays, making our parents and
neighbours sit through them. For me, the best fun was the design
and construction of the sets. The visuals were always important.
So, ‘making places’ has been an abiding fascination and
I fortunately found a profession that has allowed me this privilege.
It feels pretty natural and it’s an honour to design places for people.
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Sketches for Ngungun House
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“We have the opportunity and
imperative to open up, to embrace,
engage with and respect the
environment: to live in it.”

Connections, utility
and the human experience
How do you approach the design process?
What do you look to for inspiration?

Sketch for St Lucia House

I see every project as a new step in a process of discovery. Insights
and knowledge collectively build across the experience of many
projects and the creative exchange of the complex, collaborative
process. Over time, sensitivities can increase. However, a couple
of observations do continually come to the fore. Firstly, a place is not
an object or a drawing or a thing, it is an experience. The structure
and materials, details and craft are all in service to that. Secondly,
healthy and respectful working relationships with great teams
and the mutual understanding and respect of all on the team,
including great builders, make good practice and good architecture.
As both a very old country and a very young melded culture,
we are starting to understand ourselves better and more clearly
define our identity. What really strikes me when I return from colder
places to the subtropical zone, having worked on more ‘European’
climatically defensive architecture, is the benign climate and the
presence and primacy of lush vegetation. Here we have the
opportunity and imperative to open up, to embrace, engage with and
respect the environment: to live in it. So that is a profound design
driver. This tends to make architecture less about the ‘object in
space’ and more about connections, real utility and rich human
experience. This translates across all scales from the intimate to the
urban.
For me, design that reflects these values includes Peter
Zumthor’s works, much Japanese architecture, ancient and modern,
much traditional architecture and architecture that is of the very
materials and topography of the environment in which it exists,
for example Petra in Jordan or Sigiriya in Sri Lanka.
Many natural places are far more powerful than built places
– Echidna Chasm and Cathedral Gorge in the Kimberley, for example,
with their remarkable spatial drama, both soaring and intimate,
and intense qualities of light and space. When human-made places
replicate those experiences, then we’ve got it.
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Building futures
How has architecture changed since you started out?
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
Architects need to know how to engage with and design for
the many real and urgent problems we face; they need to have
all the tools at their disposal to help intelligently and usefully.
For this, we need not traditional models of architectural heroism,
but collective and focused action.
In architectural education, theory and a focus on writing rather
than doing often sidelines teaching of the rich and myriad skills
required to be an architect. I am not in any way suggesting that we
focus totally on the technical or ignore history, culture and theory.
I am suggesting honouring and including the knowledge of the
makers and the practitioners, which I believe is not currently being
well utilised or heard.
One of the challenges that we need to prepare for is rapid
change. In Queensland, in particular, the mining boom has had
a huge physical and social impact, especially in our regions.
The destructive effect of mega-infrastructure on the fragile grain
of our natural and urban environments is a continuing concern.
If architects are to have any influence in the design of a good future
for all, we need to be clever, strategic and tactical.
Professionally, there is the ever expanding, ever more
complicated world of statutory requirements and of risk transfer
and protection, and QA, PQC, EAs, EOIs, PPPs, and all the other
acronyms that crowd us. These make it increasingly difficult to
sustain a small or even medium-sized practice.
Increasingly aware of the need for integration and interconnectedness, and concerned for the future, I have become more involved
in discourse and action beyond practice. This includes working
closely with the Australian Institute of Architects, the Board for
Urban Places and the drivers of our future – our universities.
As Reyner Banham put it, architecture is a service.
It’s a creative act that produces the framework for our lives.
The role and responsibility of architecture is to house us and our
aspirations – ultimately, to contribute, to add, not to diminish.
I see it as interpreting and translating particular qualities,
physical and cultural, of ‘place’ for people.
Architects need to know how to intelligently engage with
and design for the myriad real and urgent problems and have
the ‘toolkit’ and the intelligence to do so.

Chasm House sketch (left) and a photo of its spatial inspiration,
the Echidna Chasm in the Kimberley, Western Australia (right)
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The houses are particularly rewarding
and educating. Architecture is a slow
and complex art – there is no instant
gratification. So it’s great having been on that
long journey together with people – making
their place with and for them – to witness, with
immediacy, the powerful effect of a new place
on people’s lives. That experience, of course,
informs all the projects, from tiny to huge.”

1998
— St Lucia House
Brisbane, Queensland
Elizabeth Watson Brown Architects /
Professor Peter Skinner, School of
Architecture, University of Queensland
Three huge trees confer shade, privacy
and beauty. The core living zone
is suspended almost within the canopy
of the Poinciana; the expansive operable
glazed window wall admitting filtered
light and cooling breezes. All rooms
face north, providing shade in summer
and a sunny aspect in winter; no artificial
heating or cooling is necessary in the
benign subtropical climate. Split levels
and sliding walls allow essential
community and privacy to this family
house, which now comfortably
accommodates the next generation.
Image — John Gollings
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1999

2005

2007

2011

2012

1 — Clothiers Creek House
Condong Ranges, New South Wales
Elizabeth Watson Brown Architects

2 — House of Orange
Brisbane, Queensland
Elizabeth Watson Brown Architects
Elizabeth Watson Brown /
Richard Buchanan

3 — Na’s House
Brookfield, Queensland
Elizabeth Watson Brown Architects
Elizabeth Watson Brown /
Susan Holden / Jaime Weber

5 — St Sebastian’s Primary School
Brisbane, Queensland
Elizabeth Watson Brown Architects /
Architectus
Elizabeth Watson Brown / Jaime Weber

Inner Brisbane has a pervading
pattern of old timber cottages, steep
topography and dense vegetation.
A common challenge is retaining
these charming old houses while
adapting them for contemporary life.
From the street the House of Orange
appears as a traditional Queenslander,
but it has a secret; at the rear,
opening on to the lush garden,
are a series of contemporary family
living spaces and loft bedrooms all
overlooking a magnificent paper bark
tree. Materials and volumes are
contemporary interpretations
of the traditional.
Image — William Ellyett

Both traditional Queensland timber
architecture and Asian sensibilities
inspired Na’s House. Na is of Thai
origin and her family also lived in
Tokyo for many years. Na also has
a love and knowledge of the local
indigenous subtropical landscape
of this semi-rural area. Elizabeth
Watson Brown Architects imagined
the scheme as landscape. Four
conjoined pavilions are conceived
as small components of the meta‐landscape – a mosaic of ‘fields’
circumscribed and defined by lines of
subtropical planting, generating the
axes and geometries of the house.
Image — Rix Ryan

4 — Cromwell College,
University of Queensland
Brisbane, Queensland
Elizabeth Watson Brown Architects /
Architectus
Elizabeth Watson Brown / George Kerr

Elizabeth Watson Brown Architects
conceived of the Clothiers Creek
House as a secret garden. Separate
pavilions – for bathing, sleeping,
gathering, study, music and guests
– are so arranged that each has its
own court or pond and captures both
the northern aspect and the eastern
sea view. Cool walkways edge the
ponds and gardens and link the
pavilions. Movement between
‘rooms’ is movement through the
gardens. Demarcation between house,
garden and pools is ambiguous.
Image — Jon Linkins

An innovative single-loaded corridor
arrangement allows all student
rooms the best climatic orientation
to the north and premier views back
into a newly formed quadrangle,
across to the city and the main UQ
campus. The arrangement of
accommodation into ‘pods’ of four
rooms, with associated services,
allows greater flexibility in social
organisation, with pods of one gender
arranged on mixed floors, instead of
the existing arrangement that
requires the stratifying of genders
and their services floor by floor.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones
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A new library and classrooms form
the northern wing of buildings, which
bound three sides of a central green
in this small campus. The new brick
buildings respect the site’s heritageprotected red-brick church, while
freshly reinterpreting its form and
materials. A folding brick skin wraps
the central ‘shed’ and incorporates
ledges, garden beds and perforated
screens, which create many pleasant
shady retreats. Arcades and cloisters
become generous undercover gathering spaces for learning and play.
Image — Christopher Frederick Jones
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Elemental logic Philip Vivian

Philip Vivian is a director of Bates Smart, one of Australia’s
oldest and most respected architecture firms. A sensitive
response to climate and the movement of sun and air
informs much of his design methodology, an approach he
has applied to buildings ranging across a wide spectrum
of programs and typologies. He has been responsible
for many significant projects in Sydney, including the
420 George Street Tower, the Parramatta Justice Building,
the Headquarters of the New South Wales Police Service,
the Jones Bay Wharf redevelopment, the Walsh Bay
Wharf redevelopment and many others. Early personal
acquaintances with some of Australia’s most renowned
architectural practitioners, including Harry Seidler and
Glenn Murcutt, left an indelible mark on Philip’s psyche.
Here, he recalls these sometimes tense, but always
rewarding encounters and reflects on how they have
driven his own pursuit of an architecture that is both
modern and finely tuned to place.

From the ground up
“As the editor of a student architecture
magazine in the mid-eighties,
I wrote to Seidler, asking him
to respond to a statement about
style in architecture. His response
was to send a copy of a 1984
paper he had given at the RIBA,
entitled ‘A Methodology’. There was
a clarity of architectural thought
and a direct connection to the built
work that was inspirational.”

Could you tell us about your life before architectural practice?
What drew you to architecture?
I was born in Perth in 1964, the same year Perth Council House
by Howlett and Bailey was completed. Jeffrey Howlett and Donald
Bailey previously worked for Bates Smart in the late 1950s on
high-rise commercial projects such as ICI House in Melbourne and
MLC Buildings in Sydney. Don Bailey and his wife Janet were great
friends of my parents and he was my godfather. As a consequence
I grew up around architecture and design. When my father was ill,
I would stay with my godfather. His house had an amazing collection
of artwork, self-made objects and modernist furniture, including
prototypes from Perth Council House. Don would take us on walks to
see his buildings under construction. One of the building sites we
toured was the Perth Concert Hall, a Japanese-influenced
International Style building constructed in white off-form concrete.
Don put on an impromptu performance on the incomplete stage,
much to the amazement of construction workers.
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Massing and compositional diagrams for 420 George Street, Sydney

Contextual model for 420 George Street
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In the 1970s, my parents did a major renovation to the family home,
designed by Peter Parkinson in the Sydney School ‘nuts and berries’
style that was popular at the time. It had exposed rough-sawn
beams, bagged brickwork, quarry tiles and glazed Bendigo Pottery
handmade tiles. I watched with fascination as the house was
constructed. The design spatially transformed the house from
a traditional series of enclosed rooms into something that, while
not fully open plan, was spatially interconnected, and in so doing
transformed the way we lived. This opened my eyes to the potential
architecture and design has to affect people’s lives. When completed
it was featured in a magazine.
I loved drawing from an early age and would spend hours sketching.
At high school I did technical drawing and enjoyed it so much
I announced to my shocked family I wanted to be a draughtsman.
My father, a professor of surgery at the university, told me firmly
that it was not a suitable profession to follow. Disillusioned, I drifted
through high school, not having a passion for a future career.
By chance, after leaving school, I read about architecture at
the university and it immediately recalled my passion for drawing.
When I expressed this to my parents, they arranged for an internship
at the architecture firm of one of our neighbours. This confirmed
my passion and I went to study architecture at the University of
Western Australia.
During my undergraduate studies I was inspired by the modernists,
particularly Mies van der Rohe, Alvar Aalto, Louis Kahn, as well
as Arne Jacobsen and Gordon Bunshaft. Towards the end of my
studies I became very interested in Harry Seidler, as I saw in him
a direct connection to the modernists that had inspired me. He was
designing a building, QV1, in Perth at the time. As the editor of
a student architecture magazine I had written to Seidler and others,
asking them to respond to a statement about style in architecture.
His response was to send a copy of a 1984 paper he had given at
the RIBA. In this paper, entitled ‘A Methodology’, there was a clarity
of architectural thought and a direct connection to the built work
that was inspirational. This was particularly rare at the time, with
a plethora of postmodernist writing that obfuscated the understanding
of the architect’s intentions, often bearing little resemblance to
the built work.
On the back of this I arranged an interview with Seidler in Perth,
which became the basis of my graduating thesis, ‘Harry Seidler:
True Values and Deep Seated Convictions’, which focused on his
attitudes in an attempt to discover a relationship between beliefs,
attitudes and the production of exceptional architecture.
Several years later, I presented a copy of this thesis to Harry
in his office in Milsons Point and he gave me a tour of the office and
apartment. It had always struck me that all his houses had artworks
by Josef Albers on the walls and Breuer chairs; I had wondered if
he had a collection that he used when photographing the houses.
I made the mistake of asking Harry this! He roared at me, ‘NO! I am
nothing if not about INTEGRITY! When I design buildings for clients
it includes the interiors, furnishings and everything.’

Philip Vivian
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“I spent many days with
Glenn Murcutt and Robert Bruce
developing ideas. Glenn’s
architecture, informed by the
movement of the sun and air, has
influenced my design approach.”

Mentors and motivations
Is there anything you learned early in your career that has
stuck with you? What inspires you?
After three years of studying architecture, I took a year off and
worked in the office of RJ Ferguson Associates. Gus Ferguson
is an architect committed to a critical regionalist approach, with
commissions ranging from institutional buildings to buildings in
historically and environmentally sensitive locations. His sensitivity
to materials, climate and place continues to inspire me.
Upon graduation and after winning the Cameron Chisholm and
Nicol Award for Architectural Design, I was asked by Ross Chisholm
to work in their office. Ross was a Gold Medal-winning architect who,
in his professional life, had applied the principles of international
modernism to developer architecture, treating commercial buildings
with a seriousness of architectural intention that was particularly
rare at that time. Ross became an inspirational mentor, personally
and professionally, and I credit much of my interest in commercial
architecture to him.
After returning from New York, where I studied for a Master of
Architecture in Urban Design at Columbia, I accepted a job with Bates
Smart to work on an education building in joint venture with Glenn
Murcutt. I spent many days with Glenn and Robert Bruce developing
the ideas for the building. Glenn’s architecture, informed by the
movement of the sun and air, has influenced my design approach.
I continue to be fascinated and inspired by architecture, as well
as areas outside of architecture, particularly art and history. My wife
Vivienne is an art curator, and we have three young children, Ariel,
Indigo and Zara. Not a day goes by when I don’t count my blessings
for having such a wonderful family. I am also passionate about the
ocean. I swim regularly with a group and compete in ocean swims
and I surf whenever I can. We have a small beach house up the coast
that allows me to combine these passions.
The two people who inspire me most are Steve Jobs and
Norman Foster. Both have relentlessly pursued innovation and
refinement in their professional lives.

Sketch describing 200 George Street’s urban connections

Sketch describing sight lines from the elliptical volume of 200 George Street, Sydney
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An architecture of necessity
Do you believe Australian social and cultural conditions
have an influence on Australian architecture?
Do architectural developments internationally have
an impact here?

Sketches for 151 Clarence Street, Sydney
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Thanks to Australia’s origin as a penal colony sent to establish
a British outpost, it has developed a culture of pragmatism based
on necessity. Early Colonial and Georgian styles are demonstrative
of a lean architecture, borrowing from British precedents but
stripped back to the bare necessities. As a result, a healthy
scepticism of excess and a reluctance to stand out developed.
This is socially manifest in the tall poppy syndrome, with a reluctance
to ‘crow’ about your successes and, physically, in reductive buildings,
with spare ornamentation and detail.
Australian buildings are among the leanest in the developed
world. This, of course, fits with our temperate climate having
a limited demand on building skins, as well as our fiscal economy.
The result is that Australian architects have become highly adept
at working with limited means.
We have developed an architecture of restraint, which is being
increasingly recognised at international awards, such as the World
Architecture Festival (WAF).
One of the difficulties facing architects in Australia is the
reluctance of institutional clients to lead. Clients often ask, ‘Where
has it been done before?’, and not just in the world, but in Australia.
This culture is, I believe, changing, again due to necessity. With the
increasing number of design competitions and PPP bids, clients
recognise they need to be innovative or risk extinction.
I believe an architectural idea needs to embody an attitude
to people and place. Architecture is a humanist pursuit – everything
we do is to create a better environment for people.
My architectural approach is rational, overall. Increasingly
though, there are occasions where a rational response is not what
is required. Sometimes the functional problems are already solved
or so commodified that the client is looking for something else.
Often we find in these circumstances that our design process
revolves around a poetic response, infusing the design with
a unique response to its site or context.
For me the most uninspiring of recent fashions is the
fascination with ‘blob’ architecture, created by parametric modelling.
These buildings seem concerned only with their own external form.
The architects are purely interested in the possibilities created
by parametric modelling, which to me is as facile as buildings
inspired by Rotring pens. There are very few examples of blob
architecture that are a genuine response to context or condition,
with the Selfridges Department Store in Manchester, England
by Future Systems, one of the exceptions.
As an alternative, I believe in an enduring architecture that
responds to fundamental elements of time, place, climate, people
and technology. Architecture should draw these elements into
an integrated solution that is honest, simple and uses an economy
of means for its expression. However, it should also strike a balance
between a rational response to these elements and a poetic
interpretation that allows the work to gain resonance and a sense
of inevitability.

Philip Vivian
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The work of modernist architects such as Alvar Aalto, Louis Kahn,
Oscar Niemeyer, Luis Barragán, Mies van der Rohe, Gordon
Bunshaft, Jørn Utzon and contemporary architects, including
John Pawson, Renzo Piano, Norman Foster, endures precisely
because it responds to these fundamentals, often in differing
hierarchies, but always cognisant of them. We are also fortunate
to have Australian architects whose work endures, such as
Glenn Murcutt, Kerry Hill and Harry Seidler.

Building futures
What have been the big shifts in architecture since you started
out? What does the future hold for architecture and the city?
One of the major changes since I commenced studying in 1982
is that architecture has become less orthodox. My education focused
on the late modernist approach of functional design and problemsolving. The lecturers had been educated in a period of high
modernism and retained those values. Later, there was exploration
of alternative means of expression, including historicism and
contextualism, courtesy of the postmodern movement. This was
the beginning of challenging the accepted norms. Today, there is
a greater focus on ideas and process as generators of design, which
is leading to a more open and creative approach to architecture.
In the future, I believe architectural practices will be more
fragmented and less hierarchical than the corporate structure
of today – more like a collective that collaborates on projects.
This mode of practice will give greater freedom to architects and
firms, as well as accommodating the more itinerant work/lifestyle
of Gen Y designers, who are likely to freelance to larger practices.
Collaboration will also be required if we are to solve the large
scale problems of infrastructure, transport and sustainability.
Rapidly increasing population and mass migration to urban
centres will force us to reconsider how we live and work. We will be
living at densities and heights not previously conceived of.
With computing power being readily available there will
be ever-increasing competition as startup companies generate
market share and people opt to work freelance. This will result
in innovation in the workplace to attract staff with new ways to work
collaboratively, new forms of work contracts that are less formalised
than we see today, as well as new styles of workplace that are more
like networked hubs than traditional offices.
I believe that the knowledge revolution will lead to such rapid
innovation and change in our world that there will be redundancy of
the infrastructure and buildings that we are building today. This will
lead to a cycle of reuse and redevelopment of existing infrastructure,
with increasingly innovative uses being explored.
Developers in the future will be driven by long-term thinking
to develop long-life/loose-fit buildings, minimising redundancy.
Finally, and this may be more of a wish than a prediction, developers,
builders and consultants will work in a more collaborative
environment, where each respects the other. There will be less
focus on cost and more on value, with an increased emphasis
on longer-term thinking.

”Today, there is a greater focus
on ideas and process as generators
of design, which is leading to
a more open and creative approach
to architecture.“

Models, sketches and studies for a tower proposal in Guizhou, China
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In its contextual response, the design of Headquarters Training
Command avoids sentimental references such as traditional forms
and materials, and instead abstracts the fundamental qualities
of the colonial buildings on the site, including their austere architectural
expression, rational ordering, linear forms and integration of services.
The design also completely integrates the architecture, environmental
and engineering design such that they become one and the same.
This approach has become a hallmark of my design.”
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2002

2003

2007

2009

2014

Left — Headquarters Training
Command, Victoria Barracks
Paddington, New South Wales
Bates Smart Pty Ltd
Philip Vivian / Natalie Lane-Rose

1 — Jones Bay Wharf
Pyrmont, New South Wales
Bates Smart + PTW Architects
Philip Vivian / Andrew Andersons /
Basil Richardson / Aaron Ballon

2 — Justice Building
Parramatta, New South Wales
Bates Smart Pty Ltd
Philip Vivian / Guy Lake / Robert Moore

4 — 31 Ultimo Road
Ultimo, New South Wales
Bates Smart Pty Ltd
Philip Vivian / Bradley Dorn /
Julian Anderson / Mark Pellen

Headquarters Training Command is
a clearly modern form that captures
the philosophical qualities of colonial
architecture on this historic military
campus. The linear plan respects
the alignment of its neighbours.
Cantilevered forms provide additional
area while allowing the continuity
of the linear form and external landscaping. A folded plane of rusted
steel plates wraps over the form,
reasserting its linearity, while a long
span structure provides a column-free
interior with complete flexibility.
Image — Sharrin Rees

Jones Bay Wharf adaptively reuses
an existing wharf structure to provide
contemporary office space, sensitively
preserving its industrial maritime
qualities. A linear mezzanine has
been inserted laterally across the
building every second structural bay,
maximising views towards the harbour
while maintaining the volumes and
fabric of the heritage building. New
additions read as modern insertions
detached from the heritage fabric in
a crisp and minimalist language that
counterpoints the heritage shell.
Image — Sharrin Rees

3 — NSW Government Service
Centre Queanbeyan
Queanbeyan, New South Wales
Bates Smart Pty Ltd
Philip Vivian / Simon Swaney /
Matt Davis / Albert Gregori

The Justice Building is a campus for
the Attorney-General’s Department
and 13 other government legal
agencies. The brief encouraged
increased connectivity and interaction,
while there was a requirement for
layered security. The core has been
detached and located on the west
to reduce solar heat gain. A 10-storey
atrium between the core and the office
admits natural light and vertically
connects the floor plates. A series
of one, two and three-storey meeting
‘pods’ cantilever into the atrium.
Image — Tyrone Branigan

This project is the prototype for
multiagency delivery centres in
regional New South Wales, a one-stop
shop for government services. Two
linear forms each boast a folded roof
plane that encapsulates the core and
extends out to modulate the scale of
the building and visually frame the
showgrounds beyond. These folded
roof planes create a civic scale and
presence for the building. Natural
unfinished materials, such as off-form
concrete and Cor-Ten steel, recall the
rugged, windswept Monaro Plains.
Image — Tyrone Branigan
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This commercial office is on top of an
existing TransGrid substation, built
to take a central core building. Steel
transfer trusses on the existing
structure provide flexibility with column
locations and allow the building to
cantilever out to the street alignment.
The building reads as stacked boxes,
mediating between the scale of the
historic semi-industrial markets and
adjoining commercial developments.
Various facade shading strategies are
a play on the 45-degree orientation,
which allows both horizontal
or vertical shading to be effective.
Image — Bates Smart
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Clarity from complexity Ninotschka Titchkosky

Ninotschka Titchkosky is a partner of BVN
Architecture. She has worked in Australia
and internationally on a broad range of
project types, a particular strength being her
ability to navigate complex circumstances
to deliver richly experiential environments.
She has led several award-winning projects,
including the Santos Office Headquarters,
Adelaide, and Monash University Student
Housing. Here, she tells of the values
and experiences that have driven her
from being a shy teenager, with a passion
for art and art history, to become a leader
of one of Australia’s largest and most
highly regarded architectural practices.

“I grew up in a family of strong
women. We were taught that there
was nothing we couldn’t do and we
should aim high and work hard.”

From the ground up
Can you tell us a little more about your personal architectural
journey – especially the early years?
My family always had a strong affiliation with nature. We had
the quintessential Australian lifestyle – long days on the beach,
road trips up the coast, bushwalks and picnics. We all learned
to love the outdoors, from the tiny details to the breathtaking beauty
of a landscape in full panorama. It might be a contradiction for an
architect, but I always feel at my best when I’m immersed in nature.
I also grew up in a family of strong women. We were taught that
there was nothing we couldn’t do and we should aim high and work
hard – there have been instances in my professional career, though,
where I aimed too high and came back to earth with a thud.
I was always creative and my mother recognised this in me at
an early age. At 12 she sent me to my first life drawing class; I loved
it, despite being young among the field of 40 to 70 year olds. I was
shy and art gave me an outlet of expression and a place to retreat to.
Architecture is something that slowly seeped into me – I wasn’t the
child that dreamt of being an architect from age seven. My interest
was art and art history, including painting, sculpture and architecture.
My father was a pilot, so we travelled a lot when we were young,
especially through Europe. What was extraordinary was studying
art and architecture at school and then actually seeing the works.
Sculpture in particular moved me greatly as a child; I remember visiting
Michelangelo’s Pieta in St Paul’s Cathedral in Rome and being moved
to tears by the translucency of the skin and the overwhelming serenity.
It wasn’t until late in high school that I decided to apply for
architecture at the University of Sydney. I was drawn to graphic
design initially, and I still have a strong interest in this area, but after
two weeks of work experience I realised there just wasn’t enough
meat on the bones for me in that profession, so I chose architecture.
What I know now is that I’m creative, but I’m also very good at
problem-solving and in many ways this is the foundation of architecture
– the fine line between making sense of disparate elements and creating
something poetic, the constant juggling between the left and the right
brain to find the sweet spot that transcends both. Twenty years into
practicing architecture, the challenge of finding the perfect balance
in a project, where the apparent effortlessness of problem-solving
allows space for the intangible and poetic to emerge, remains fresh.
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Conceptual form study for the Flinders Street Station design competition, 2013,
completed in association with Zaha Hadid Architects

Designing with purpose
What do you consider the responsibility of architecture
in society to be?
At the most fundamental level, we should leave a positive legacy.
Architects have a responsibility to elevate the built environment.
While culpability for mediocre buildings doesn’t lie exclusively
with the architect, some architects do lose the will to advocate for
a better outcome.
How do you form an opinion of an architectural design?
A great work of architecture needs to affect us and trigger an
emotional response. Too often we are told of a fabulous new project
only to visit it and feel ... well, nothing. This is just making buildings,
providing space, offering a service. In contrast, when we visit truly
great works of architecture, we feel something.
When I was at university, I formed the view that there are two
kinds of architects: analytical architects, who learn to create good
architecture by studying it in detail, and intuitive architects, who have
ideas that seed from a response they have subconsciously formed
through their experiences. I believe I am the latter – I have mostly
founded projects on an intuitive response. It takes some years to
learn to trust your intuition, sometimes it fails you, but in my
experience once you have tested the seed of the idea vigorously,
it usually proves to be right.
Each project in some way becomes another experiment – it offers
an opportunity to evolve your thinking, as long as you look for it.
I have been forming a view, recently, on the importance of the
balance between clarity and complexity. In my earlier projects, I seemed
to either strive too much for complexity, formally and theoretically,
or refine too much to soulless clarity. Either way, the projects lacked
something. It is the combination of clarity and complexity that
elevates a project – we should understand our buildings intuitively,
but they also need to be felt.
You achieve clarity by synthesising the disparate elements of the
project into a new format with coherence and intelligibility. Despite its
complexity, you should be able to distil a brief and describe a building
in a simple diagram – part of our role as architects is to make these
fundamentals understandable. Complexity does not necessarily refer
to form, but rather it’s the way that poetry and surprise can find its
way into a project. In architecture, you can explore complexity in so
many ways – via spatial sequences, movement paths, form, materiality,
detailing – but complexity without clarity is just noise.
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Twin passions
What motivates you to continue working
in this challenging profession?
I have two passions in my life that have strong parallels – architecture
and dressage – and lately I have become more conscious of the
connections between the two. When horse and rider are in complete
harmony, the rider is guiding the horse not forcing it, the movements
are effortless despite their technical complexity and the horse is at
its most expressive and balanced. The beauty and the power of the
horse can be felt, even if not understood.
In dressage, the whole picture is as important as the detail,
the same applies in architecture. Like architecture, dressage requires
a lifetime of learning, every horse is different and every stage of their
training requires adjustment and rethinking to develop a mutually
respectful partnership with the horse. There can be so many
setbacks along the way to training a horse in complex movements,
but the joy of getting the feeling right, having the horse beneath you
in complete balance and harmony keeps you moving forward.
The challenge is immense, but it is the challenge that
makes dressage so exhilarating. So far, I have felt moments of
complete harmony in my work but having a project that sits equal
to the best dressage is my aspiration, the glimpses of this are
what keep me going.

“It is the combination of clarity
and complexity that elevates
a project – we should understand
our buildings intuitively,
but they also need to be felt.”

Study for a rooftop detail
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Tenacity and humility
What advice would you give a young architect?

Early sketch and model for the stair entry at The Academy, nab@Docklands

The architectural pathway is not an easy one. Naturally, most
architects are their own worst critics, so it is a journey as often
filled with self-doubt as it is with conviction.
I have been fortunate so far in my career to have had some
amazing mentors, without whom I would not have been able to
achieve what I have today, or learned what I did along the way,
but I also shared their passion and worked hard. It was the mutual
respect of these relationships and my openness to learning that
elevated them, from colleague or boss, to mentor. They taught
me the importance of collaboration and having a respectful
relationship with your team, the builder and craftspeople.
One of my mentors said, ‘Roll the building down the hill,
and if anything falls off, it shouldn’t have been there in the first place.’
The other taught me to trust my intuition and that it is a powerful
tool. But all of them made me understand that architecture requires
hard work and astute politics, it requires a defiance to relinquish
what is important to the project, even when sometimes the client
doesn’t yet fully understand this and the tenacity to cope with
hurdles or a seemingly unsolvable problem. As you become more
experienced, your ability to understand where to take a project in
this moment is more finely tuned.
In an age of seductive imagery, it’s easy for the young architect
to feel they have mastered their craft, but there is so much to learn
in architecture. It’s a profession of lifelong learning, especially now
with technology changing so rapidly. It’s a marathon, not a sprint.
Being an architect takes great courage. You need to believe
in your ideas and listen to the team, public, client, builder and
developer to create a collective understanding and ownership of the
idea. Once you’ve completed the project it is on public display, there
is nowhere to hide. Too often, though, courage becomes ego and the
sensitivity is lost in the work – there is no vulnerability in the architect
and they can no longer see the flaws, review the project objectively
or listen. In a way, they stop seeing the world around them and the
project becomes hollow. Perhaps this is why most architects will only
ever create a handful of truly significant projects in their lifetime.

Parametric models, based on foot traffic flows, that informed the design of The Academy’s floor plan
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Embracing risk
How do you keep positive if a big pitch isn’t successful?
Is the fear of failure a motivator for you?
In architecture you need two qualities: resilience and self-belief.
Despite detailed evaluation matrixes, more often than not projects
are won and lost on emotional decision-making. Sometime it’s just
not your day, other times someone else did a better job.
It’s important to understand why you weren’t successful and
adjust accordingly. A good pitch is tailored, you need to understand
who you are pitching to, what’s important to them and how you can
help achieve their goals and demonstrate this.
I’m a strong believer in pushing outside of comfort zones,
challenging your thinking; you can only do this if you face the fear
of failure and don’t let it hijack you. I’m more afraid of mediocrity
than failure; at least failure means you took a risk.

Building futures
What have been the significant changes in architecture since you
started out? What is your vision of the future?
Computer-aided drafting [CAD] didn’t really come into everyday
usage until sometime after I left university. I remember my first boss
explaining to me the art of pushing the pencil on the page, not pulling
it, to get a clean line. Now a lot of that art is lost, but, equally, new
design technologies open new pathways. Moving forward, the entire
system of those involved in building a building will become more
cohesive, as we work as a single unit contributing to a single computer
building model. This requires all parties to be in a process of
continual learning, given the speed at which technology is evolving.
Speed is a constant challenge. Gone are the days of leisurely
labouring over a design problem – we are expected to produce quickly
and preferably make it something exciting and new. Ultimately, this
will lead to superficial outcomes. Technology helps to enable us,
but good things do still take time. Ideally, technology should allow
us to be more efficient and effective with process tasks, creating
time for strategic thinking.
I’m not sure the notion of having a ‘vision for the future’ in the
traditional sense is valid anymore. The world changes so quickly now
and, in ways that can be hard to predict. In the past the future might
have been talked of in terms of 20 to 50 years, these days the future
is just a three- to five-year horizon.

Early sketches for Narbethong Community Hall

“Too often, courage becomes ego,
the sensitivity is lost in the work ...
the architect stops seeing the
world around them and their
project becomes hollow.”
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This was a project that grew in its potential
during the process. In recent years, Melbourne
had seen significant growth in student
housing, mostly typified by underwhelming, low-cost
precast boxes. This was an opportunity to create
a new model for student housing that embodied
the collegiately of traditional student on-campus
residences within a framework that was cost-effective
and fast to deliver. Importantly, the students love
it and it has been successful for our client. This was
the first major building I had key authorship of; not
only was it a milestone in that sense, but it has also
won some significant awards, including the National
Architecture Award for Multiple Housing [Frederick
Romberg Award] and a RIBA International Award.
I’m proud of being able to demonstrate that low-cost
doesn’t have to mean lowest common denominator.”

2011
— Monash University Student
Housing, Clayton
Clayton, Victoria
BVN Donovan Hill
Ninotschka Titchkosky /
Richard Middleton / Andy Ostojic /
Michael Ferrarin / Imogene Tudor
Setting a new Australian benchmark
in student accommodation, the
Monash University Student Housing
project is designed to create
a collegiate environment that fosters
a sense of community while catering
to individual needs. The development
comprises of two five-storey buildings,
containing 300 studios each. The
buildings flank a common central
courtyard which provides a communal
space and serves as the entry to each
building. Shared break-out spaces,
common rooms and vertical circulation
are located in the centre of each
building. Two wings, with thirty studios
per floor, are attached to this central
zone. Studios are 20m2, containing
a kitchenette, separate ensuite
and sleeping/living/study zone.
Operable floor-to-ceiling windows
and high ceilings contribute to the
sense of spaciousness and amenity.
Image — John Gollings
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2007

2009

2009

2011

2012

1 — Santos Headquarters
Adelaide, South Australia
BVN Donovan Hill
Ninotschka Titchkosky / Bill Dowzer /
James Grose / Domino Risch /
Conor Larkins

2 —The Goods Shed North,
Docklands
Melbourne, Victoria
BVN Donovan Hill
Ninotschka Titchkosky /
Trudy-Ann King / Kylie Robinson /
Megan Ronnfeldt / Peter Richards

3 — The Academy,
NAB @ Docklands
Docklands, Victoria
BVN Donovan Hill
Ninotschka Titchkosky /
Narelle Bentley / Emma Kerr /
Megan Ronnfeldt

4 — Narbethong Community Hall
Narbethong, Victoria
BVN Donovan Hill
Ninotschka Titchkosky /
Peter Richards /
Mick Fischer-Brunkow /
Edwards Moore / Juliet Moore

5 — Allens Workplace
Melbourne, Victoria
BVN Donovan Hill
Ninotschka Titchkosky / Rod Allan /
Kylie Barker / Sarah Embling /
Domino Risch / Peter Richards

The Goods Shed is a major adaptive
re-use project to transform the
previously derelict Goods Shed
in the Docklands, Melbourne into a
vibrant new workplace. The original
features of the building were restored
and enhanced with careful intergration
of new elements into the space.
New mezzanines and stairs were
added and each of the tenants’
spaces are individually expressive of
their brands. The design aims
to achieve an aesthetic response
that builds upon the existing
and reinterpreted elements.
Image — Peter Clarke

The Academy at NAB@Docklands is
an immersive learning environment
dedicated to employee training and
development, and community engagement. The 3200m2 space is located
in a publicly accessible atrium and
represents NAB’s aspirations for
corporate social responsibility and
public engagement. The Academy
acknowledges that different types
of learning need different types of
spaces, therefore the intent was to
create ‘experiences’ not just spaces.

The rebuilding of the Narbethong
Community Hall, destroyed in the
Black Saturday fires of 2009,
presented an opportunity to create
an improved public space for the
community and a new typology for
community buildings. The bronze
mesh fire-resistant armature of the
hall and full height glazed facade
conceals the timber interior and its
curved timber screen, allowing the
community to express their heritage
as a timber town and have a strong
connection to the beautiful
surrounding landscape.
Image — John Gollings

Santos is a major Australian oil and
gas exploration and production
company. The new Santos Centre
creates an open and collaborative
work environment that responds to
the migration to multidisciplinary
exploration teams. With a 12-storey
atrium linking all levels, it is a workplace that supports the free flow of
knowledge, faster collaboration
and provides for visible, open leader
-ship, which was a significant cultural
shift for the organisation. Aesthetically
the new workplace celebrates the
fundamental nature of oil and gas
exploration, geophysics, to make
a meaningful environment for
their people.
Image — John Gollings
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Allens is a top tier law firm with
offices throughout Australia,
Asia and Europe. The Melbourne
workplace is the embodiment of the
firm’s core values of unity and ‘clear
thinking.’ A dramatic new stair
physically and visually connects
all levels, with significant break out
spaces grouped around the stair.
A key aspect of the design is the
incorporation of Allens’ significant
art collection throughout the
workplace in a gallery setting.
Image — John Gollings
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Natural fit Stephen Webb

Stephen is an architect and design
director of DesignInc Melbourne. Stephen
was one of the lead designers of K2
Housing, Council House 2 (in collaboration
with the City of Melbourne) and Bio21
Institute at the University of Melbourne.
As design director at DesignInc Melbourne
for the past 10 years, he has been
instrumental in the development of the
practice’s integrated design philosophy.
This philosophy promotes building fabric
as an evolving expression of natural
systems and the active design of healthy
spaces. The end goal is the development
of an architecture that moves beyond
the contemporary obsession with ‘carbon
neutral’ sustainability, to buildings that
are restorative and regenerative. Cities,
in a sense, that are climate positive.

From the ground up
Can you tell us a little about your personal architectural journey,
especially the early years?
Growing up and studying in subtropical Brisbane has shaped
my approach to architecture, lending it a strong regional and climatic
imperative. A local experience that seemed normal then now
seems a fortunate beginning in context of a far more generic
global environment.
I had archetypal Queensland experiences occupying ‘under
the house’ spaces. Time spent neither inside nor outside, building
secret clubhouses and listening to footsteps above. The topography
and character of Brisbane’s inner-city suburbs was an influence
taken for granted at the time. Like a song by The Go-Betweens,
memories of steep vistas and hilltop landmarks come back to me
when I am on a flat and straight Melbourne tram ride.
As long as I can remember I have been interested in making
and designing things. The act and process of ‘doing’ has always
been what I enjoyed most rather than the finished thing. Like many,
when I was young I spent hours with Lego, but I also loved designing
games – everything from elaborate board games to fictional
sporting events to play in the backyard. Most only got played once
or twice, but it was the act of creation that mattered.
Early years growing up were full of outdoor play and the freedom
to explore. The influence of my parents and grandparents was strong.
My mother, like her mother, acted like another sibling – bringing
an unconstrained and joyful approach to parenting. My father
participated in our love for games and brought a creative influence
to the family with his background in music and art.
In architecture, I still most enjoy the process of drawing and
creating – time spent away from the jumbled world of people and events.
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I have come to understand that this preference for the conceptual
over the concrete is a fundamental part of my character and largely
why I chose architecture.
I remember in high school contemplating a career in design
and at the time I think my preference was for industrial design.
An information night at the university quickly made me realise that
architecture had it all – art, science, drawing and a wider public function.
I took up art by correspondence in years 11 and 12, as my school
did not offer it at the time. On reflection, I do feel that a confidence
and love of drawing was the most important quality for my success
in architecture. The eye to hand to paper sequence is so much more
than the act of representation. It can lead to the evolution and
connection of seemingly unrelated ideas and so many unique
interpretations of the world.
Early design inspiration also came from professor Tom Heath
at Queensland University of Technology [QUT]. He stood out to me as
someone with answers in a profession more focused on making design
knowledge as obscure as possible. He asked us to contemplate what
makes something good and demonstrated an actual design methodology
that took in philosophy, the psychology of space and aesthetics.

From ‘undesigned’ urbanism
to regenerative cities
To what degree do you believe Australia’s social and
cultural conditions have an influence on its architecture?
How do you see the role of the architect here?

Conceptual sketch for the design competition for the Australian Institute of Architects
building at 41 Exhibition Street, Melbourne (shortlisted)
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Design’s true potential to improve the quality, health and happiness
of people’s lives remains unrealised in this country. Australia does
not prioritise design. This is particularly obvious in our infrastructure
and broader urban form. Most design and architecture survives
on the margins, in the form of individual bespoke homes or one-off
city icons.
Our streets and the spaces between, the parts of the city
we see and engage with constantly, remain ‘undesigned,’
visually unimportant and considered only from the perspective
of the bottom line.
Design is primarily seen as an ‘add on,’ making something
look good. Partly this stems from Australia traditionally having
lots of space. Unlike Europe, there has been no imperative for clever
design solutions or more considered, compact morphologies.
This, combined with the Australian ‘make do’, utilitarian approach
to life, means few Australians are exposed to what good design is.
Architects are not blameless in this. We need to take more
responsibility for our cities and promote the true value of design
as a life-changing process. We need to focus more on the benefits
of good design for our cities and focus less on the heroic potential
of the individual building.
I don’t think there are limits in Australia to what architecture
can achieve. Clients are diverse and they parallel the good and bad
qualities of our culture. Significant change will happen when more
value is placed on the potential of our built environment to promote
health and happiness. If buildings are valued for their regenerative
and restorative powers, client values will necessarily shift to a more
holistic and longer-term focus.

Stephen Webb
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Helping to design and develop the city and its life support is the
most important role for architecture. Reconnection, restoration
and revitalisation of the city’s life support system will remove stress
from the hinterland, rather than adding to it. We should promote
a regenerative, precinct-based approach to infrastructure and city
form, leading to an oxygen-positive city, rather than carbon-neutral
individual buildings.
The challenge now is to continue to develop a design philosophy
and aesthetic derived from an integral rather than an additive
relationship with nature. A key example of this is the design of building
exteriors. Most modern buildings treat exteriors as a facade or envelope,
designed to keep out what we do not want, segregating inside from
outside. An integrated approach treats exteriors as filters or skins,
selectively allowing the desirable conditions in. Human skin is a good
analogy for aesthetic integration as it also follows the shape of
the body and organs within.

“Australia does not prioritise
design. Architects are not blameless
in this. We need to take more
responsibility for our cities and
promote the true value of design
as a life-changing process.”
Sketch for Melbourne City Council House 2 (built 2006)

Proposal for a sustainable mixed use development, Frankston,
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Designing living architecture
What do you see as the most important considerations
in the design process? How do you define an architectural idea?
I derived my early concepts of what architecture was from living
in traditional Queensland houses and being exposed to the local
‘structural rationalists’ of the 1980s and 1990s. Architects such
as Russell Hall and Rex Addison believed the traditional qualities
of regionally-derived form, structure and nature were sufficient
to create meaningful buildings.
Good design should have a legible integrity and expression
of structure and materials, demonstrate an ability to contribute
and regenerate beyond its immediate site and context and improve
people’s lives – physically and mentally.
To develop an idea I draw and keep drawing. I also evoke analogies.
Analogical design looks to other fields or contexts to create new ways
of structuring the problem. Using analogy in the design process can
provide clarity and allow designers to understand complex systems
quickly. The specific use of the nature analogy in the design process
provides a prompt to always look for integrated solutions. Nature can
also act as a functional model for complex processes and as a way
of valuing the natural world.
The most compelling model for the buildings of today and the
future has to be a design approach that considers buildings and urban
environments as living organisms, evolving in response to climate
and topography. In the past, this integrated approach produced
vernacular built forms that differed from place to place, in an analogous
way to how plants and animals differ from habitat to habitat.

Sketch for The Nicholson, a mixed-use apartment building,
East Coburg, Melbourne (built 2011)
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Building futures
What have been the major changes in architecture
since you started out?
Now, as built environment professionals, we need to push beyond
being 100 percent less bad and advocate a regenerative approach
to building. We must search for a way of designing buildings that
adapt and symbiotically benefit their surroundings, which might
eventually lead to truly responsive buildings that physically change
with occupant demands and external climatic shifts.
While DesignInc has championed sustainable architecture since
its inception, at the same time we predicted this focus on sustainability
would move into the background as the industry became better
versed in implementing sustainable solutions.
Current best practice will become tomorrow’s status quo. The past
10 years have seen the Green Building Council of Australia incentivise
green building techniques through the top end of the building industry,
with their suite of Green Star tools expanding to cover a huge number
of developments and forge a common language for sustainability.
During this time, our team has produced some of Australia’s
leading Green Star projects but we are now aiming much higher.
In recent years, we have attempted to move our practice philosophy
beyond definitions of sustainability, which have become unreliable, to
one of integrated design.
Integrated design means that a building or environment’s spatial,
formal, construction, energy and systems logics are intertwined.
Singular elements give rise to multiple benefits. A logical end aim of
integrated design is shifting beyond a neutral sustainable design to one
that is restorative and ultimately regenerative. This may be in the form of
re-adapting an existing building or environment or inserting new form
in a way that its material, energy and social outputs outweigh its inputs.

School science education building proposal, Victoria, 2007

“Our practice philosophy has
attempted to move beyond
definitions of sustainability,
which have become unreliable,
to one of integrated design.”

What is your vision of the future?
The beginnings of the 21st century have seen the emergence
of this restorative design approach, which fosters beneficial
contact between people and nature.
Frequently called biophilic design, this approach has grown
out of a body of knowledge and scientific support for the importance
of our ancestral habitat. Edward Wilson’s original biophilia hypothesis
asserts that we require contact with nature and natural forms,
just as much as we need nutrients and air for our metabolism.
Nature does not provide any instructions for design, but it
provides an unlimited collection of adaptations and evolutionary
principles that can be used to great design advantage. Understanding
complex order and its links to nature, neuroscience, aesthetics
and beauty should remain the key undertaking for designers.

Concept proposal for a new community hub, Victoria, 2013
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‘A machine dedicated to science,’
the Bio21 Institute signalled
the evolution of DesignInc’s
design roots from well-designed laboratory
and education buildings, into helping
revolutionise a new model of collaborative
research building. The building’s program
brings together like entities to create
a vibrant research hub, successfully
investigating and reordering the way
a research laboratory building can operate.”
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2006

2006

2007

2010

2012

Left — David Penington Building
(Bio21 Institute)
Melbourne, Victoria
DesignInc
John Williams / Christon Batey-Smith /
Stephen Webb / John Loftus Hills

1 — Council House 2
Melbourne, Victoria
Mick Pearce / DesignInc /
City of Melbourne
Rob Adams / Mick Pearce /
Stephen Webb / Jean-Claude Bertoni /
Chris Thorne

2 — K2 Apartments
Melbourne, Victoria
DesignInc
John Macdonald / Stephen Webb /
David Cox / Jenny Dudgeon /
Philip Weatherlake / John Sprunt

3 — Ingkarni Wardli building,
The University of Adelaide
Adelaide, South Australia
DesignInc
John Williams / Peter Cove /
Ross Chalmers / Stephen Webb /
Wayne Dixon

4 — GPO2 Design Studio
Melbourne, Victoria
DesignInc
Stephen Webb / Jane Sayers /
Darryl Suttie / Afrodite Moulatsiotis /
Heidi Lee

The Institute draws together
The University of Melbourne,
The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute
of Medical Research and the Royal
Melbourne Hospital (Melbourne
Health) to create a hub of research,
development and commercial
activity that attracts highly skilled
scientists and investors from around
the world. Two research blocks link
through a shared atrium space
to encourage interaction between
differing groups. The project
provides a highly flexible and
interactive environment to facilitate
the changing needs of researchers.
Image — Trevor Mein

The outcome of a collaborative
design process between Mick
Pearce, DesignInc and the City of
Melbourne, the Council House 2
(CH2) office building is a holistic
system, with its occupants as
participants. The design follows
a model that promotes a more
interactive dynamic between the city
and nature, in which all parties
depend on each other. It was the first
new commercial office building in
Australia to meet and exceed the
Six Star Green Star Rating system
administered by the Green Building
Council of Australia.
Image — Dianna Snape

K2 Apartments is a 96-unit housing
development initiated by the Office
of Housing and a benchmark in
ecologically sustainable medium
density public housing. Like a living
system, each piece of the architecture
integrates to maximise daylight
access, summer cooling, winter
warmth and fresh air ventilation,
while also providing a variety of
connections and richness in the
urban landscape. Sited in an area
of varied use, the project aims
to provide a built form that is
compatible with a sustainable future
vision of inner urban Melbourne.
Image — Peter Hyatt

The eight-storey Ingkarni Wardli
building for the Faculty of Engineering,
Computer and Mathematical Sciences
was designed to be used as a teaching
tool, with innovative features and
high environmental sustainability.
It achieved Australia’s first Six Star
Green Star rating for an education
building. To the north, thermal
chimneys and a facade pattern of
sunshades and colour contextually
respond to the university’s traditional
character. Student-focused spaces
and highly visible vertical circulation
promote a collaborative learning
environment, where the workings
of the building are on show.
Image — Dianna Snape
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DesignInc delivered its Melbourne
design studio as an integrated fitout.
It combines exposed base building
services and new work space into
level two of the heritage-listed
Melbourne GPO building. New and
old constrast dramatically to create a
timeless aesthetic, using recycled
timber and steel on a backdrop of
white masonry. A generous pinup
gallery, imagined as an active street,
links studio collaboration areas.
Design collaboration opportunities
are also maximised with the
integration of kitchen, meeting
spaces, resource area and an
outdoor terrace.
Image — Trevor Mein
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The social connection Kristen Whittle

Kristen Whittle is a director of Bates Smart,
one of Australia’s oldest and most
respected architecture firms. The notion
of architecture as a social art underpins
all of Kristen’s design work, which includes
many of Melbourne’s significant new
buildings, from the Royal Children’s Hospital,
for which he was lead designer, to 171
Collins Street and the National Centre for
Synchrotron Science in Clayton. Kristen
was educated at Manchester University in
England, before completing postgraduate
studies at Southern California Institute
of Architecture (SCI-Arc) in Los Angeles.
He then went on to work with Herzog & de
Meuron in Basel, Switzerland, playing
a leading role in the design of the Trinity
Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance,
which later won the Royal Institute of
British Architects Stirling Prize. Here,
he recounts how growing up in the UK
amongst the legacy of the postwar building
boom and its associated architectural
excesses influenced his commitment
to a socially responsive and responsible
approach to design.

From the ground-up
Can you tell us a little about your personal architectural journey,
especially the early years?
I grew up in a household with a strong connection to design and
development. I also had a strong feeling for human-centred issues,
which was an effect of my mother being a psychologist.
My father had a leading business role at Building Design
Partnership, one of the world’s first multidisciplinary architectural
design firms, which was set up in my birth home of Preston, in the
north of England. He always took a camera with him around the world
and took pictures of architecture. My father respected design, but
he was also critical of its disengagement from some of the biggest
issues facing our cities and society in general.
So there was an influence there, even though it wasn’t direct.
I saw architecture as my future career in my early teenage years
and I shaped my education to ensure I could get into architecture
school, making sure I had good grades in maths and art. I saturated
myself with architecture via books and travelling, particularly around
Europe and America. My desire was always to be educated outside of
my home country once I had my degree, and I was fortunate to get
that chance at SCI-Arc through studying in its campuses in Ticino
Switzerland and in Los Angeles. Many, many architects influenced
me back then - I think this exploration and diversity was crucial
for my understanding of architecture. However, Le Corbusier,
Mies Van Der Rohe and Aldo Rossi would perhaps be the most important
influences. It takes time to understand what designing means to you
and how these beliefs affect your aesthetic direction. Certainly, when
you build you start to realise what works and what doesn’t.
Looking back, I had a strong compulsion to practice art, but
I lacked a fuller understanding of its social value, which led me in the
direction of architecture. The idea of architecture as a social art has
always been important to me. I’ve likewise always balanced my
interest in design with a pragmatic realist position, as I feel
uncomfortable reducing architecture to a purely stylistic or overly
philosophical exercise. When I was going through my education,
there was a palpable distrust of architects within the community.
Architects had been under-delivering for many years, creating
unappealing, unresponsive design.
Working at Herzog & de Meuron in Basel was a game-changing
experience. It was an environment that balanced the creative, poetic
and technical aspects of architecture, where ideas were being built
on a large scale. This type of practice reflects a coherent, creative
ambition that is somehow very Swiss – it’s a society that supports
and nurtures creativity at the highest level. It shows in the country’s
love of art and technology. I took a lot from seeing that country tick.
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Finding the design leyline
Where do you look for abstract ideas?
What process do you go through to solve a design challenge?

Sketch describing how 171 Collins Street serves as
a backdrop for the nearby St Paul’s Cathedral

Above—sketch describing the interior environment for in patients at
the Royal Children’s Hospital and its relationship to surrounding parkland
Below—the main entry to the building as originally proposed
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There is a richness to your thinking when you are developing
multiple projects simultaneously – I don’t feel satisfied with looking
at one project alone. There really needs to be a critical mass
of projects to give you the vitality and creative agility that keeps
the projects sharp and engaging.
I’m interested in all building types, which I think is due to my
curiosity and my willingness to explore. Diversity is a good thing
and, through time, you realise that there is a lot of cross-connectivity
between typologies. Not being restricted or narrowed down to
a particular path has helped me to grow exponentially. By remaining
open, you allow your projects to develop in an organic way.
This requires sensitivity to your clients, the site and the building’s
function. Each project has its own will and behaviour. My job is
to listen, respond and create in the ‘mode’ of this environment.
Shared understanding is important. The project is only as good
as the process – if you have changing circumstances and a disjointed
process you tend to end up getting disjointed architecture.
Team-building and harnessing technology, in the design process,
helps you cope with the uneven path that most projects follow.
I look at the very broadest issues confronting a project,
mostly through inspecting the site context, the cultural context
and the physical geometry of a site. I believe there is a ‘leyline’
between physical geometry and the site’s sociocultural context
and try to find a path that unifies these aspects – to find a natural
geometry, if you like. This can be quite abstract at first. I would say
that intuition is perhaps the most abstract faculty of all for me
and the faculty I respect and trust the most.
I always aim to synthesise complex information into a singular
solution. I now understand this process in a rational way. This is not
to say that a singular position is reduced in meaning or complexity
– it’s rather that complexity is ordered, layered and brought to life
through a singular sculptural, material or spatial expression.
With regard to the Royal Children’s Hospital project, I wrote an
essay about iconic architecture to help the entire team understand
how health, design and society interact to create meaning and
values. What emerged out of this was a total commitment to
Evidence Based Design [EBD] principles, encompassing a new
mixed-use and socialisation strategy for the hospital conjoined
onto an aesthetic translation of nature into architecture.
The unification and celebration of underlying social values
through site-specific aesthetics also underpinned the 171 Collins
Street commercial tower project. In this instance, we reinterpreted
Melbourne’s rich inner-city historic context to create a new
sculptural tower form, as well as a sequence of highly-crafted,
crystalline spatial flows below. An intricate assemblage of forms
and surfaces combine in this project to create an unusual
and memorable experience that feels rich, inviting and deeply
connected to the city surrounds.
These two examples serve to underline the importance
of design process over design style in my work, and leading
a project through the skill of listening.

kristen whit tle
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Is the fear of failure a motivator for you?
It’s more a will to create that is the driver. If I felt like I wasn’t being
creative or wasn’t working toward something that was transforming
a situation, then I’d feel at a loss. I think there needs to be a certain
amount of stress in the system to get the most out of your creativity,
you need to be in a place where there is a little bit of chaos.
I found being a father, having children and the energy you get
from having kids to be a very positive influence on me as a designer.
Even though I was exhausted, I actually think I was more creative,
because it sharpens the mind and rids you of the second-guessing.
You literally cut to the chase.

A platform for positive change
What do you think the role of architecture is?
What advice would you give to a young architect?
Our role as architects is to grow and develop architecture’s
platform in society and drive positive change. That’s particularly
true for Australia, a young and developing country.
The task of finding the best, most effective solution to a complex
problem is perhaps the only thing that really differentiates architects
from the other professions and individuals who operate in our
industry. This skill needs to be explored and nurtured through lifelong
learning and experience. It requires the synthesis of function and
aesthetics, rather than a bias of one or the other. Achieving this
fusion requires experience and creative ability. If you split them, you
lose something and the brilliance never shines through. However
once you’ve done this, the next question is how it will resonate with
the end-users and the site context, culture and so on.
Architecture is a life-long business and its true aims are often
lost on young architects. To succeed takes many years of developing
your understanding and refining your skills, which mature in line with
your life skills. It takes patience and a deep respect for the profession.
I was once obsessed with ideas and creativity and not
necessarily the construction of buildings. Completing the working
drawings for the Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance
transformed the way I thought about design. Making a building
in drawings and thinking about those problems concretised my
creativity. And so, when I talk to young architects, I strongly suggest
that they go out and build something.

Concept for the internal atrium-cum-street
at the Royal Children’s Hospital

“During my education there was
a palpable distrust of architects
within the community. Architects
had been delivering unresponsive
design for many years.”

Mo
tha

Test model of the translucent acrylic panels that form the walls of
the gallery at the National Centre for Synchrotron Science
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With The Royal Children’s Hospital, we spent two to three
months teasing out and testing different thinking prior to
designing the building. What resulted was the idea to deconstruct
old notions of hospital design and make the project into a community
building, based on a deep exploration of evidence-based design principles.
This project had a particular poignancy and emotive centre that connected
the entire team, which really rose into an ideological architectural position
for design practice as a whole.”
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2011

2011

2012

2013

2013

Left — The Royal Children’s
Hospital
Melbourne, Victoria
Bates Smart / Billard Leece

1 — Crown Mahogany Room
Melbourne, Australia
Bates Smart

2 — National Centre for
Synchrotron Science
Melbourne, Victoria
Bates Smart

3 — Dandenong Hospital: Mental
Health Facilities
Dandenong, Victoria
Bates Smart

4 — 171 Collins Street
Melbourne, Victoria
Bates Smart

The National Centre for Synchrotron
Science celebrates the science of
light through the art of architecture.
The visitor centre takes its cue from
the Australian Synchrotron’s role as
a high technology research facility
using light as a medium. Translucent
acrylic panels infuse the ground floor
gallery with a polychromatic ethereal
light. Plastic lenses inserted into
skylights sit around the perimeter
of the theatre, pushing natural light
down through the wall, resulting in
a shimmering quality that makes the
constant movement of light visible.
Image — Peter Bennetts

The Dandenong Mental Health
precinct embraces a new model of
care. The overriding principle was
the creation of a modern, purposebuilt facility for the community.
The design responds closely to the
new model of care with particular
reference to non-institutional design,
outdoor and activity areas to
encourage social interaction,
a calm, safe and therapeutic
environment, supervision and
observation without unnecessary
intervention, a sense of place and
identity for each zone, flexibility
for sharing spaces and blended
interior and exterior environments.
Image — John Gollings

The new Royal Children’s Hospital
provides an opportunity for delivering
new models of care, incorporating
innovative international health care
concepts including evidence-based
design principles, family-centred
design, environmentally sustainable
design, introduction of daylight and
nature into work and health care
settings and the co-location of clinical,
research and education facilities.
Image — Shannon McGrath /
John Gollings

The Crown Mahogany Room is an
exclusive membership gaming club
located on level one of Crown Towers
Hotel. The patrons’ experience begins
on arrival at the newly refurbished
porte cochere and lift lobby.
The contemporary architectural
aesthetic of the glass and sandstone
east facade is unique to this property
and integral to the Mahogany Room
interiors. An expansive 10-metre
high architectural void connects
the hotel lobby to the Mahogany
Room and features a contemporary,
bespoke chandelier designed
by Bates Smart.
Image — John Gollings
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171 Collins Street consists of
premium office space, spread over
17 large campus-style floor-plates,
boutique office space in a heritage
building on Collins Street, a business
centre and high-end retail.
The design concept addresses the
facade’s relationship to St Paul’s
Cathedral, with the glass curtain
of the building providing a consistent
backdrop that delineates the
Cathedral’s fine architecture.
The building has a 6 star Green Star
and 5 star NABERS energy rating
and an under-floor air distribution
system improving indoor air quality
and occupant comfort.
Image — Peter Clarke
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